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This report is a summary of work completed under NASA grant 
NGR 11-002-179 entitled "Determination of the Effects of Nozzle 
Nonlinearities Upon the Nonlinear Stability of Liquid Propellant Rocket 
Motors". Research activities supported by this grant were begun in 
August 1973, and satisfactory progress has been made toward meeting the 
research objectives during the first six months of effort. Before 
giving a description of this progress, the motivations and objectives 
of this research project will be briefly reviewed. 
Various aerospace propulsion devices, such as liquid and solid 
propellant rocket motors and air breathing jet engines, are often sub-
ject to combustion instabilities which are detrimental to the performance 
and safety of operation of, these devices. In order to design stable 
engines, capabilities for a priori determination of the linear and 
nonlinear characteristics of the instability and the range of, operating 
conditions for which these engines are dynamically stable must be 
acquired. In order to perform such an analysis, the behavior of the 
exhaust nozzle under oscillatory flow conditionB must be understood. In 
partic131A.r, it is necessary to know how a wave generated in the combustion 
chamber is partially transmitted and partially reflected at the nozzle 
entrance. This information is usually expressed as a boundary condition 
(usually referred' to as a Nozzle Admittance Relation) that must be 
satisfied at the nozzle entrance. 
Before such a boundary condition can be derived, the nature of 
the wave motion inside the nozzle must be investigated. The behavior 
of oscillations in a converging-diverging supercritical nozzle was first 
treated by Tsieni who considered the case in which the oscillation of 
the incoming flow is one-dimensional and isothermal. Crocco 2 ' 3 extended 
Tsien's work to cover the more general cases of non-isothermal one- 
and. three-dimensional oscillations. The analyses of Tsien and Crocco 
are both restricted to small-amplitude (i.e., linear) oscillations. 
More recently, a nonlinear nozzle theory has been developed by Zinn 
and Crocco 
4,5'6 
who extended the previous linear theories to the 
investigation of the behavior of finite-amplitude waves. 
In recent studies (supported 1,Inder NASA grant NGL 11-002-083) 
conducted by Zinn, Powell, and Lores, theories were, developed which 
describe the nonlinear behavior of longitudinal
7,8 
 and transverse 
instabilities in liquid-propellant rocket chambers with quasi-steady 
nozzles. These theories have now been extended to situations in which 
the instabilities are three-dimensional and the rocket combustors are 
attached to conventional nozzles
11 
 . All of these theories have 
successfully predicted the transient behavior, nonlinear waveforms, 
and limit-cycle amplitudes of longitudinal and tangential instabilities 
in unstable motors. 
A new nonlinear nozzle theory is needed for the following reasons. 




 is mathematically complicated 
and requires considerable computer time For this reason, Zinn's analysis 
has never been used to perform actual computations of the wave structure 
in the nozzle or the nonlinear nozzle response. Secondly, the nonlinear 
nozzle admittance relation developed by Zinn is not compatible with the 
recently developed nonlinear combustion theories (see References 7 through 
11). Consequently, a linear nozzle boundary condition or a short nozzle 
(quasi-steady) assumption had to be used in all of the combustion 
instability theories developed to date. With the exception of a few 
special cases, where the amplitude of the instability is assumed to be 
moderate and the mean flow Mach number is small (e.g., see Reference 9), 
the use of a linear nozzle admittance relation in a nonlinear stability 
analysis is obviously inconsistent. Furthermore, in the case of 
transverse instabilities the "linear" nozzle has been known to exert a 
destabilizing effect; in these cases it is especially important to know 
how nonlinearities affect the nozzle behavior. 
The objective of this research program is to develop a three-
dimensional, nonlinear nozzle admittance relation to be used as a 
boundary condition in the recently-developed nonlinear combustion 
instability theories. This objective will be accomplished by performing 





Development of the theory 
Calculation of the nozzle response 
Application of the nozzle theory to, combustion 
instability problems 
Preparation of the final technical 
During the first six months of this project, considerable 
progress was made toward completing the first of the above tasks. How-
ever, unforeseen difficulties in the mathematical formulation of the 
problem arose in December, and it was found that the remainder of the 
first year will be needed to complete Task I. Thus a second year will 
be needed to complete the remaining tasks , and a proposal for a one-year 
extension for this grant was submitted to NASA. A summary of the work 
completed on Task I and a description of the mathematical difficulties 
are given in the remainder of this report. 
TASK I: DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY  
Research Completed  
As in the Zinn-Crocco analysis, 5 '6 finite-amplitude, periodic 
oscillations inside the slowly convergent, subsonic portion of an axi 
symmetric nozzle operating in the supercritical range were investigated. 
The flow in the nozzle was assumed to be adiabatic and inviscid and to 
have no body forces or chemical reactions. The fluid was also assumed 
to be calorically perfect. 
The nondimensional equations describing the gas motion in the 
nozzle were written in the following form: 
where y is the specific heat ratio; V, p, p , and S are the 
dimensionless velocity, pressure, density and entropy respectively and 
t is the dimensionless time. 
It was also assumed that the nozzle flow is isentropic and 
irrotational. Under these conditions the energy equation (i.e., 
Equation (3)) is no longer needed, the state equation (i.e., Equation 
(4)) reduces to the isentropic flow relation, p = p '  , and a velocity 
potential exists such that 01 = V. The continuity and momentum 
equations were combined, with the aid of the isentropic relation, to 
yield the following equation which describes the behavior of the 
velocity potential: 
while the pressure is related to 	b 
These equations are consistent with those used in the second-order 
nonlinear combustion instability theory developed by Powell, Zinn, 
and Lores (see References 7 and 10). 
In the nonlinear combustion instability theories developed by 
Powell and Zinn, each variable was expressed as the sum of a space-
dependent steady state quantity and a time- and space-dependent pertur- 
bation quantity. In order to obtain a nozzle admittance relation 
compatible with these theories, the velocity potential was expressed 
as follows: 
where the prime denotes the perturbation quantity and the bar denotes 
the steady-state quantity. Using the relation Vi = k , Equation (7) 
was substituted into Equation (5) to obtain the following wave equation 
for the nozzle: 
y - 1 -2 
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Before proceeding with the analysis, a coordinate system, 
appropriate for the introduction of the boundary condition at the nozzle 
walls, was chosen. Following the approach used by Zinn and Crocco 5 ' 6 
 for an axi-symmetric nozzle, the axial variable z was replaced by 
the steady-state potential function y , and the radial variable r was 
replaced by the steady-state stream function T. The potential and 
stream functions are defined by: 
where 6s and on respectively represent elementary (non-dimensional) 
lengths in the directions of the unperturbed streamlines and of their 
normals on the meridional planes (see Figure 1) and u is the steady-
state velocity. A third independent variable, 8 , measures the 
azimuthal variation. In the new coordinate system, the perturbation 
velocity is expressed in terms of its components along the coordinate 
directions as: 
where the e's are unit vectors. 
The transformation of Equation (8) to (p,T,O) coordinates was 
greatly simplified by assuming that the steady-state flow is one-dimen-
sional, which is a good approximation for slowly convergent nozzles. 
Y Under these conditions the dependence of p and u on 	and 0 can  
be neglected, so that they are considered to be practically uniform on 
each surface p = constant. Also the angle of obliquity of the stream-
lines to the axis of symmetry is sufficiently small so that its cosine 
is practically 1 and the element of normal On along the surface 
y = constant can be identified with dr. Hence the first of Equations 
(9) was integrated to obtain: 
w 






Figure 1, Coordinate System Used for the Solution of the Oscillatory Nozzle Flow. 
2 y 
Pu 
In addition the mean flaw velocity vector appearing in Equation (8) 
is given by: 
With the aid of Equations (11) and (12) and the expressions for the 
Laplacian, divergence, and gradient in a (4),T,8) coordinate system, 
Equation (8) was transformed to the following equation: 
= 2 e e + 24J-Iire -11 
where 
f (9) = 
-2 1 du 
f (cP) = 2 	-2 dug 
- -2 
f3 (Y) = 
f4(P) = 
-(Y -21)  'if 
2c 	dY 
f5  (P) = 
[1 ± 
f6 (y) = -P-- [1 - 
2u 
In Equations (14) c is the steady-state sonic velocity given by: 
-2 c = 1 - 
In deriving Equation (13) the third-order terms in Equation (8) (i.e., 
the last two terms on the right-hand side) have been neglected, thus . 
Equation (13) is correct to second order. 
The equations obtained by the above procedure have no known 
closed-form mathematical solutions. Consequently, it is necessary to 
resort to the use of either numerical solution techniques or approximate 
analytical techniques. Since the numerical solution techniques generally 
require excessive computer time, the latter approach was used. In the 
nonlinear combustion instability theories developed by Powell and Zinn 
(see References 7 - 11) the governing equations were solved by means of 
an approximate solution technique known as the Galerkin Method, which 
is a special case of the Method of Weighted Residuals 12 ' 13 . In these 
investigations it was shown that the Galerkin Method could be success-
fully applied in the solution of nonlinear combustion instability 
problems; its application was straightforward and it required relatively 
little computation time Thus the Galerkin Method was also used in the 
analysis to determine the nonlinear nozzle admittance relation. 
In order to employ the Galerkin Method in the solution of the 
wave equation (i.e., Equation (13)), it was first necessary to express 
the velocity potential, 	, as an approximating series expansion. The 
structure of this series expansion was guided by the experience gained 
in the nonlinear nozzle admittance studies performed by Zinn and Crocco 
(see Reference 5) as well as in the nonlinear combustion instability 
analyses of Powell and Zinn (see Reference 10). Thus the velocity 
potential was expressed as follows: 
= 	Y.. {Amn(cp) cos m9 Jm [s 
m=0 n=1 
In Equation (16), the functions A (y) are unknown complex 
functions of the axial variable T. The 0- and f-dependent eigenfunctions 
were determined from the first-order (i.e., linear) solutions by Zinn 5 . 
In these functions m is the transverse mode number, n is the radial 
mode number, Jm is a Bessel function of order m, Tw is the value 
of the steady-state stream function evaluated at the nozzle wall, and 
S 	is a root of the equation dJ (x)/dx = 0. The expansions given mn 
above describe standing wave motion; they can be easily modified to 
describe spinning wave motion. In the time-dependence, Lo is the 
fundamental frequency which must be specified and the integer k mn 
gives the frequency of the higher harmonics. The values of k
n 
 for m 
the various modes appearing in Equation (16) must be determined from 
the results of the nonlinear combustion instability analysis of Powell 
10 
and Zinn. For example it was found that, due to nonlinear coupling 
II 
between: modes, the second tangential 	= 2, n = 1) and first radial 
= 0, n = 1) modes oscillated with twice the frequency of the first 
tangential (m = 1, n = 1) mode. Thus in Equation (16) kll 1 for 
the first tangential mode and k = 2 for the second tangential and 
the first radial modes. The amplitudes and phases of the various modes 
depend on the axial location (i.e., (I)) in the nozzle through the 
Unknown functions Amn  (p). 
In order to obtain a solution, the unknown Cp-dependent functions 
(i.e., the A (p)) were determined by the Galerkin Method as follows. 
The assumed series expansion for the velocity potential (i.a.,.-Equation 
(16)) was substituted into the wave equation to form the residual, 
Ea l). In the event that this residual is identically zero, the 
assumed solution is an exact solution. The residual, therefore, 
represents the error incurred by using the approximate solution given 
by Equation (16). The Galerkin Method determines the amplitudes 
A (p). that minimize the residual Ea l ). 
Applying the Galerkin Method, the residual Ea') was required 
to satisfy the following Galerkin orthogonality conditions: 
T 
I J E(T)T.(t)6.(8)11 j  (0dSdt = 0 
0 S 
where L is the number of terms in 
variables. The weighting functions , 
correspond to the terms that appear . 
the series expansions 
T.(t), 8(e) 	and 
in the assumed series 
of the dependent 
*4(7 ) 
expansions. 
The temporal weighting function, T.(t), 
the assumed time dependence, thus: 
is the complex conjugate of 
-ik wt 
T.(t) = e an 
The azimuthal weighting functions, 3 (e), are given by: 
0.(e) = cos me 
while the radial weighting functions, 11; j ( ) are given by: 
1 
-C Y) = 	[s m mn 
The time integration is performed over one period of oscillation, 
T = 2•7/w, while the spatial integration is performed over any surface 
of y = constant in the nozzle (in Equations (17) dS indicates an 
incremental area on this surface). 
Evaluating the spatial and temporal integrals in Equation (17) 
yields a system of L nonlinear, second order (in derivatives) ordinary 
differential equations to be solved for the A
mn 
 (y). These equations 
are complex and are equivalent to a system of 2L real equations. 
Using the notation 
where each term in Equation (16) is assigned an index p, the correspond-
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dip5 
	Bp q 
The coefficients Ck and Dk in Equations (22) are functions of the 
axial variable p as well as the indices j, p, and q. Considerable 
time and effort was required to derive the analytical expressions for 
these coefficients, which were obtained by evaluating integrals 
involving trigonometric and Bessel functions. In the absence of closed-
form expressions for the integrals of Bessel functions, these integrals 
were computed numerically. 
As a check on the above analysis, a single mode series con-
sisting of the first tangential mode (m =1, n = 1) was used in deriving 
Equations (22). For this case all of the coefficients of the nonlinear 






which is identical to Crocco and Sirignano's equation
3 
 for the isentropic 
and irrotational case. 
Summarizing the work completed to date, the wave equation 
(i.e., Equation (5)) has been perturbed and written in a (y,Y,8) 
coordinate system. A second-order wave equation has been derived by 
neglecting third-order terms (i.e., products of three perturbation 
quantities) in this equation. The velocity potential was then expanded 
in the series given by Equation (16) and this series was substituted 
into the second-order wave equation to form a residual. This residual 
was then required to satisfy Equation (17) giving a system of non-
linear ordinary differential equations (i.e., Equations (22) which must 
satisfy certain boundary conditions at the nozzle entrance and at the 
nozzle throat. Expressions for the coefficients in Equations (22) were 
derived by evaluating the spatial and temporal integrals in Equation (17). 
Mathematical Difficulties  
The part of Task I that remains to be completed is the 
development of a computer program to solve the nonlinear equations 
(i.e., Equations (22)) for the unknown functions of y. In order to do 
this, the boundary conditions that the solutions must satisfy must be 
formulated. It is in the treatment of these boundary conditions that 
difficulties have been encountered which have delayed completion of 
Task I. The nature of these difficulties will now be described. 
In the linear analyses of Crocco and Sirignano3  and Bell and 
Zinn the differential equation, that had to be solved was singular at 
the nozzle throat; that is, the coefficient of the highest order 
derivative vanished there. Thus one of the boundary conditions that the 
solutions had to satisfy was a regularity condition at the throat. 
This enabled the differential equations to be numerically integrated, 
beginning a short distance upstream of the throat and proceeding 
upstream to the nozzle entrance plane. The starting values were 
obtained from a Taylor's Serieslexpansion about the throat. In the 
nonlinear case difficulties were encountered when applying the above 
procedure because the corresponding nonlinear equations (i.e., Equations 
(22)) are not quasi-linear; that is, the coefficients of the highest 
derivatives depend on the unknown functions, Bp (y). Thus the location 
of the singular point is not known a priori. It is also not clear how 
the regularity conditions should be applied in the nonlinear case even 
if the location of the singular point were known. Thus additional 
study was needed in order to resolve this problem. 
Most of the effort expended during December and January 
was aimed at resolving these mathematical difficulties. Once the proper 
form of the boundary condition at the throat is established, a computer 
program will be developed to integrate Equations (22) and determine the 
complex functions A (y). These in turn will be used to obtain mn 	 -- 
nonlinear nozzle admittance relations for use in the Powell-Zinn 
nonlinear combustion instability theories. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report is a summary of work completed under NASA grant NGR 11- 
002 -179 entitled "Determination of the Effects - of Nozzle Nonlinearities 
Upon the Nonlinear Stability of Liquid Propellant Rocket Motors". Research 
activities supported by this grant were begun in August 1973, and satis-
factory progress has been made toward meeting the research objectives dur- 
ing the first year of effort. Before giving a description of this progress, 
the motivations and objectives of this research project will be briefly 
reviewed. 
Various aerospace propulsion - devices, such as liquid and solid pro-
pellant rocket motors and air breathing jet engines, are often subject 
to combustion instabilities which are detrimental to the performance and 
safety of operation of these devices. In order to design stable engines, 
capabilities for a priori determination of the linear and nonlinear 
characteristics of the instability and the range of operating conditions 
for which these engines are dynamically stable must be acquired. In 
order to perform such an analysis, the behavior of the exhaust nozzle 
under oscillatory flow conditions must be understood. In particular, it 
is necessary to know how a wave generated in the coMbustion chaMber is 
partially transmitted and partially reflected at the nozzle entrance. 
This information is usually expressed as a boundary condition (usually 
referred to as a Nozzle Admittance Relation) that must be satisfied at the 
nozzle entrance. 
Before such a boundary condition can be derived, the nature of the 
wave motion inside the nozzle must be investigated. The behavior of 
oscillations in a converging-diverging supercritical nozzle was first 
treated by Tsien
1 
who considered the case in which the oscillation of 
the incoming flow is one-dimensional and iscthermal. Crocco 2,3  extended 
Tsien's work to cover the more general cases of non-isothermal one- and 
three-dimensional oscillations. The analyses of Tsien and Crocco are 
both restricted to small-amplitude (i.e., linear) oscillations. More 
recently, a nonlinear nozzle theory has been developed by Zinn and Crocco 4 ' 5 ' 6 
who extended the previous linear theories to the investigation of the 
behavior offral_te-amplitude waves. 
in recent studies (supported under NASA grant NGL 11-002-083) con-
ducted by Zinn, Powell, and Lores, theories were developed which descrfbe 
the nonlinear behavior of - lor:situdinal7,8  and transverse9,10 instabili-
Lies in liquid-propellant rocket -'6.,.a.lbe -r-s with quasi-steady nozzles. These 
_— 
	
theories have now been extended to situations 	 e I in which thnsAmle±.171,- 
are three-dimensional and the rocket combustors are attached to conven- 
tional nozzles
11 
. All of these theories have successfully predicted the 
transient behavior, nonlinear waveforms, and limit-cycle amplitudes of 
longitudinal and tangential instabilities in unstable motors. 
A new nonlinear nozzle theory is needed for the following reasons. 
First, the nonlinear analysis of Zinn 5,6  is mathematically complicated 
and requires considerable computer time. For this reason, Zinn's analysis 
has never been used to perform actual computations of the wave structure 
in the nozzle or the nonlinear nozzle response. Secondly, the nonlinear 
nozzle admittance relation developed by Zinn is not compatible with the 
recently developed nonlinear combustion theories (see References 7 through 
11). Consequently, a linear nozzle boundary condition or short nozzle 
(quasi-steady) assumption had to be used in all of the combustion in 
stability theories developed to date. With the exception of a few special 
'cases, where the amplitude of the instability is assumed to be moderate 
and the mean flow Mach number is small (e.g., see Reference 9), the use of 
a linear nozzle admittance relation in a nonlinear stability analysis is 
Obviously inconsistent. Furthermore, in the case of transverse insta-
bilities the "linear" nozzle has been known to exert a destabilizing 
effect; in these cases it is especially important to know how nonlinearities 
affect the nozzle behavior. 
The objective of this research program is to develop a three-
dimensional, nonlinear nozzle admittance relation to be used as a 
boundary condition in the recently-developed nonlinear combustion insta-
bility theories. This objective will be accomplished by performing the 
following four . tasks: 
Task I: 	Development of the theory 
:Task 
Task III: • 
iCalculation of the nozzle response 
Application of the nozzle theory to combustion 
instability problems 
IIP 
TASK I: DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY 
Derivation of the Nozzle Wave Equation  
As in the Zinn-Crocca analysis,
5,6 
 finite-amplitude, periodic oscil-
lations inside the slowly convergent, subsonic portion of an axisym-
metric nozzle operating in the supercritical range were investigated. 
The flow in the nozzle was assumed to be adiabatic and inviscid and to 
have no body forces or chemical reactions. The fluid was also assumed to 
be calorically perfect. 
The nondimensional equations describing the gas motion in the nozzle 
were written in the following form: 
Ta8k IV: 	Preparation of the final techhical report 
Puling Gkie first six months of this project, considerable progress 
was made toward completing the first'of the above tasks. However, un-
fcreseen difficulties in the mathematical formulation of the problem arose 
°in-December, and most of the first year was needed to complete Task I. 
Once the theory and computer programs were developed, Task II was com-
pleted dining the remaining time A one-year extension of support has 
been granted by NASA to complete - Tasks III and IV. A summary of the work 
completed on Tasks I and II is given in the remainder of this report. 
where y is the specific heat ratio; X, p, p, and S are the dimensionH 
less :velocity, pressure, density .and entropy res-pectively and t is the 
dimensionless time 
It was also assumed that the nozzle floW is isentropic and irro-
tational- Under these conditions: the energy equation. (i.e:.,Equation 
(3))is no longer needed, the state equation (i.e. Equation ( 1l))reduces 
to the isentropic flow relation, p = p', and a velocity Potential exists 
such that V = V. The continuity and momentum equations were combined, 
with the aid of the isentropic relation, to yield the folloWing:equatien 
which de-cribes the behavior of the velocity potential: - 
v2 V - Ott = 	 -v§t  
(V§'V§) 	+. , 2 
This equation is consistent with the wave equation used in the second-order 
nonlinear combustion instability theory developed by Powell, Zinn, and 
Wires (see References 7 and 10). 
In the nonlinear combustion instability theories developed by Powell 
and Zinn, each variable was expressed as the sum of a space-dependent 
steady state quantity and a time- and space-dependent perturbation quantity. 
In order to obtain a nozzle admittance relation compatible with these theo-
ries, the velocity potential was expressed as follows: 
where the prime denotes the perturbation quantity and the bar denotes 
the steady-state quantity. Using the relation v?) = 2, Equation (6) was 
substituted into Equation (5) to dbtain the following wave equation for the 
nozzle: 
[1 - 	2] v2e - § I 
y - 	(v.Y.) L§ -+ 	+ 	v t J 2 
2 v1
/ 
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	0e(vV.-7 ) + § -v(vV.v§ 
Before proceeding with the analysis, a coordinate system, appro 
priate for the introduction of the boundary condition at the nozzle 
walls, was chosen. Following the approach used by Zinn and Crocco-5 ' 6 
for an axi-symmetric nozzle, the axial variable z was replaced by the 
steady-state potential function y, and the radial variable r was re-
placed by the steady-state stream function 111. The potential and stream 
functions are defined by: 
where Ss and on respectively represent elementary (non-dimensional) 
lengths in the directions of the unperturbed streamlines and of their 
normals on the meridional planes (see Figure 1) and u is the steady-
state velocity. A third independent variable, 0, measures the azimuthal 
variation. In the new coordinate system, the perturbation velocity is 
expressed in terms of its components along the coordinate directions as: 
/ =ue +ve +w le 
* 	 •-• 0 
where the eis are unit vectors. 
The transformation of Equation (7) to (y,11/,9) coordinates was greatly 
simplified by assuming that the steady-state flow is one-dimensional, which 
Figure 	Coordinate System used for - the Solution of the Oscillatory Nozle Flow. 
Flow direction 
CY■ 
is a good approXimationfor slowly convergent nozzles. Under these con-
ditions the dependence of P and u on V  and e can be neglected, so that 
they are considered to be practically uniform on each surface p = constant  
..,Also the angle of obliquity of the stream-lines to the axis of symmetrY: 
is,:suffictentlyJsmalI.:&d:.that it& cosine is practically 1 andthe;eleMentl 
of normal an along the surface y = constant can be identified with dr. 
Hence the first of Equations' (8) was integrated to obtain: 
2 	. 
pu 
an .addition the mean flow_velocity vector appearing in-Equation , (7)',..is 
given by: 
(cP) e 
With the aid of Equations (10) and -(11) and the expressions for the 
Laplacian, divergence, and gradient in a.(cp,1;1,0) coordinate system, 
Equation (7) was transformed to the following equation: 
f1(9) ee 4 , 9 t 
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1 du 
f2( ) = -2 dy 
--2 
) = 





f6 (9) = 	Cl - 2u  
-2 
- 1 u du
-2  
2 	-2J dcp 
u2-1 da2 
) -2] dcp 
In Equations (13) c is the steady-state sonic velocity given by: 
a2 1 	u2 
2 
In deriving Equation (12) the third-order terms in Equation (7) (i.e., 
the last two terms on the right-hand side) have been neglected, thus 
Equation (12) is correct to second order. 
Application of the Galerkin Method  
The equations obtained by the above procedure have no known closed-
. 
Consequently, it is necessary to resort to form mathematical solutions. 
the use of either numerical solution techniques or approximate analytical 
techniques. Since the numerical solution techniques generally require 
excessive computer time, the latter approach was used. In the nonlinear 
coMbuStion instability theories developed by Powell and Zinn (see Refer- 
ccences-7 -4, al) the-governing:equations were . solved by means;:of an'approxi-
mate solution technique known as the Galerkin Method, which is a special 
case of the Method of. Weighted Residuals1 
.2,13. 
 In these investigations 
it was shown that the Galerkin Method could be successfully applied in the 
solution of nonlinear coMbustion instability problems; its application 
was straightforward and it requiredrelatively -iittl&computation 
Thus the Galerkin Method was .aasoAlsed in the .present analysis to de-
termine the nonlinear nozzle admittance relation. 
In order to employ the Galerkin- Method in the solution of,..the wave 
equation (i.e., Equation (12), it -was first necessary to express the ve-
locity pOtential, (1, ', as an approximating series expansion. The struc-
ture of this series expansion was guided by the experience gained in 
the nonlinear nozzle admittance studies performed by Zinn and Crocco 
(see Reference 5) as well as in the nonlinear combustion instability 
analyses of Powell and Zinn (see Reference 10). Thus the velocity po-
tential was expressed as follows: 
cos me 
In Equation (15), the functions A (m) are unknown complex functions 
of the axial variable cp. The e- and *-dependent eigenfunctions were de- 
termined from the first-order (i.e., linear) solutions by Zinn
5 
 . In these 
functions m is the transverse mode number, n is the radial mode nuMber, Jm 
 is a Bessel function of order m, * is the value of the steady-state stream 
function evaluated at the nozzle wall, and S is a root of the equation 
dJ (x)/dx = 0. The expansions given above describe standing wave motion; 
they can be easily modified to describe spinning wave motion. In the time-
dependence, w is the fundamental frequency which must be specified and the 
integer k gives the frequency of the higher harmonics. The values of kmn 
 for the various modes appearing in Ecuation (15) must be determined from 
it 
10 
the results of the nonlinear combustion instability analysis of Powell 
and 
 
Zinn is example it was found that, due to nonlinear coupling be-
tween modes, the second tangential (m = 2, n = 1) and first radial (m =0, 
n = 1) modes oscillated with twice the frequency of the first tangential 
= 1) mode. - 'Thus in Equation (15) kll = .1 forthe first:tan 
ential mode and k = 2 for the second tangential and the first radial 
modes. The amplitudes and phases of the various modes depend on the 
axial location (i.e.,* in the nozzle thrOugh the unknown functions 
A (0) . 
In order to simplify the algebra involved in the application of the 
Galerkin Method, the approximating series expansion for e is written as 
a single summation as follows: 
N 
A (cP) e (0) T (*) 
P 	P 
p=1 
where to each value of the index p, there corresponds the mode numbers 
m(p) and n(p), which determine the value of k . In Eq. (16) 8 (0) and 
Y (0 are the 9-and *-dependent functions while N is the number of terms 
in the series expansion. In the present analysis, a three-term expan-
sion consisting of the first tangential ( p = 1, m = 1, 1), second tan-
gential (p = 2; m = 2, n = 1) and first radial (p = 3; m = 0, n 1) modes 
was used, but the theory is applicable to any number of modes- 
In order to obtain the solution, the unknown p-dependent functions, 
A
D 
 (0), were determined by the Galerkin Method as follows. The assumed 
series expansion for the velocity potential (i.e., Eq. (16))was sUb-
stituted into the wave equation to form the residual, E (r). In the 
event that this residual is identically zero, the assumed solution is 
an exact solution. The residual, therefore, represents the error in-
curred by using the approximate solutions given by Eq. (16). The Galer-
hin Method determines the amplitudes A (p) that minimizes the residual 
E 	. 
Applying the Galerkin Method, the residual E() was required to 
satisfy the following Galerkin orthogonality conditions: 
ER'') T.(t) 8.(0) Y.(*) ds dt = 0 
3 
7ne 	 1H?; functions 	8.(0) and T.(0 correspond to the terms 
that app6ar in the assumed series expansion. The temporal weighting 




T . (t) = e 
The azimuthal weighting functions, 0.0), are given by 
8.0) = cos me 
while the radial weighting funCtions, T.(*), are given.by.  
j (4) = J S i(6 	. 
The  time integration is performed over one period of oscillation, 
arr 
T = ---, while the spatial integration is performed over any surface 
of T = constant in the nozzle (in . Eq. (17) dS indicates an incremental 
area on this surface). 
Evaluating the spatial and temporal integrals in Eq. (17) yields 
the following system of N nonlinear, second order, coupled, complex 
ordinary differential equations to be solved for the complex amplitude 














A (0) + 
dr,p q 
P1 q=1 
N a2A (0 
d A (0) dA (cp) p 	q 
2 dco 
do 
dA .(Y) dA (w) 	 dA (0) 
	
D 	 q  + D A -- 	 (13) 	q 	+ D A' ((p) 3 
dcp 	
dcp 
P . 	dcp 5 P 
Q = 0 
In the above equations, Q represents the addi -L, 	honlino,: 
that arise whon a complex solution (i.e. Eq. (16)) is used to solve the 
nonlinear wave equation (i.e. Eq. (12)). These terms are similar in 
form to the nonlinear terms shown, but they involve the complex con-
jugates of the.amplitude functions. The procedure for deriving these 
terms is given in Appendix B of Ref. 11. The coefficients C k and Dk are 
functions of the axial variable cp as well as the indices j,10 and q. 
Analytical expressions for these coefficients contain integrals involv-
ing trigonometric and Bessel functions. In the absence of closed- 
form expressiOns for the integrals of Bessel functions, these integrals 
were computed numericnily. 
As a check on the above analysis a single mode series consisting 
of the first tangential mode was used in deriving Eq. (21). For this 
case, all the coefficients of the nonlinear terms vanish and the re-


















+ w A(T) 
which is identical to Crocco and Sirignano's equation 3 for the isentroPic 
and irrotational case. 
Dominance of the 1T Mode  
The well known fact that most transverse instabilities behave like 
the first tangential (11) mode was used to further simplify Eq. (21). 
Based on the results of the recent combustion instability theory, 11 it 
was assumed that the amplitude of the 1T mode was considerably larger 
than the amplitudes of the remaining modes in the series solution. 
Through an order of magnitude analysis, correct to the second order, 
El. (21) reduced to the following system of equations: 
The above equations can be written concisely as follows: 
2 d A (T 	 (m) 
PH (m)  P + M (co) dA P  + (cp) A (m) = I (T) ( 2 /) do 2 P dcP P P 
where
1
(m) = 0. 
It can be seen that the above equations are decoupled with respect 
to the iT mode; that is, the solution for A l can be obtained indepen-
dently of the amplitudes of the other modes. Thus, to second order, the 
nonlinearities of the problem do not affect the 1T mode. On the other 
hanithe nonlinearities influence the amplitudes of the higher modes 
( i.e., n„) , A3 . .) by means of the inhomOgeneous terms in the equations 
for the other. mOdes. 
Homogeneous and Particular Solutions  
Equation (24) is a second order, linear ordinary differential 
equation and its general solution is a combination of the homogeneous 
solution that satisfies the homogeneous part of Eq. (24), i.e., 
,2 A (h) 	(h) 
	
{
1. 13:\ 	 u• 
dA.15 	(hy 10, I H 	 M  N A, = 0 
ap2 P P P 4P 	P 
and the particular solUtion that satiSfieS Eq. (24). The general 
lution can be written in the following form: 
(h) 	,..(h) 	
A(i) A (cP) 	K., A p 	 P P P 
where A (h) and 7411) are two independent 
K2 are arbitrary constants, and A
(i)  is a particular solution of the in-
homogeneous equation. 
Examination of the coefficients of Eq. (24) show that thi 
has the following singular points: 
u = 0- 
=c- (  2 	c 
\y + 1/ throat 
U = co 
For a supercritical nozzle with a finite area entrance, only the singu-
larity at the throat is of concern to us. Assuming that the singularity 
of the solution appears in 71 5 h) the condition requiring the regularity p 
of the solution at the throat can be expressed by requiring K
2  = 0. 
Consequently, the required solution of Eq. (24) is of the form 
01) / 	(i) A (0) = 	(cp) A 	(co)P 	P 
solutions of Eq. (25), Ka. and 
equation 
Derivation of Admittance Relations  
Using the above result, a nonlinear_ admittance relation to be used 
as a boundary condition in nonlinear combustion'inStability analyses can 




 (0)0 (0)T (*) e P , 
P 	P 
(27) 
taking partial derivatives with respect to z and t 'and using Eq. (26) 
gives 
ik wt dA (i) 
	 - 171 8 0) Y 	e P z p 	 dc pp 
ik wt dA (h) 
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ik wt / p 	kh) 
A p 	• (29) 
Eliminating Ki between -Eqs.(28) and (29) and defining 
(h) dA 
= 
A (h)  P. 
cp 
dA 
(h) 	dA (i) 
1 • 	rA  (i) 	p A (h) 
-2
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 (h) L p p 	dr 
	














Equation (33) is the nonlinear nozzle admittance relation, to be 
used as the boundary condition at the nozzle entrance in nonlinear Com-
bustion. instability analySes. The right-hand-side of this equation 
arises from the nonlinear terms in the nozzle wave equation.. The quan- 
P 
..and F are 
P 
coefficients for the 
the effeCt of nozzle 
respectively the linear and nonlinear admittance 
pth mode . The nonlinear admittance,F , represents 
nonlinearities upon the nozzle admittance and it is 
identically zero when nonlinearities are not present. 
It can easily be shown that Eq. (33) . can be written in terms of the 
pressure and axial velocity perturbations as: 
- - Y P 	u 2  F p p P 
P = 
where U and P are the amplitudes of the axial velocity and 'pressure 
-- . perturbations respectively as given by: 
ik wt 






 (*) 	P 
P  
Equation (34) is equivalent to Eq. (33) to second order only when the 
Mach number at the nozzle entrance, Tie , is small. 
In order to use the admittance relation (Eq. (33) or (34)) in the 





and F must be determined for a given nozzle. The equations governing 
these quantities are readily derived from Eq. (24) using the definitions 
for Clo (i.e., Eqs.(30) and (31)). The resulting equations are: 
-1d -Kr +1 e 




p = 1,2, ... N 
TASK II: CALCULATION OF THE NOZZLE RESPONSE  
To obtain the nozzle response for any specified nozzle, Eqs. (37) 
and (38) are solved in the follawing manner. As pointed out earlier, 
the nonlinear terms vanish for the 1T mode (i.e., F 1 = 0, II = 0) and 
it is only necessary to solve. Eq... (37) to obtain C 1 (and hence Y1) at 
the nozzle entrance. Since Eq. (37) does not depend on the higher modes, 
it can be solved independently for'C l . Once ci has been determined, both 
Eqs. (37) and (38) must be solved for the other modes. In order to do 
this, the amplitude Al (T) must be determined since Eq. (38) depends on 
AI M and its derivatives through I p (T). Once C1(T) is known, A1 (p) is 
determined by numerically integrating Eq. (30) where the constant of in-
tegration is determined by the specified value of the pressure ampli-
tude P1  (of the 1T mode) at the nozzle entrance. The value of A thus 
found is introduced into Eq. (38) which is then solved for p. 
It may -be observed that Eq. (37) and (38) have singularities at 
the same points as Eq. (24). As before, the only singularity of interest 
is the throat. Since Eqs. (37) and (38) are first order ordinary differ-
ential equations, the numerical integration of these equations must start 
at some initial point where the initial conditions are known, and termi- 
nate at the nozzle entrance where the admittance coefficients Y and F 
P 	P 
are needed. Since the equations are singular at the throat, the inte- 
gration is initiated at ,a point that is located a short distance up-
stream of the throat. The needed initial conditions are dbtained by ex- 
panding the dependent variables in a Taylor series about the throat 
(T = 0); thus, 
The coefficients C (0) and 1 (0) can be determined by substituting 
:Eq. (39a)  in Eq. (37), and taking tivlimit as q) 	0. The results. are: 
N (o) 




 (0) 	M (0) 
P 
p 
Similarly, rk (o) and rk(o) can be determined by substituting Eq. (39b) 





P (o) = -  2  P - c (0) M (0) 
r i (o) - C2 (o) 111'0 (o) cp (o) rp (o) Y - 1 da2 2 dcp (0) Hp (0) 
- -62 (o) ml
P 
 (o) r (o) 
P 
,-2 
	 uu (0) m0 ( ,1 r (0 ) 
2 dT 	p' ' p' " 
- I / (0) }/{c2  (0) 11 1 (0) + c-2  (0) M (0)} -  
In Eqs.(37) and (38), the quantities H
P' 	P 
M N and I
P 
 are functions 
of the steady-state flow variables in the nozzle and these must be com- 
puted before performing the numerical integration to obtain C and r . 
P 
For a specified nozzle profile, the steady-state quantities are computed 
by solving the quasi-one-dimensional isentropic steady-state equations 
for nozzle flow. Figure 2 shows the nozzle profile used in our compu-
tations. All of the length variables have been non-dimensionalized with 
respect to the radius of the combustion chamber, to which the nozzle is 
attached, and hence re = 1. At the throat rth  is fixed by the Mach num-
ber at the nozzle entrance plane. The nozzle profile is smooth and is 
Figure 2. Nozzle Profile Used in Calculating Admittances. 
iG 
cewpietely specified by rcc , rct and 0 1 , which are respectively the radius 
of curvature as the chamber, radius of curvature at the throat and slope 
of the central conical section. The steady-state equations are inte-
grated using equal steps in steady-state potential cp by beginning at the 
throat and continuing to the nozzle entrance where the radius of the wall 
equals I. 
Computations of the admittance coefficients have been performed using 
a three-term series expansion consisting of the first tangential, second 
tangential and first radial modes. An Adam-Bashforth predictor-corrector 
scheme was used to perform the numerical integration, while the starting 
values needed to apply this method were obtained using a fourth order 
Runge-Kutta integration scheme. The integration computer program has 
been written so that the integration can be performed up to the nozzle 
entrance and also inside the combustion chamber for any desired distance. 
Thus, the admittance relation is obtained at the nozzle entrance section 
or at any station inside the chamber. Computations have been performed for 
several nozzles, at different frequencies and pressure amplitudes of the 
first tangential mode. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the frequency dependence of the linear ad-
mittance coefficients for the 1T, 2T, and 1R modes for a typical nozzle 
= 20°, rcc 
 = 1.0, r
ct 
 = 0.9234; M = 0.2). Here, w is the frequency 
of the 1T mode, while the frequency of the 2T and 1R modes is 2w due to 
nonlinear coupling. Hence the real parts of the linear admittance coef-
ficients for the 2T and 1R modes attain their peak values at a higher 
frequency than that for the 1T mode. The linear admittance coefficients 
for the 1T mode are in complete agreement with those calculated previously 
by Bell and Zinn
1 
 as expected from Eq. (22). 
The frequency dependence of the nonlinear admittance coefficient 
for the 2T mode is plotted in Fig. 5 with pressure amplitude of the 1T 
mode as a parameter. While the behavior of the linear admittance co-
efficient depends only upon the frequency of oscillations, the behavior 
of the nonlinear admittance coefficient is seen to depend on the ampli-
tude of the 1T mode. This result is expected, since in Eq. (38), I is 
a function of the amplitude of the 1T mode. As expected the absolute 
values of both rr  and r. increase with increasing pressure amplitude of 
the iT mode, which acts as a driving force. It is 'observed that the 
absoilute values of F.and F. vary similarly with frequency as the ab-
solute values of Yr and Y. The frequency dependence of the nonlinear 
admittance coefficient for the 1R mode is plotted in Fig. 6 with pressure 
amplitude of the 1T mode as a parameter. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of pressure amplitude upon the 
magnitude of the ratio of nonlinear admittance coefficient to the linear 
admittance coefficient for the 2T and 1R modes respeCtively. These re 
sults clearly indicate that the nonlinear contribution to the nozzle 
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Figure . Linear Admittances for the 1T 2T , and 1R Modes 
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Figure 6. Nonlinear Admittances for the IR Mode 
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This report is a summary of work completed under NASA grant.  
NGR 11-002-179 entitled "Determination of the Effects of Nozzle Non-
linearities Upon the Nonlinear Stability of Liquid PropellRnt Rocket 
Motors" during the period August 1, 197 1 . to January 31, 1975. During 
the first year of this project, Task I (Development of the Theory) and 
most of Task II (Calculation of the Nozzle Response) were completed 
and the results were presented in Ref. (1). During this report period 
additional Task II calculations were made, and work was begun on Task III 
Application of the Nozzle Theory to Combustion Instability Prdblems. In 
this task the nonlinear nozzle response developed under Tasks I and II 
is incorporated into the nonlinear combustion instability analysis 
developed under NASA grant NGL 11-002-083 in Ref. (2). 
A paper, entitled "Application of the Galerkin Method in the 
Prediction of Nonlinear Nozzle Admittances", was prepared during this 
report period. This paper is based upon research conducted under this 
grant and it is co-authored by M. S. Padmanabhan, E. A. Powell, and 
B. T. Zinn. This paper was presented at the 11th JANNAF Combustion 
Meeting in Pasadena, California. 
A brief summary of the additional Task II calculations and the 
progress made in the Task III investigations is provided in the follow-
ing sections. 
ADDITIONAL TASK II CALCULATIONS  
The nonlinear nozzle admittance data presented in. Ref. (1) was 
obtained for only one set of nozzle parameters. Additional calcula-
tions were subsequently made to determine the influence of entrance 
Mach number OA ) and nozzle half-angle (8 1) on the nonlinear nozzle 
aamittance coefficients. 
The effect of. Mach number is shown in Figures 1 and 2. for the 
2T and 1R modes respectively. Here the relative magnitudes of the 
linear and nonlinear admittances (i.e., IF/Y1 are plotted as a 
function of amplitude of the 1T mode. In each case there is a signi-
ficant decrease in Ir/Y1 with increasing Mach number, thus it appears 
that the importance of nozzle nonlinearities will be smaller at higher 
Mach numbers. 
The effect of nozzle half-angle on IF/Y1 for the 2T mode is 
shown in Figure 3. It is readily seen that for 0 1 between 15 and 
1.5 degrees there is only a slight effect of nozzle half-angle on the 
relative magnitudes of the linear and nonlinear admittances. For 
the larger half-angles it should be noted that both the linear and 
nonlinear theories are restricted to slowly convergent nozzles 
(i.e., small 0 1) 1 	Similar results are also obtained for the 1R mode. 
TASK III INVESTIGATIONS  
This section describes the application of the nonlinear nozzle 
admittance theory developed under Task I to the analysis of combustion 
instability in a liquid-propellant rocket combustor. A cylindrical 
combustor with uniform injection of propellants at one end and a 
slowly-convergent nozzle at the other end is considered. The liquid 
propellant rocket motor to be analyzed is shown in Figure 4. The 
analysis of such a motor for a linear nozzle response is given in 
Ref. (2). 
The oscillatory flow in the combustion chamber is described by 
the three-dimensional, second-order, potential theory developed under 
NASA grant NGL 11-002-083 in Ref. (2). In this theory the velocity 
potential § must satisfy the following nonlinear partial differential 
equation: 
+ 	+ 	T + 	- 
rr r r 2 ee zz Ott r 
- 2c1 	- 2 r rt r2 
y-l) — t (err r r 
••■ 
du -2a4 - 
Zt 	t dz 
yn 	[ (r 
where Crocco's.time-lag (n - T) model is used to describe the distri-
buted unsteady combustion process. Assuming a series expansion of the 
form (see Ref. (2)): 
A (0 
p=1 	p=1 
the Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions to. Eq. (1). 
Unlike the nozzle analysis where the unknown coefficients were functions 
of axial location in the nozzle, the unknown coefficients in Eq. (2) 
are functions of time. 
In the present analysis the linear nozzle boundary condition 
used in the previous analysis (see Eq. (2) of Ref. (2)) is replaced 
by the nonlinear nozzle admittance condition developed in Task I. 
This relation is given by: 
a + p  YY t = a "C2 e (e) (40 eikpwt r a 
where Y and F are, respectively, the linear and nonlinear 
P 	P 
admittance coefficients for the pth mode. Applying the Galerkin 
orthogonality conditions given by Eq. (11) of Ref. (2) for each mode 
gives the following system of nonlinear equations to be solved for the 
amplitude functions, A (t): 
d2A 
J,10) 	2 + C1 	p (i,P)A (t) + 	(j,P) - 
+ nC3  p) 	Pdt 	





dA 	 dA 
IPA.) A A + D 	p (1) dt 2 ' ' 	p dt 
dA 	 dA 
+ D j,p,q) A —I. + D (j,p,q) A --=.6 = 
* 0 * a 
p dt dt
In the above equation, the term C4(j,p)eikpwt results from the 
presence of nozzle nonlinearities (i.e. the right-hand-side of 
Eq. (3)). 
The coefficients appearing in Eq. (4) are determined by evaluating 
the various integrals of hyperbolic, trigonometric, and Bessel functions 
that arise from the spatial integrations indicated in the Galerkin 
orthogonality conditions. These are calcitlnted by the computer program 
COEF1S3D (see Appendix C of Ref.(2)). During this report period the 
program COEFFS3D was modified to include the coefficient C 4(j 1p) which 
arises from the nozzle nonlinearities. A further modification was 
necessary to enable the program to evaluate the coefficients correctly .,  
for realistic linear admittances (i.e., the Y 's) which are an order 
of magnitude larger than the admittances for which the program was 
previously run successfully. Both modifications have been checked out 
and have been found to be functioning properly. 
Work is now in progress on modifying the program LCYC3D (see 
Appendix D of Ref. 2) to obtain numerical solutions of Eqs. (Li-) for 
the amplitude functions. This involves incorporating the additional 
terms arising from the nozzle nonlinearities into the computer calcula-
tions performed by LCYC3D. In accordance with the work of Task I, a 
three-mode series expansion consisting of the 1T, 2T, and 1R modes will 
be used in developing the modified program. 
Since the amplitudes, frequencies, and phases of the dbove modes, 
upon which the nonlinear nozzle admittances depend, are not known a 
priori, an iterative solution technique must be used. In this pro-
cedure the limit-cycle amplitudes are first calculated using the 
linear nozzle admittances. From this solution the frequency, amplitude, 
and phase of each of the three modes at the nozzle entrance is 
determined. This information is then used in the nozzle theory to 
determine the nonlinear nozzle admittances which are used in the 
chamber analysis to calculate new limit-cycle frequencies, amplitudes, 
and phases. If the limit-cycle amplitude dbtained with the nonlinear 
nozzle boundary condition is significantly different from the limit 
cycle amplitude obtained with the linear nozzle admittances, new values 
of the non-linear admittances are calculated and the process is repeated 
until the change in limit-cycle amplitude is sufficiently small. 
The modifications necessary to include the nonlinear nozzle 
admittances and the iterative solution technique into Program LCYC3D 
are nearly complete. After check-out of the program, combustion in-
stability calculations will be made for different values of the 
following parameters: (1) time-lag, T (2) interaction index, n 
(3) steady state Mach number at the nozzle entrance, e, and (4) 
dhamber length-to-diameter ratio, L/D. In each case limit-cycle 
amplitude, pressure waveforms, and frequencies will be calculated and 
the results will be compared with those computed using a linear nozzle 
response. This information will determine the importance of nozzle 
nonlinearities in combustion instability calculations. 
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A three-dimensional, nonlinear nozzle admittance relation is developed 
by solving the wave equation describing finite-amplitude oscillatory flow 
inside the subsonic portion of a choked, slowly-convergent axisymmetric nozzle. 
This nonlinear nozzle admittance relation is then used as a boundary condition 
in the analysis of nonlinear combustion instability in a cylindrical liquid 
rocket combustor. In both nozzle and chamber analyses solutions are Obtained 
using the Galerkin method with a series expansion consisting of the first 
tangential, second tangential, and first radial modes. Using Crocco's time-lag 
model to describe the distributed unsteady combustion process, combustion 
instability calculations are presented for different values of the following 
parameters: (1) time -lag, (2) interaction index, (3) steady-state Mach number 
at the nozzle entrance, and (4) chamber length-to-diameter ratio. In each case, 
limit-cycle pressure amplitudes and waveforms are shown for both linear and 
nonlinear nozzle admittance conditions. These results show that when the 
amplitudes of the second tangential and first radial modes are considerably 
smaller than the amplitude of the first tangential mode the inclusion of 
nozzle nonlinearities has no significant effect on the limiting amplitude and 
pressure waveforms. 
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SUMMARY 
Recently, a three-dimensional, nonlinear nozzle admittance relation has 
been developed. In this analysis, the wave equation for an axisymmetric, choked 
nozzle was solved using the Galerkin method with an approximating series solu-
tion for the velocity potential perturbation which was compatible with recent 
nonlinear combustion instability theories. Assuming that the amplitude of the 
fundamental mode is considerably larger than the amplitudes of the remaining 
modes in the series expansion, nonlinear admittance coefficients were determined 
as a function of the frequency and amplitude of the fundamental mode. 
The nonlinear nozzle theory was then applied in the analysis of nonlinear 
combustion instability in a cylindrical combustor with uniform injection of pro-
pellants at one end and a slowly converging nozzle at the other end. The dis-
tributed unsteady combustion process was described by means of Crocco's time-
lag model. The Galerkin method was used to determine the behavior of the pres-
sure perturbation in the rocket combustor, where the nonlinear nozzle admittance 
relation was used as the boundary condition at the nozzle end of the chamber. 
In these computations, a three-mode series expansion consisting of the first 
tangential (1T), second tangential (2T), and first radial (1R) modes was used. 
Since the amplitude and frequency of the 1T mode upon which the nonlinear nozzle 
admittances depend are not known a priori, an iterative solution technique 
was used. 
Combustion instability calculations have been made for different values 
of the following parameters: (1) time-lag, (2) interaction index, (3) steady 
state Mach number at the nozzle entrance, and (4) chamber length-to-diameter 
ratio. In each case limit-cycle pressure amplitudes and waveforms were 
obtained with both the linear and nonlinear nozzle admittances. These results 
show that under the assumptions of the analysis the effect of nozzle non-
linearities can be safely neglected in nonlinear stability calculations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Various aerospace propulsion devices, such as liquid and solid propellant 
rocket motors and air breathing jet engines, are often subject to combustion 
instabilities which are detrimental to the performance and safety of operation 
of these devices. In order to design stable engines, capabilities for a 
priori determination of the linear and nonlinear characteristics of the 
instability and the range of operating conditions for which these engines 
are dynamically stable must be acquired. In order to perform such an analysis, 
the behavior of the exhaust nozzle under oscillatory flow conditions must be 
understood. In particular, it is necessary to know how a wave generated in 
the combustion chamber is partially transmitted and partially reflected at the 
nozzle entrance. The information is usually expressed as a boundary condition 
(usually referred to as a Nozzle Admittance Relation) that must be satisfied 
at the nozzle entrance. 
Before such a boundary condition can be derived, the nature of the wave 
motion inside the nozzle must be investigated. The behavior of oscillations 
in a converging-diverging supercritical nozzle was first treated by TsLen1 
who considered the case in which the oscillation of the incoming flow is one- 
dimensional and isothermal. Crocco2 '
3 
 extended Tsien's work to cover the 
more general cases of non-isothermal one- and three-dimensional oscillations. 
The analyses of Tsien and Crocco are both restricted to small-amplitude 
(i.e., linear) oscillations. More recently, a nonlinear nozzle theory has 
been developed by Zinn and Crocco 4 ' 5 ' 6 who extended the previous linear 
theories to the investigation of the behavior of finite-amplitude waves. 
In recent studies conducted by Zinn, Powell, and Mores, theories were 







instabilities in liquid-propellant rocket chambers with quasi-
steady nozzles. These theories have now been extended to situations in which 
the instabilities are three-dimensional and the rocket combustors are attached 
to conventional nozzles 11  . All of these theories have successfully predicted 
the transient behavior, nonlinear waveforms, and limit-cycle amplitudes of 
longitudinal and tangential instabilities in unstable motors. 
In order to assess the importance of nozzle nonlinearities upon the 
2 
nonlinear stability characteristics of various propulsion devices, a new non-
linear nozzle theory is needed for the following reasons. First, the nonlinear 
analysis of Zinn5 ' 6 is mathematically complicated and requires considerable 
computer time. For this reason, Zinn's analysis has never been used to per-
form actual computations of the wave structure in the nozzle or the nonlinear 
nozzle response. Secondly, the nonlinear nozzle admittance relation developed 
by Zinn is not compatible with the recently developed nonlinear combustion 
theories (see References 7 through 11). Consequently, a linear nozzle 
boundary condition or a short nozzle (quasi-steady) assumption had to be used 
in all of the nonlinear combustion instability theories developed to date. 
The use of a linear nozzle boundary condition in these nonlinear theories was 
justified by assuming that under the conditions of moderate amplitude oscilla-
tions and small mean flaw Mach number the effect of nozzle nonlinearities is of 
higher order and can be neglected. Thus a nonlinear nozzle analysis is needed 
to determine the validity of this assumption. Furthermore, in the case of 
transverse instabilities the "linear" nozzle has been known to exert a 
destabilizing effect; in these cases it is especially important to know how 
nonlinearities affect the nozzle behavior. 
Thus a nonlinear nozzle admittance relation has been developed and has 
been applied as a boundary condition in the recently-developed nonlinear 
combustion instability theories. The development of this theory, its 
application in the chamber stability analysis, and typical results for liquid-
propellant rockets will be described in the following sections. 
SYMBOLS 
A (y) 	 axially dependent amplitude functions in Eq. (4) 
B (t) 	 time dependent amplitude functions in Eq. (18) 
BO) 	 nozzle boundary residual (see Eq. (20)) 
by 	 complex axial acoustic eigenvalue 
c 	 dimensionless sonic velocity, c*/c* 
residual of Eq. (2) 
residual of Eq. (17) 
imaginary unit, -fl. 
Jm 
	 Bessel function of the first kind, order m 
kp 	 multiple of fundamental frequency 
m 	 azimuthal mode number 
n 	 pressure interaction index 
*, * *2 
p 	 dimensionless pressure, Yp /p oo 
, 
r 	 dimensionless radial coordinate, r /r e 
re 	 chamber radius 
S 	 dimensionless transverse mode acoustic frequency 







u 	 dimensionless axial velocity, u /co 
Yp 	 linear admittance for the p th mode 
* * 
z 	 dimensionless axial coordinate, z /r
c 
specific heat ratio 
nonlinear admittance for the pth mode 
linear admittance function 
0 	 azimuthal coordinate 
*, 
dimensionless density, P /P o 











steady state potential function - 
velocity potential 
steady state stream function 
dimensionless frequency 
Subscripts: 
e 	 evaluated at the nozzle entrance 
n 	 radial mode number 
r, i 	 real and imaginary parts of a complex quantity, respectively 
w 	 evaluated at the nozzle wall 
o 	 stagnation quantity 
partial differentiation with respect to cp,S,r,0,z, or t, 
respectively 
Superscripts: 
( ) 1 	 perturbation quantity 
() 	 steady state quantity 
( ) 	 dimensional quantity, complex conjugate 
(~). 	 approximate solution 
NOZZLE ANALYSIS 
The development of the nonlinear nozzle theory is described in detail. 
in Refs. (12) and (13), therefore only a brief summary will be given in 
this section. 
5 
Development of the Nozzle Wave Equation 
As in the Zinn-Crocco analysis,
5,6 
finite-amplitude, periodic oscilla-
tions were assumed to occur inside the slowly convergent, subsonic portion of 
an axisymmetric nozzle operating in the supercritical range. The flaw in the 
nozzle was assumed to be adiabatic and inviscid and to have no body forces 
or chemical reactions. The fluid was also assumed to be calorically perfect. 
Under the further assumption of isentropic and irrotational flow the continuity 
and momentum equations were combined to obtain the following equation which 
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(1) 
y-1 	 2 	1 + -7- (v1•c74) v + 7 v.v(v•vC 
These equations are consistent with those used in the second-order nonlinear 
combustion instability theory developed by Powell, Zinn, and Lores (see 
References 7 and 10). 
A nozzle wave equation was obtained from Eq. (1) by expressing the 
velocity potential as the sum of a steady state and a perturbation 
(i.e. '1. = + e), introducing the (cp,m) coordinate system used by Zinn 
and Crocco5 ' 6 (see Figure 1), assuming a slowly convergent nozzle and one-
dimensional mean flow, and neglecting third order nonlinear terms. This wave 
equation is given by: 
) = fl(YN - f2 (YN f3 (Y) 12 (2 ) 
- 2 ,/ cipt + f24. (cp 	- 











Figure 1. Coordinate System used for the Solution of the Oscillatory Nozzle Flow. 
Method of Solution  
In the nonlinear combustion instability theories developed by Powell and 
Zinn (see Refs. 7 - 11) the governing equations were solved by means of an 
approximate solution technique known as the Galerkin Method, which is a 
special case of the Method of Weighted Residuals 14 / 15 . In these investiga-
tions it was shown that the Galerkin Method could be successfully applied in 
the solution of nonlinear combustion instability problems; its application 
was straightforward and it required relatively little computation time. 
Thus the Galerkin Method was also used in the nozzle analysis to determine 
the nonlinear nozzle admittance relation. 
The first step in using the Galerkin Method in the solution of the wave 
equation (i.e., Eq. (2)) was to express the velocity potential, 	as an 
approximating series expansion. The structure of this series expansion was 
guided by the experience gained in the nonlinear nozzle admittance studies 
performed by Zinn and Crocco (see Ref. 5) as well as in the nonlinear com-
bustion instability analyses of Powell and Zinn (see Ref. 10). Thus the 
velocity potential was expressed as follows: 
N 
Iri = 	iA (y) cos(m0)J LS (-t)]eik wt1 m mn 	1 w 
where the functions 
variable y, and 0 
the first-order (i.e 
A (y) are unknown complex functions of the axial 
- and 4t-dependent eigenfunctions were determined from 
▪ linear) solutions by Zinn 5 . For each value of the 
index p, there corresponds the mode numbers m(p) and n(p) as well as 
the number k . This correspondence is illustrated in the table below for 
a three-term expansion consisting of the first tangential (1T), second 










1 1 1 1T 
2 2 1 2 2T 
3 0 1 2 1R 
In the time-dependence, W is the fundamental frequency which must be 
specified and the integer k gives the frequency of the higher harmonics. 
The values of k for the various modes appearing in Eq. (4) were determined 
from the results of the nonlinear combustion instability analysis of Powell 
and Zinn'
0
. For example it was found that, due to nonlinear coupling between 
modes, the 2T and 1R modes oscillated with twice the frequency of the 1T mode. 
Thus in Eq. (1i) k1 = 1 and k2 = k3 = 2. The amplitudes and phases of the 
various modes depend on the axial location (i.e., p) in the nozzle through the 
unknown functions A (y). 
Next the assumed series expansion for e (i.e., Eq. (4)) was substituted 
into the wave equation (i.e., Eq. (2)) to form the residual, E N(r). According 
to the Galerkin method, the residual EN ( ) was required to satisfy the 




(r) e - j cos me J ES ik.wt 
m mn 
) dSdt = 0 
o S 
j = 1 , 2, ... N 
(5) 
where N is the number of terms in the series expansions of the dependent 
variables. The weighting functions in Eq. (5) correspond to the assumed time 
and space dependences of the terms that appear in the series expansion. 
10 
The time integration is performed over one period of oscillation, T = 27/w, 
while the spatial integration is performed over any surface of y = constant 
in the nozzle (in Eq. (5) dS indicates an incremental area on this surface). 
Evaluating the spatial and temporal integrals in Eq. (5) yielded a 
system of N nonlinear, second order, coupled, complex ordinary differential 
equations to be solved for the complex amplitude functions A
P
(y). 
Unfortunately these equations were not quasi-linear; that is, the highest 
order derivatives appeared in the nonlinear terms. This greatly complicated the 
numerical solution of these equations, thus an additional approximation was 
made to obtain a quasi-linear system of equations. 
This additional approximation was based on the well-known fact that most 
transverse instabilities behave like the first tangential (1T) mode. Based 
11 
on the results of the recent nonlinear combustion instability theory", it was 
assumed that the amplitude of the 1T mode was considerably larger than the 
amplitudes of the remaining modes in the series solution. Through an order of 
magnitude analysis correct to second order, the original non-quasilinear system 
of equations was reduced to the following linear inhomogeneous system of 
equations: 
d2A 	dA 
H (y) ---R M (y) 	N (y)A (y) = 
F
{Al' 
dy 	 dy 
2 
\ Al 	












p = 2, 3, ... N 
where 
11 
, 	-2,-2 	-2, 
H (y) = u 	- u ) 
-2 
M(cp) = - u -2 . 1 du + 2ik
P 
 w 
10 c2  ay 








and I are inhomogeneous terms which are functions of p and the amplitude 
of the 1T mode, Al((p). 
It can be seen that the above equations are decoupled with respect 
to the 1T mode; that is, the solution for Al can be obtained independently 
of the amplitudes of the other modes. Thus to second order the nozzle non-
linearities do not affect the 1T mode. On the other hand, the nozzle non-
linearities influence the amplitudes of the higher modes (i.e., A2 and A3 ) 
by means of the inhomogeneous terms in the equations for the higher modes. 
Derivation of Admittance Relations  
It has been shown (see Refs. (12) and (13)) that the solution of Eq. (6) 
can be expressed as the sum of a homogeneous solution A (h) and a particular 
solution of the inhomogeneous equation A (i) as follows: 




A ON (8) 
Using this result a nonlinear admittance relation to be used as a boundary 
condition in nonlinear combustion instability analyses was derived. Noting 
that the velocity potential given by Eq. (5) is a summation of partial 
potentials e where 
(7) 
12 
e = A (Y) cos (m9) m 
[S mn (-t) 21 eilY4 
 P 	P 	 tirw 	- 
a nozzle admittance relation can be written for each of the partial poten-
tials. This is done by introducing Eq. (8) into Eq. (9), taking partial 
derivatives with respect to z and t and eliminating K 1 between the 
resulting equations. The resulting admittance relations are given by: 
be 	ae 
BN(I
I) =+ yy ---P 
oz 	p at 




Y = p yk w 7E7 dcp 
p A 
p = 1,2,...N 	(11) 
dA (h) dA (i) 
c 
1 FA(i) 	- A(h) 	j 	p = 2,3,...N rp 	-2A  (h) L p dy 	p .dy p 
(12) 
Equation (10) is the nonlinear nozzle admittance relation to be used 
as the boundary condition at the nozzle entrance plane in nonlinear stability 
analyses of rocket combustors. The quantities Yp and •Fp are, respectively, 
the linear and nonlinear admittance coefficients for the pth mode. The 
nonlinear aamittance, P, represents the effect of nozzle nonlinearities 
upon the nozzle response, and it is zero when nonlinearities are absent 




It can easily be shown that when the Mach number at the nozzle entrance 
is small, Eq. (10) can be expressed, correct to second order, as: 
_ _2 
U -Y P = - uc F 
P 	p p 	e e p  
where U and P are the (Q-dependent amplitudes of the axial velocity and 
pressure perturbations respectively. 
In order to use the admittance relation (Eq. (10) or Eq. (13)) in 
combustion instability analysis, the admittance coefficients Y and r 
must be determined for the nozzle under consideration. The equations 
governing these quantities are readily derived from Eqs. (6) using the 
definition of F (i.e., Eq. (12) to obtain: 
dC 
H --2 = -MC -N -H C2 
 p dy 	PP 	P PP
-2 H 	(..Hr 	y-1 du H _I\Or 
p d p''p -2 dy p p p 	-2 2c 
where 
dk (h)  1 	p  C = P 	717  dy 
( 16 ) 
Calculation of the Nozzle Response  
To obtain the nozzle response for any specific nozzle, Eqs. (14) and 
(15) are solved in the following manner. As pointed out earlier, the non-
linear terms vanish for the 1T mode (i.e., F1 = 0, Il = 0) and it is only 
necessary to solve Eq. (14) to obtain C 1 (and hence Y1) at the nozzle 
entrance. Since Eq. (14) does not depend on the higher modes, it can be 




and (15) must be solved for the other modes. In order to do this, the 
amplitude AIM must be determined since Eq. (15) depends on AIM and its 
derivatives through p (y). Once C1  (y) is known, A1(y) is determined by 
numerically integrating Eq. (16) where the constant of integration is 
determined by the specified value of the pressure amplitude 1P11 (of the 1T 
mode) at the nozzle entrance. The value of Al thus found is introduced into 
Eq. (15) which is then solved for r . 
Since Eqs.(14) and (15) are first order ordinary differential equations, 
the numerical integration of these equations must start at some initial point 
where the initial conditions are known, and terminate at the nozzle entrance 
where the admittance coefficients Y and I' are needed. Since the 
P 	P 
equations are singular at the throat, the integration is initiated at a point 
that is located a short distance upstream of the throat. The needed initial 
conditions are obtained by expanding the dependent variables in a Taylor 
series about the throat (y = 0). 
In Eqs. (14) and (15), the quantities H
P , P M, P 
N and I
P 
 are functions 
of the steady-state flow variables in the nozzle and these must be computed 
before performing the numerical integration to obtain C and P. For a 
specified nozzle profile, the steady-state quantities are computed by solving 
the quasi-one-dimensional isentropic steady-state equations for the nozzle 
flow. Figure 2 shows the nozzle profile used in these computations. All 
of the length variables have been non-dimensionalized with respect to the 
radius of the combustion chamber to which the nozzle is attached, and hence 
rc = 1. At the throat rth is fixed by the Mach number at the nozzle 
entrance plane. The nozzle profile is smooth and is completely specified by 
r cc $ rct and l' which are respectively the radius of curvature at the 
chamber, radius of curvature at the throat and slope of the central conical 
section. The steady-state equations are integrated using equal steps in 
steady-state potential p by beginning at the throat and continuing to the 
nozzle entrance where the radius of the wall equals 1. 
A camputer program, NOZADM, has been developed to numerically solve 
Eqs. (14) - (16) and calculate the linear and nonlinear nozzle admittances. 
A computer code and description of this program is given in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2. Nozzle Profile Used in Calculating Admittances. 
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY ANALYSIS 
Combustion Chamber Model  
This section describes the application of the nonlinear nozzle admit-
tance theory developed in the previous section to the analysis of combustion 
instability in a liquid-propellant rocket combustor. A cylindrical combustor 
with uniform injection of propellants at one end and a slowly-convergent 
nozzle at the other end was considered. The liquid propellant rocket motor 
that was analyzed is shown in Figure 3. The analysis of such a motor for a 
linear nozzle response is given in Ref. (11). 
The oscillatory flow in the combustion chamber is described by the 
three-dimensional, second-order, potential theory developed in Ref. (11). 
	
In this theory the velocity potential 	must satisfy the following nonlinear 
partial differential equation: 
E c ( 1
) = e 	e + -Le + e - O
tt 
 
r err r r 	2 00 	zz 	
- 2 ^r^rt 	2 - - 2eeet 	 z zt r 
- (Y-1)e e + e + 1 e + ) 
r t rr r r 	2 -00 	' zz 
- 2u zt 	
ci! 
da [e( 09 z t) - 	 - 77-- )] 	0 
Yn -c- z t r' ' ' 
where Crocco's time-lag (n - T) model is used to describe the distributed 
unsteady combustion process. In the present analysis the linear nozzle 
boundary condition used in the previous analysis (see Eq. (2) of Ref. 11) was 
replaced by the nonlinear admittance condition given by Eq. (10). 
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Figure 3. Typical Mathematical Model of a Liquid Rocket Motor. 
Application of Galerkin Method 
Assuming a series expansion of the form (see Ref. 11): 
= 	B (t) 
P P 	
cos(m0) JM  S r) cosh(ib z) MA 	 (18) 
p=1 	p=1 
the Galerkin method was used to obtain approximate solutions to Eq. (17). 
In Eq. (18) the radial and azimuthal eigenfunctions are the same as those 
used in the nozzle analysis (see Eq. 14). Unlike the nozzle analysis where the 
unknown coefficients A (y) were functions of axial location in the nozzle, 
the unknown coefficients Bp(t) in Eq. (18) are functions of time. The b y 
appearing in the axial dependence are the axial acoustic eigenvalues for a 
chamber with a solid wall baundary condition at the injector end and a 
linear nozzle admittance condition at the other end. 
The unknown amplitudes Bp(t) were determined by substituting the 
assumed series expansion (i.e., Eq. (18)) into the wave equation (i.e., 
Eq. (17)) to form the residual E (P). Similarly, the series expansion 
was substituted into the nozzle boundary condition (i.e., Eq. (10)) to obtain 
the boundary residual BN('). The residuals 0 1 ) and BN(T I ) were 
required to satisfy the following orthogonality condition (see Ref. 11): 








- 	Bi (r) Z*. (ze ) 8.j  (@)R. (r) rdrde = 0 o o 
where the Z are the complex conjugates of the axial acoustic eigenfunctions 
appearinginEcl.(18),andGandR.are the azimuthal and radial eigen- • 
functions respectively. 
Evaluating the spatial integrals in Eqs. (19) gave the following system 
of N complex nonlinear equations to be solved for the amplitude functions, B (t): 
d2B 	 1 
dt 
dB , 











aa 	 dB 










' q)Bp dt 
 + D (j ' p q )B dtp 	= 0 4  
j = 1,2, ... N 
ik  In the above equation, the term C4(j,p)e pwt results from the presence of 
nozzle nonlinearities (i.e. the term involving F in Eq. (10)). 
The coefficients appearing in Eq. (20) were determined by evaluating 
the various integrals of hyperbolic, trigonometric, and Bessel functions 
that arise from the spatial integrations indicated in the Galerkin ortho-
gonality conditions. These were calculated by the computer program 
COEFFS3D (Appendix B). 
The time-dependent behavior of an engine following the introduction of 
a disturbance is determined by specifying the form of the initial disturbance 
and then following the subsequent behavior of the individual modes by 
numerically integrating Eqs. (20). Once the time-dependence of the individual 
modes is known, the velocity potential, 	is calculated from Eq. (18). 
The pressure perturbation at any location within the chamber is related to 
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by the following second-order momentum equation (see Ref. 11): 




2 0) 2 z) - 7 t) J 
Numerical Solution Procedure  
Equation (20) is a system of N ordinary differential equations which 
describes the behavior of the N complex time-dependent functions, 
B (t). Beginning with a sinusoidal initial disturbance, a fourth order 
Runge-Kutta scheme was employed for the numerical integration of this system 
of equations. In the present calculations, a three-mode series expansion 
consisting of the first tangential (1T), second tangential (2T) and first 
radial mode (1R) was used. This is the same series expansion used in the 
stability calculations presented in Refs. (10) and (11). The numerical 
integration of Eqs. (20) is performed by the computer program, LCYC3D, which is 
described in Appendix C. 
The oscillatory flow in the combustor and nozzle are mutually dependent 
on each other; that is, the combustion chamber analysis requires knowledge of 
the nozzle admittances, but these nozzle admittances depend on the frequency 
of oscillation and the pressure amplitude, which can only be determined by the 
combustion chamber analysis. Thus an iterative solution technique is used. 
In this procedure, linear nozzle admittances are first calculated for the 
specified nozzle geometry. Next, the combustion chamber analysis is 
carried out using these linear nozzle admittances (r = 0), and limit-cycle 
frequency and pressure amplitude of the 1T mode at the nozzle entrance 
are determined. This information is then used in the nozzle theory to 
determine the nonlinear nozzle admittances which are used in the chamber 
analysis to calculate new limit-cycle frequencies and pressure amplitude. 
If the limit-cycle amplitude obtained with the nonlinear nozzle boundary 
condition is significantly different from the limit-cycle amplitude obtained 
with the linear nozzle admittances, new values of the nonlinear admittances 
are calculated and the process is repeated until the change in limit-cycle 
amplitude is sufficiently small. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Admittance Coefficients  
Computations of the admittance coefficients have been performed using 
a three-term series expansion consisting of the first tangential, second 
tangential and first radial modes. An Adam-Bashforth predictor-corrector 
scheme was used to perform the numerical integration, while the starting values 
needed to apply this method were obtained using a fourth order Runge-Kutta 
integration scheme. Computations have been performed for several nozzles, at 
different frequencies and pressure amplitudes of the first tangential mode. 
Figure 4 shows the frequency dependence of the linear admittance coeffi-
cients for the 1T, 2T, and 1R modes for a typical nozzle (0 1 = 20°,rcc = 1.0, 
rct = 0.9234; M = 0.2). Here, w is the frequency of the 1T mode, while the 
frequency of the 2T and 1R modes is 2w due to nonlinear coupling. Hence the 
real parts of the linear admittance coefficients for the 2T and 1R modes 
actually attain their peak values at a higher frequency than that for the iT 
mode. The linear admittance coefficients for the 1T mode are in complete 
agreement with those calculated previously by Bell and Zinn . 
The frequency dependence of the nonlinear admittance coefficient for 
the 2T mode is shown in Figure 5 with pressure amplitude of the iT mode as a 
parameter. While the behavior of the linear admittance coefficient depends 
only upon the frequency of oscillatf.ons, the behavior of the nonlinear 
admittance coefficient is seen to depend also on the amplitude of the 1T mode. 
The absolute values of both Fr and F. increase with increasing pressure 
amplitude of the 1T mode, which acts as a driving force. It is observed that 
theabsolutevaluesofrr andr.vary with frequency in a manner similar 
to the absolute values of Yr and Y.. The frequency dependence of the non- 
linear admittance coefficient for the 1R mode is shown in Figure 6 with pressure 
amplitude of the 1T mode as a parameter. 
Figure 7 shows the effect of pressure amplitude upon the magnitude of 
the ratio of nonlinear admittance coefficient to the linear admittance coeffi-
cient for the 2T and 1R modes respectively. This ratio, IF/YI , increases 
with increasing pressure amplitude. In the limiting case of Ip1l = 0 , 
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Figure 6. Nonlinear Admittances for the 1R Mode. 
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Figure 8 shows the influence of entrance Mach number Me on the nonlinear 
nozzle admittance coefficients for the 2T and 1R modes respectively. Here the 
relative magnitudes of the linear and nonlinear admittances (i.e., Ir/Y1) are 
plotted as a function of amplitude of the 1T mode. In each case there is a 
significant decrease in Ir/Y1 with increasing Mach number, thus it appears that 
the importance of nozzle nonlinearities will be smaller at higher Mach numbers. 
The effect of nozzle half-angle on Ir/y1 for the 2T and 1R modes is 
shown in Figure 9. It is readily seen that for A l between 15 and 45 degrees 
there is only a slight effect of nozzle half-angle on the relative magnitudes 
of the linear and nonlinear admittances. However, it should be noted that both 
the linear and nonlinear theories are restricted to slowly convergent nozzles 
(i.e., small 8 1). 
Figure 10 shows the effect of the nozzle radii of curvature upon the 
quantity I F/YI for the 2T mode. It is observed that a change in the radius of 
curvature of the nozzle at the throat has an insignificant effect on the 
relative magnitude of the linear and nonlinear admittances. On the other hand, 
a similar change in the radius of curvature of the nozzle at the entrance 
section has considerable effect on the relative magnitude of the linear and 
nonlinear admittances. Similar results were obtained for the 1R mode. 
In summary, the results obtained in the admittance calculations indicate 
that the magnitude of the nonlinear admittance coefficient is comparable to 
that of the linear admittance coefficient, especially at large pressure ampli-
tudes. To determine if this result has a significant effect upon combustor 
stability, calculations were made for typical liquid rocket combustors using the 
nonlinear admittances. These results were compared with similar calculations 
using linear admittances. The results of this investigation are discussed in the 
remainder of this report. 
Stability Calculations  
Combustion instability calculations have been made using the three mode 
series consisting of the 1T, 2T, and 1R modes. These calculations have been 
made for different values of the following parameters: (1) time lag T, (2) 
interaction index n, (3) steady state Mach number at the nozzle entrance M e , 
and (4) chamber length-to-diameter ratio L/D. All of the combustors that 
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have been analyzed are attached to nozzles with the following specifications: 
radius of curvature of nozzle at the combustion chamber, r cc  = 1.0, radius of 
curvature of nozzle at the throat , rct = 1.0; and nozzle half-angle, 0 1 = 200 . 
In each case, solutions have been obtained with both the linear and nonlinear 
nozzle admittances. 
A typical neutral stability curve is shown in the n-T plane in Figure 11. 
Since it was desired to study the limit-cycle behavior of the motor, the values 
of n and T considered were chosen from the unstable region of this stability 
diagram. 
Limit-cycle amplitudes and waveforms were calculated for T = 1.6 
(resonant conditions) for several values of n as shown in Figure 11. Wall 
pressure waveforms (antinode) are shown for a mildly unstable case (Point A, 
n = 0.52) and a strongly unstable case (Point B, n = 0.70) in Figures 12 and 13. 
Figure 14 shows limit-cycle amplitude as a function of n for T = 1.6. In 
each case both linear and nonlinear nozzle admittances were used in the calcula-
tions. These results show that the nozzle nonlinearities have only a small 
effect on the limit-cycle amplitude and waveform even for fairly large amplitude 
instabilities. 
Similar comparisons were made for the off-resonant values of n and 
T shown in Figure 11 (see points C, D, E, F). These results also show very 
little effect of nozzle nonlinearities on the limit-cycle amplitudes for off-
resonant oscillations as seen in Figure 15. 
Finally, comparisons of limit-cycle amplitudes are shown for various 
exit Mach numbers in Figure 16 and for various length-to-diameter ratios in 
Figure 17. Again, limit-cycle amplitudes obtained using the nonlinear nozzle 
boundary condition agree closely with those obtained using the linear nozzle 
boundary condition. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A second-order theory and computer program have been developed for cal-
culating three-dimensional, nonlinear nozzle admittance coefficients to be used 
in the analysis of nonlinear combustion instability problems. This theory is 
applicable to slowly convergent, supercritical nozzles under isentropic, 
irrotational conditions when the combustion chamber oscillations are dominated 
31 
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Figure 11. Linear Stability Limit. 
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by the 1T mode. Nozzle admittances have been computed for typical nozzle 
geometries, and results have been shown as a function of the frequency and 
amplitude of the 1T mode. 
The nonlinear nozzle admittances have been incorporated into the 
previously developed nonlinear combustion instability theory, and calculations 
of limit-cycle amplitudes and pressure waveforms have been made to assess the 
importance of the nonlinear contribution to the nozzle admittance. These 
results show that nozzle nonlinearities can be safely neglected in nonlinear 
combustion instability calculations if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) the amplitude of the oscillations are moderate, (2) the mean flow Mach 
number is small, and (3) the instability is dominated by the first tangential 
mode. Therefore, the linear nozzle boundary condition used in the previous 
nonlinear combustion instability analyses is adequate for most cases involving 
1T mode instability. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM NOZADM: A USER'S MANUAL 
General Description  
Program NOZADM calculates both the linear and the nonlinear admittance 
coefficients for a specified nozzle. These admittance coefficients are 
required as input for Program COEFFS3D (see Appendix B) which calculates the 
coefficients of both the linear and nonlinear terms in the combustor amplitude 
equation (i.e., Eq. (20)). The output of Program NOZADM is either punched 
onto cards or stored on disk or drum for input to Program COEFFS3D. 
Program Structure  
A flow chart for Program NOZADM is shown in Fig. (A-l). The program 
performs the following operations: (1) reads the input data, (2) calculates the 
steady-state flow quantities in the nozzle, (3) obtains the starting values 
needed to numerically integrate Eqs. (14) and (15), (4) performs the numerical 
integration of Eqs. (14) and (15) to obtain the desired admittance coefficients, 
and (5) provides the desired output. 
The inputs to the program include parameters describing the nozzle, the 
frequency and pressure amplitude of the fundamental mode, and the various 
control numbers. 
After reading the input, the program obtains the steady-state flow 
quantities at every station in the nozzle by calling the subroutine STEADY. 
This subroutine also calculates the number of station points (NPLAST) in the 
nozzle. 
The evaluation of the admittance coefficients is carried out in stages. 
The work performed in each step depends upon whether or not the nonlinear 
admittances are to be evaluated. If only the linear admittances are required, 
only the equation for C needs to be solved. Thus, the equations govering C 
are solved individually for each of the modes in the series expansion. On the 
other hand, if the nonlinear admittances are also required the equations 
governing the linear admittance for the fundamental mode (S 1)and the amplitude 
of the fundamental mode (A
1
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Figure A-1. Flaw Chart. 
Consider the fundamental mode 
every station in the nozzle. In the subsequent steps the equations for C 
and F for each of the remaining modes are solved. 
Input Data  
A precise definition of the input data required to run the computer 
program is given below. The input is given through three data cards. In the 
description of the cards below, the location number refers to the columns of 
the card. "I" indicates integers and "F" indicates real numbers with a 
decimal point. For the I formats, the values are placed in fields of five 
locations while a field of ten locations is used with the "F" formats. In 
either case, the numbers must be placed in the rightmost locations of the 
allocated field. 
No. of 
Cards Location nat Input Item Comments 
1 1-10 F CM Mach number at the nozzle 
entrance 
11-20 F ANGLE Nozzle half-angle 
21-30 F RCC Radius of curvature of the 
nozzle at the entrance 
31-40 F RCT Radius of curvature of the 
nozzle at the throat 
41-50 F GAM Ratio of specific heats 
1 1-5 I NOZNL1 If 0: nonlinear admittances 
are not evaluated 
If 1: nonlinear admittances 
are evaluated 
6-10 NOUT Determines output 
If 0: 	only printed output 
If 1: printed and stored on 
disk or drum (output device 
number 7) 
If 2: printed and cards 
punched in a format suitablE 
for the program 	COEFFS3D 
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No of 
Cards 	Location  
11-15 
 
Input Item 	Comments 
  
I IEXTN 	 If 0: no extension section 
If 1: an extension section 
is present. 
	
16-25 	F 	EXTNSN 	 Length of the extension 
section; omit if IEXTN = 0 
1 	 1-10 	F 	WC 	 Frequency of oscillation 
11-20 	F 	PlAMPL 	Pressure amplitude of the 
fundamental mode. Omit if 
only linear admittances 
are needed. 
The nozzle parameters ANGLE, RCC and RCT correspond to Ai, rcc  and rct 
 in Fig. 2. For IEXTN = 1, the integration of Eqs. (14) and (15) is continued 
beyond the nozzle entrance plane to a length EXTNSN within the combustion chamber. 
When NOUT = 1, the values of the necessary admittance coefficients are stored 
on disk or drum (device number 7) in a format suitable for input to program 
COEFFS3D. If, instead of providing this data to program COEFFS3D through data 
file 7, it is desirable to provide punched cards only, NOUT should be 2. 
Again the format is such that these cards can be fed to program COEFFS3D 
directly. 
Steady-State Quantities  
The subroutine STEADY is called to evaluate the steady-state quantities 
in the nozzle. This subroutine first calculates the radius of the nozzle at 
the throat necessary to obtain the specified Mach number at the nozzle entrance. 
The steady-state flow quantities at the throat are determined by the choking 
conditions. Starting with these values, the steady-state flaw quantities at the 
other stations in the nozzle are calculated by numerically integrating the 
steady-state equations starting from the throat. The subroutine RKSTDY deter-
mines the values of the steady-state velocity near the throat using the 
Runge-Kutta scheme. These values are needed to start the Adam's predictor-
corrector scheme for integrating the steady-state flow equation. The numerical 
integration is performed by the subroutine UADAMS. Starting slightly upstream 
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of the throat, the numerical integration is continued till the nozzle entrance 
is reached (radius of the nozzle R = 1). The arrays U and C contain the 
steady-state velocity and speed of sound respectively. 
Coefficients  
The complex coefficients that appear in the nozzle admittance equations 
are evaluated in the program by calling the subroutine COEFFS. These coeffi-
cients contain certain integrals involving trigonometric and Bessel functions. 
The subroutine INTGRL sets up arrays for these integrals. 
Integrals  
The necessary trigonometric integrals are determined by the subroutine 
INTGRL itself. Denoting 
0p  (0) = cos(m 0), 





ALPHA (1, p) = j p'(0 )  
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2 







ALPHA (3 , p) = j 6 11
P
(0) 8p (0) 8 (0) d0 
0 
27-r r2 
ALPHA (4, p) = 	Le (9) .1 de 
0 
2n 
ALPHA (5, p) = j 9(0) 8 (0) de 
(0) de 
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The integrals involving Bessel functions are as follows: 
BETA (1, p) 
BETA (2, p) 















( ) 1 R ,r, r 
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E(l' is; T. ch. 
 R1(r) r dr
1 
BETA (4, p) = j RP(r) R
P 
 ( ) R ( ) r dr 
o 
1 
BETA (5, p) = j R I (r) R (r) R1(r) dr 
1 2 
BETA (6, p) = j LR ( r) 
0 
1 




 (r) dr 
0 




 (r) r dr 
2 1 
BETA (9, p) = f 	 (r)] T. dr 
Here R (r)= 
for the pth mode. 
LS r mn where m and n are the transverse mode numbers 
These integrals of Bessel functions are obtained from the functions 
RAD1 and RAD2. RAD2 provides the first five integrals while RAD1 provides 
the last four integrals. Simpson's integration scheme is used in these 
function subprograms to evaluate these integrals. The values of the Bessel 
functions of the first kind are obtained using the subroutine JBES (see Ref. 17) 
Integration of the Differential Equations  
For the numerical integration of the differential equations, a fourth-
order Adam-Bashforth predictor-corrector scheme is employed. The necessary 
initial values are obtained by using a fourth-order Runge -Kutta scheme near 
the throat. The Runge-Kutta integration is performed by subroutine RKTZ. 
The predictor-corrector integration is performed by subroutines TADAMS and 
ZADAMS. The values of the dependent variables are stored in the array Y and 
their derivatives are stored in the array DY. The integration is continued in 
steps of DP in the axial variable (steady-state velocity potential) till the 
combustion chamber is reached. 
After the numerical integration of all the differential equations is 
completed, the admittance coefficients are evaluated. AMPL (J) and 
PHASE(J) are the amplitude and phase of the linear admittance coefficient for 
mode J. GNOZ(J) is the complex, nonlinear admittance coefficient for mode J. 
Output  
The output of the program NOZADM contains two sections. 
In Section 1, the parameters of the nozzle being analyzed are printed 
out. The output of this section occupies only one page and is essentially a 
print out of the input data. The parameters, which are printed are: 
the Mach number at the nozzle entrance (CM), the specific heat ratio (GAM), 
the nozzle half-angle (ANGLE), the length of the extension section, if any 
(EXTNSN), the radius of curvature of the nozzle at the throat (RCT), the 
radius of curvature of the nozzle at the entrance (RCC), and the number of 
stations in the nozzle (NPLAST). Section 1 is printed for any value of the 
control number NOUT. 
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Section 2 contains the nozzle admittance coefficients. Depending on 
the value of the control number NOUT, Section 2 is printed, stored on disk or 
drum or punched onto cards. These three modes of output will now be discussed 
individually. 
Printed output: The control number NOUT for this mode is O. The 
printed output appears on one page and contains both the linear and nonlinear 
admittance coefficients. For each coefficient, the real and imaginary parts as 
well as the magnitude and phase are printed out. If nonlinear admittance 
coefficients are not calculated by the program (NOZNI1 = 0), zeros are entered 
in the spaces for the nonlinear coefficients. 
This mode of output is inconvenient to use for instability analysis 
since it would then be necessary to manually punch all the input cards for the 
program COEFFS3D. 
Disk or DrumStorage: The control number NOUT for this mode is 1. 
When disk or drum storage (like the FASTRAND System on the UNIVAC 1108) is 
available, this is the most convenient means of storing the output of 
Section 2. The necessary admittance coefficients are stored in a format suit-
able for input to the program COEFFS3D. The device number for this output 
is 7. The control statement needed to request the disk or drum storage on the 
computer depends on the computer facilities being used. 
Punched Cards: NOUT for this mode is 2. This mode of output is the 
simplest way to run the instability program. The cards containing the 
necessary admittance coefficients are punched by the computer in a format 
suitable for use with program COEFFS3D, which is the next program to be executed. 
FORTRAN Listing  
C 
C 	**************** PROGRAM, NOZ AIM ******************************* 
C 
C 	 THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE LINEAR AND NONLINEAR ALMI TTANCES 
C OF A SPECIFIED NOZZLE. 
C 
C 	THE FOLLOWING INPUTS ARE REQUIRED: 
C 
C 	CM IS THE MACH NUMBER AT THE NOZZLE ENTRANCE. 
C ANGLE I S THE SLOPE OF THE MI ELLE SECTION OF THE NOZZLE. 
C 	RCC I S THE RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF THE NOZZLE AT THE ENTRANCE. 
C MT IS THE RADIUS OF CURVATURE AT THE THEOAT• 
C 	GAM IS THE SPECIFIC HEATS RATIO. 
C 
C 	NOZNL 1 DETERMINES WHETHER THE NONLINEAR AEM.I TTANCES ARE TO 
C BE EVALUATED: 
C 	 NOZNL I Ia 0 	NOT EVALUATED• 
C NOZNL1 it 1 EVALUATED. 
C 	NOUT DETERMINES THE OUTPUT: 
C NOUT = 0 	PRINTED OUTPUT ONLY . 
C 	 NOUT lc 1 PRINTED AND WRITTEN INTO A FASTRAND FILE. 
C NOUT = 2 	PRINTED AND ATM! TTANCES PUNCHED INTO CARDS. 
C 	I EON DETERMINES I F THERE I S AN EXTENSION SECTION . 
C I EX TN = 0 	NO EX TENSION SECTI ON.  
C 	 I EX TN = 1 THERE I S AN EXTENSION SECTION. 
C EXTNSN IS THE LENGTH OF THE EXTENSION SECTION. 
C 
C 	WC IS THE FREQUENCY OF THE FUNDAMENTAL MOLE. 
C PlAMPL I 5 THE PRESSURE AMPL I TULE OF THE FUNDAMENTAL  MODE. 
C 
C 
COMMON 	1)(1/CM, ANGL Es RCC, RCT, GAM, Q, FIT, DP 
1 	 /X2IT, I • R2,NPLAST,N END, I EX IN 
2 /X3/1•C, SUN, I P,MODE,NU.KP( 3) 
3 	 174/RU( 7), REV( 7)•Z THR1, GTHRI 
4 /X5/U( 1000), DU( 1000)• C( 1000).RU( 1000) 
/X6/AFN, AFN 1, AFN2 
6 	 /X7/ALPHA( 5, 3), BETA(9, 3) 
7 11(BIZ RFC( 1000) 
COMPLEX 	AFN( 1000), AFNI(1000), AFN2( 1000), ACHMEI-1, CONS?. 
1 	 CC( 25), CC I ( 25)• CFM, CFM, CFN, CGEF 1, CGEF2, 
2 INHMG, INHMG la ZTHR,Z TER1 • AH, AH1, GTHR. GTHR 
3 	 ZETA, TAU,LINAEM• 'LEK* GNU/ ( 3) 
DIMENSION G( 4),6P( 4),Y( 4), DY( 4), SMN( 3), I STEP( 3), 
1 	 NAME( 3), PHASE( 3)• AMPL( 3) 
DATA ( NAME(MO DE) , MODE = 1,3) /2H1T, 2H2T, 2H IR/ 
1 	(SMN(MODE), MODE in 1, 3) /1.84118,3.05424,3.83171/ 
C 
FiEAD ( 5, 5005) CM, ANGLE. BCC, ECT,GAM 
READ ( 5, 5010) NOZNL 1, NOUT, I EX TN, EXTNSN 
READ (5,5015) WC, F 1 AMPL 
GM1 N1 = GAM - 1 • 
GFL 1 = GAM + 1. 
DP = -0.002 
C I STEP = 1 s 	INTEGRATE FOR ZETA ONLY . 
48 
C 	ISTEF = 2 s 	INTEGRATE FOR ZETA & AR. 
C ISTEP = 3 INTEGRATE FOR ZETA 6 GAMMA. 
IF (NOZNLI .EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
ISTEP(1) = 1 
ISTEF(2) = 1 
ISTEP(3) = 4 
GO TO 15. 
10 	ISTEP(1) = 2 
ISTEP(2) = 3 
ISTEP(3) = 3 
15 	CONTINUE 
KFC11 = E 
KF(2) = 2 
KPC3) = 2 
C 
C 	OBTAIN STEADY—STATE QUANTITIES IN THE. NOZZLE . 
CALL STEADY 
C 
C 	PRINT OUT THE -NOZZLE PARAMETERS. 
(6.1005) 
(641-01.0) CM 
WRITE ('6,1015) GAM 
WRITE (6.1020) ANGLE 
WRITE(6,1025) EXTNSN 
WRITE (6.1030) RCT 
WRITE (6,1035) RCC 
WRITE (6,1040) NPLAST 
C 
NEND = NPLAST 
IF (IEXTN .NE. 1) GO TO 25 
C 
C 	DETERMINE NUMEER OF STATIONS IN THE EXTENSION REGION. AND 
C DEFINE STEADY- STATE QUANTITIES IN THAT REGION. 
C 
UEXT = U(NPLAST) 
NEM-. = NPLAST • (EXTNSN * UEXT ** .5) / DF 
DO 20 NF = NPLASTDNEND 
U(NP) = U(NPLAST) 
C(NP) = C(NPLAST) 
DU(NP) = DU(NPLAST) 
RU(NF) = Y1 (NPLAST) 
20 	CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 





ACHMER = CMPLX (PlAMPL / (WC*GAM) .0.) 
IF (NOUT .EQ. 0) WRITE (6,1050) WC,F1AMFL 
IF (NOUT *EQ. 0) WRITE (6,1055) 
C 





C*********M*STARTIN5 VALUES SECTION*********************************** 
C 
P=0. 
AHR = I. 
AHI = O. 
AH = CMFLX (AHR,AHI) 
UP = U(1) 
CP = C(I) 
DUP = DU(I) 
RWF = RU (1) 
CALL COEFFS (UP.DUF,CF.RWF,CC) 
CFH = CC(1) 
CFM = CC(2) + CC(6) 
CFN = CC(3) + CC(4) + CC(5) + CC(7) + CC(8) 
C 
C 	*************DERIVATIVES OF THE COEFFICIENTS AT THE. THROAT******** 
C 
C 	EVALUATE DERIVATIVES OF LINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
XR = 	4./(GPL1 * BRIE) 
CFH I = CMFLX (X11,0.) 
XR = - (24. + 4. * GAM) / (GFL1 * 3. * RT * RCT) 
XI = 	8. * WC * KF(MODE) / (GFL1 * SETE) 
CFM1 = CMFLX (XR,XI) 
XR = • 2.*GMIN1 * (BETA (8,MODE) + BETA (7,MODE) + BETA (9rMODE) 
1 	 * ALPHA (5.MODE) / ALPHA (4,MODE)) / (GFL1 * LT * RT . 
2 * SRTR * BETA (6A1!ODE)) 
XI = -(12 + 2*GAM) * WC * KP(MODE) * GMINI 	(3.*GFL1 * RT*RCT) 
CFN1 = CMFLX (XR,X1) 
C 
C 	SET UP VALUES AT THE THROAT BY TAYLORS EXPANSION 
C 
C STARTING VALUES FOR ZETA 
ZTHR = CFN / CFM 
ZTHR1 = 	(CFM1 * ZTHR + CFHI * ZTHR * ZTHR + CFN1) / (CFHI + •CFM) 
ZRK(1) = ZTHR 
C. 
IF (MODE.NE.1) GO TO 110 
AFN(1) = AB 
AFN1(1) = AFN(1) * ZTHR 
AFN2(1) = AFN1(1) * ZTHR + AFN(I) * ZIHR1 
110 	CONTINUE 
G(1) = REAL (ZTHR) 
0(2) = AIMAG (ZTHR) 
DY (1,1) = REAL (ZTHR1) 
DY (2,1) = AIMAG (ZTHR1) 
GO TO (120,130,140), IP 
130 	G(3) = AMR 
G(4) = AHI 
AHI = AH * ZTHR 
DY (3.1) = PEAL (ABS) 
DY(4,1) = AIMAG (AHI) 
GO TO 120 
140 	CONTINUE 
50 
CGRP1 a CC( 13) + CC( 14) + CC( 19) + CC( 23) + CC( 24) + CC( 25) 
CGRP2 = -CC( 10) + CC( 11) + CC( 17) + CC( 20) + CC( 21) • CC( 22) 
INHMG -CC(18) * AFN( I ) * AFIV2( 1) • CC(12) * AENI( 1) * APN2( I) 
-(CCC9) + CC(15)) * AFNI( 1) 	AFNIC I) • CGRPI * AM( 1) * 
2 	Arld1( 1) 4- CGRF2 * AFN( I ) 	AFN( I ) 
EVALUATE DERIVATIVES OF NON-LINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
AIB1 a ALPHA( latIODE) * BETA( laMODE) 
A2B2 a ALPHA( 2,MODE) * BETA( 2,MODE) 
AIB3 a  ALPHA( loMODE) 	BETA( 3aMCLE) 
A4B6 = ALPHA( 4,MODE) * BETA( 6aMODE) 
DO 26 J a 1,25 
26 	CC1(J) a CMFLX ( 0.o 0* ) 
XR a - (2**A1B1 * WC) / ( A4B6 * GFL1 * SRTR) 
XI a XR 
CCI(9) a CMPLX (XR,XI) 
XR a • (4. * A1131) / (3.1415927 * GM! * SRTR * A4B6) 
XI = XR 
CCI ( 12) CMFLX (MX' ) 
XR a -44 AIB3 / (GPL1 * ET * RI * SRTR * A4136) 
XI a  - XR 
CC1 ( 13) a CMPLX ()MOE' ) 
XR a -44 A2B2 / (GFL I * RT * RT * A4B6 * SRTR) 
XI = - XR 
CC1 ( 14) a CMFLX (2(riaXI ) 
XR 	AIB1 * (3.*GFL1 * SRTR + GMIN I * (12.+GAM) ) / 
1 (2 -0 * PT * RCT * GPL1 * GFL1 	A4B6) 
XI = XR 
CC1 (15) a CMPLX CXReXI ) 
XR or A 1B3 * (9. 4- 2.*GAM • GAM*GAM) 	C12. * FtT**3 * ECT * GRA 
1 	 * A4B6) 
XI a - XR 
CC1 (16) le CMPLX (XRa XI ) 
XR a A2B2 * (9• • 2•*GAM GAM*GAM ) / ( 12. * RT**3 * RCT GFL1 
1 	 * A4B6) 
XI a • XR 
CC1 ( 17) a CMFLX (XR.X1 ) 
XR = • (GMIN1 * is/C: * A1B1) / CGFL1 	SRTR * A4B6) 
XR 
CCI (18) - CMPLX (XR,XI) 
XR 	(WIN) * C6.+GAN) * WC '* Al21) / (3• * GFL1 * RT * RCT 
1 * A4B6) 
XI = XR 
CC1 (19 ) = CMPLX (XR,XI ) 
XR a • (GMIN I * ALPHA (1,MODE) * (BETA (4,MODE) 	BETA( 5s11410DE))) 
1 	 / (GFLI * RI * 27 * SETH * A4B6) 
XI a - XR 
CC1 C23) a CMPLX (XR,XI) 
XR a •'• (MINI * ALPHA ( laMODE) * BETA ( SoMOVE) * 2.) 
1 	/ (GPL1 * RT * RT * SRTR * A4B6) 
XI a • XR 
CC1 (24) a CMPLX CXR,XI ) 
XR a 	(GMIN I * ALPHA C 3,MODE) 	BETA (2,MODE)) 
1 	/ (GPL1 * RT * RT 	SRTR A4B6) 
XI = 4- XR 
51 
CCI (25) = CMPLX (XR,XI) 
C 
INHMG1 = — AFN2(1) * AFN2C1) * CC(12) — AFN1(1) * AFN2(1) * 
1 	 (CCCIS) + CC1(12) + 2.*CC(9) + 2.*CC(15)) — AFN2(1) 
2 * AFN(1) * (CC1(18) + CGRP1) — AFN1(1) * AFN1(1) * 
3 	 (CC1(9) + CC1(15) + CORP1) — AFN1(1) * AFN(1) * 
4 (CC1(13) + CC1(14) + CCI(19) + CC1(23) + CCI(24) 
5 	 + CCI(25) + 2.*CGRP2) - AFN(1) * AFN(1) * (CC1(10) 
6 + CC1(I1) + CC1(17) + CCI(20) + CCI(21) • CC1(204 
STARTING VALUES FOR GAMMA 
GTHR = ■ INHMG / (CF. * CFM) 
GTHR1 = (-CP * GTHR * (CFH1 * ZTHR + CFM1) + (GMIN1 * .5 * 4. / 
( GPL1 * SRTR)) * GTHR * (CFHI + CFM) — INHMG1) / 
2 	 ( CP * CFH1 + CP * CFM) 
C 
G(3) = REAL (GTHR) 
G(4) = AIMAG (GTHR) 
DY (3,1) = REAL (GTHB1) 
DY (4,1) = AIMAG (GTHR1) 
120 	CONTINUE 
C 
C 	*************NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS******************************* 
C 
C 	RUNGE—KUTTA INTEGRATION TO PROVIDE INITIAL VALUES 
C FOR PREDICTOR—CORRECTOR INTEGRATION 
C 





ZRK(IRK) = CMPLX (ZRoZI) 
DY(1,IRK)=GP(1) 
DY(2,IRK)=GP(2) 
GO TO (150,160,170), IP 
160 	AHR = G(3) 
AHI = G(4) 
DY(3mIRK)=GP(3) 
DY(4,IRK)=GP(4) 
IF (MODE.NE.1) GO TO 162 
AFN (IRK) = CMPLX (G(3),G(4)) 
AFN1 (IRK) = CMFLX (GP(3),GP(4)) 
AR2 = G(1)*GP(3) — G(2)*GP(4) + GP(1)*G(3) — GP(2)*G(4) 
AI2 = G(2)*GP(3) + G(1)*GF(4) + GF(2)*G(3) + GF(1)*G(4) 
AFN2(IRK) = CMPLX (AR2,AI2) 
162 	GC TO 150 
170 CONTINUE 
CAMP = G(3) 
GAM' = G(4) 
DY(3.IRK) = GF(3) 







GO TO (480.190.200),, IP 
190 Y(3) a AHR 
Y(A) a ANI 
GO TO 180 
200 CONTINUE 
Y(3) = GAME 
Y141 a GAMI 
180 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	PREDICTOR- CORRECTOR INTEGRATION 
CALL ZADAMS (DP,P,YoUYRITORZ) 
C 
C 
C 	CALCULATE LINEAR ADMITTANCE COEFFICIENTS.. 
UE = U(NEND) 
CE = C(NLND) 
Rion a CE (1./GMIN1) 
FR a VC * KF(MODE) 
F a UE ** .5 / (FB*GAM) 
IF (ITOEZ .EQ. 1) GO 70 35 
ZR=Y(1) 
ZI=Y(2) 
ZETA a CMPLX (ZEJZI) 
LINAEM = F * CMFLX(0.,1.) * ZETA 
GO TO 40 
35 	TR= Y(1) 
TI = Y(2) 
TAU 2, CMPLX (TR,11) 
LINALII = F * CMPLX(0.81.) / TAU 
40 	CONTINUE 
YR a REAL (LINADM) 
YI a AIMAG (LINAtt4) 
YMAG a CABS (LINADM) 
YPHASE a ATAN2 (YI,YR) * 180. / 3.1415927 
AMFL(MODE) = YMAG 
PHASE(MODE) a YPHASE 
C 
GO TO (210.220,230), IP 
220 AMR a Y(3) 
AHI a Y(4) 
IF (MODE .NE. 1) GO TO 210 
CONST a ACHMBR / AFN(NEND) 
DO 50 NF a 1,NEND 
AFN(NP) = CONST * AFN(NP) 
AFN1(NP) a CONST * AFN1(NP) 
AFN2(NP) = CONST * AFN2(NP) 
50 	CONTINUE 
C 
C 	NONLINEAR ADMITTANCE COEFFICIENT IS ZERO FOR 17 MODE. 
GAME = O. 
GAMI = 0. 
GMAG a 0. 
GFHASE a O. 
GPM* 0.0 
53 
GNOZ(1) = (0.0.0.0) 
C 
GO TO 210 
230 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	CALCULATE NONLINEAR ADMITTANCE COEFFICIENTS. 
GAMR = Y(3) 
GAMI = Y(4) 
GMAG = (GAMH * GP.MR 	GAMI * GAMI) ** .5 
GPHASE = ATAN2 (GAMloGAMR) * 180. / 3.1415927 
GBYY = CABS (CMFLX (GAMR,GAMI) / LINADM) 
GNoz(Mon) = CMPLX(GAMR,GAMI) 
C 
210 CONTINUE 
IF (NOUT .EQ. 0) WRITE (6,1060) NAME(MODE), YR, YID 
1 	YMAG, YPHASED GAM?* GAMI. GMAG, GPHASE, GBYY 




IF (NOUT •E0. 0) GO TO 560 
DO 570 J = lo 3 
IF (NOUT .EQ. I) WRITE (7,7005) J, AMPL(J), PHASE(J) 
IF (NOUT 0E6. 2) PUNCH 7005 Jo AMPL(J)s PHASE(J) 
570 CONTINUE 
IF (NOZNLI .EQ. 0) GO TO 560 
DO 580 J = Is 3 
IF (NOUT .EO. 1) WRITE (707005) Jo GNOZ(J) 
IF (NOUT •E0. 2) PUNCH 7005 Jo GNOZ(J) 
580 CONTINUE 
560 	WRITE (6.1065) 
C 
C 	****************** READ FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS ******************** 
C 
5005 FORMAT C6F10.0) 
5010 FORMAT (3I5sF10.0) 
5015 FORMAT (2F10.0) 
C 
C 
C 	***************** WRITE FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS ******************** 
C 
1005 FORMAT (1H1,/////////#45X,17R*****************./,45X, 
1 	 I7HNOZZLE PARAMETERS9/:45X,17H*****************,///////) 
1010 FORMAT (1H0,25X,"MACH NUMBER = "p F . 4.2) 
1015 FORMAT (1H0,25X,"GAMMA = ",F4.2) 
1020 FORMAT (1H0,25X,"NOZZLE ANGLE = ",F5.2) 
1025 FORMAT (1H0,25X,"LENGTH OF EXTENSION SECTION = ",F4.2) 
1030 FORMAT (1H0,25X,”RALIUS OF CURVATURE AT THE THROAT = "PF7.5) 
1035 FORMAT (1H0,25X,"RADIUS OF CURVATURE AT THE NOZZLE ENTRANCE = "o 
1 	 F7.5) 
1040 FORMAT (1H0.25X,"NUMBER OF STATIONS IN THE NOZZLE = ' 1,14) 
1050 FORMAT C1H1,////s48X,18H******************,/,48X, 
1 	 18HNOZZLE ADMITTANCES,/,46X418H******************,//////, 
2 20X, "FREQUENCY = ".F8.6,40X,"PRESSURE AMPLITUDE = ",F6.4) 
1055 FORMAT (///////.5X,"MODE",10X,RHYR,9X,RHY1,9X,"YMAG"r9Xo nYPHASE", 
54 
1 	 11X, 2HGRa 9X, 2HGI s9X, 4HGMAGs 10X, 6HGFHASE, 13Xa 3HG/Y, /I) 
1060 F014414T 	1H0, 5X, A2, 2X. 3F12.4, F16. 4, 3F 12.4, 2F16.4) 
1065 FORPIAT C IH I ) 
7005 FOFfP;AT I 5, 2F10. 5) 
C 
C 







C 	THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES STEADY -STATE QUANTITIES IN THE NOZZLE. 
C 
C 	NOZZLE PROFILE AND FLOW PARAMETERS ARE PASSED TO THE SUBROUTINE 
C THROUGH THE COMMON BLOCKS XI AND X2. 
C 	THE SUBPROGRAM PROVIDES THE OUTPUT THROUGH COMMON 'BLOCK X5. 
C U IS THE SQUARE OF THE STEADY- STATE VELOCITY/ 
C 	DU IS THE DERIVATIVE OF U WITH RESPECT TO STEADY...STATE POTENTIAL 
C C IS THE SQUARE OF THE SPEED OF SOUND; 
C 	RW IS THE RADIUS OF THE NOZZLE. 
C THESE OUTPUT QUANTITIES ARE STORED IN THE. RESPECTIVE ARRAYS AT 
C 	INTERVALS OF DP IN P (STEADY - STATE POTENTIAL). 
C 
C 
COMMON /X 1/ CMaANGLE.RCCARCT,GAM,QPRT.DP 
COMMON /X2/ TaRlph2aNPLASTPNEND,IEXTN 
COMMON /X4/ RU(7),RDU(7),ZTHRI,GTHRI 
COMMON /XS/ U(1000).DU(1000),C(1000),,RW(1000) 
T= 3.1415927*ANGLE/I80. 
PT = (CM**.5) * ((1.+CGAM•1.)*CM**2/2.) ** ((•GAM•1.)/ 
1 
	
	(4*(GAM^I))))*((2/(GAM+1)) ** ((-GAM1)/(4.*(GAM...1)))) 
SRTR = (RT*RCT) **.5 
Q = (.25*RT) * ((2./(GAM+I.)) ** ((GAM+1.) / (4.*(GAM^1)))) 
RI = RT+RCT*(I.•COS(T)) 
R2 = 1.•RCC * (1.-COS(T)) 
R=ET 
P= O. 
RU(I) = RT 
U(1) = 2./(GAM+1.) 
RU(1) = U(I) 
C(I) = U(I) 
DU(I) = 4./((GAM+1.)*SRTR) 
Brum . DU(I) 
G = U(1) 
DO 30 1=2,7 
CALL RKSTDY (P,G,GF) 
P = P + DP/2. 
RU(I) a G 
RDU(I)=GP 
IF (I .EQ. 2*(I/2)) GO TO 30 
NP = (1+1)/2 
U(NP) = RU(1) 
DU(NP) = RDU(I) 
C(NP) = 1.•(GAM"1)*U(NP)*.5 
RW(NP) s Q**((C(NP)) ** 
I 	 *(U(NP)**-..•25)*4• 
30 	CONTINUE 






C 	THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A FOURTH ORDER RUNGE...KUTTA INTEGRATION 
C TO OBTAIN STARTING VALUES OF STEADY-STATE VELOCITY FOR THE 
C 	PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD. 
C P IS THE CURRENT VALUE OF THE STEADY-STATE POTENTIAL: INPUT. 
C 	G IS THE SQUARE THE STEADY- STATE VELOCITY: INPUT AND OUTPUT. 
C AS OUTPUT, G IS THE VALUE AT THE NEXT STEP. 
C 	DUM IS DERIVATIVE OF THE SQUARE OF STEADY-STATE VELOCITY: OUTPUT. 
C DUI IS OBTAINED BY CALLING SUBROUTINE RKUDIF. 
C 
C 
COMMON /X1/ CM,ANGLE4BCC,RCT9GAM.O.RT,DP 
DIMENSION A(4),FZ(4) 
C 
A(1) m 0. 
A(2) s 0.5 
A(3) s 0.5 
A(4) s 1. 





DO 30 1=2.4 
PR = P+A(I)*H 
GR 	G+A(I)*H*FZ(I--1) 
CALL RKUDIF (PRoGRoDUM) 
FZ(I) = DUM 
30 	CONTINUE 







C 	THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENT IN THE 
C RUNGE—KUTTA INTEGRATION SCHEME FOR SOLVING THE EQUATION FOR SQUARE 
C 	OF STEADY—STATE VELOCITY • 
C 
C 	P IS THE VALUE OF STEADY—STATE POTENTIAL AT THE STATION* 
C WHERE DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENT IS SOUGHT; INFUT• 
C 	6 IS THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTION AT F; INFUT• 
C GP IS THE hEOUIRED DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENT. 
C 
COMMON /X1/ CM,ANCLE.FCC.RCT,GAM,61,HT.PF 
COMMON /X2/ ToR1sB2oNFLAST,NEND.IEXTN 
COMMON /713/ WCPSVN.IF,MODE,NU,KF(3) 
C 
IF (F) 15.10015 
10 	GF = 4./ ((GAM+I.) * C(ECT*RT) **.5)) 
GO TO 20 
15 	C = 1•(GAM•1•)*G**5 
R = 161*((C) ** (..1•/(2•*(GAM"1.)))) * (G**—.25) * 4. 
IF (R•1.) 22,22,50 
22 	IF (R•R1) 25.30.30 
25 DR = ■ ((2.*RCT*(R•RT) ■ (R—RT) * (R—RT))**.5) / (El+hCI•R) 
GO TO 45 
30 	IF (R•R2) 35.40040 
35 DR = —TAN(I) 
GO TO 45 
40 	DR = ((2.*RCC*(1•Fi) • (R•1)*(R-1)) **.5) / (1.—R•fiCC) 
45 DU = -(G**.75)*(C**C(2.*GAM-1) / (2.*(GAM•1•)))) / 
1 	 (61*(1. ■ (GAM+1.) * G*.5)) 
GF = DU* DR 
GO TO 20 




SUBROUTINE UADAMS( P) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CARRI ES OUT A MODIFIED ADAMS PREDI 	CORRECTOR 
C INTEGRATION SCHEME TO SOLVE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE 
C 	STEADY—STATE VELOC I IY • 
C 
P I S THE VALUE OF THE STEADY—STATE POTENTIAL AT THE STATION. 
C 	WHERE PREDICTOR—CORRECTOR INTEGRATION COMMENCES; INFUT• 
C DURING THE PROGRAM, F IS CHANGED TO THE VALUE AT CURRENT STATI ON• 
C 	H IS THE STEP— SI Z El INPUT THROUGH COMMON BLOCK X 1 • 
C COMMON BLOCKS X1 AND X2 PROVIDE DETAILS OF NOZZLE PROFILED 
C 
C 	THE STEADY—STATE QUANTI TI ES ARE THE OUTPUT, AND 
C ARE PROVIDED BY MEANS OF COMMON BLOCK X5. 
C 
C 
COMMON /X1/ CM, ANGL Es RCC, RCT, GAM, Qs FiTali 
COMMON /X2/ T, RI. R2,NPLAST, NEM), !MTN 




PRED = U(NP) + H*(55.*DU(NP) 	59•*DU(NP-1) + 37.*DU(NF-2) 
1 	 —90*DU(NP..3))/24.0 
P 0P+ 
NP = NP + 1 
UP = PRED 
CP = 1•—(GAM•1•)*Uric•5 
• 0*(CP**(•.1•/ (2.*(GAM-1• )) )) * (UP**.•25)*4. 
C 
C 	IF R = I. THE NOZZLE ENTRANCE HAS BEEN REACHED. 
IF (R...1•) 	17.17,100 
C 
17 	IF (R4.1t1) 20,25,25 
20 DR = •4( (2.*RCT*( 	— ( R4.-FiT)*( R—RT) )**• 	/ ( RT+RCT-•11) 
GO TO 40 
25 	IF (R—R2) 30,35s 35 
30 Mx— TAN ( T) 
GO TO 40 
35 	DR = ((2.*RCC*(1•••R) 	(1....R)*(1.•4R))**•5) / 
40 DO = —(UP**.75) * ( CP**( ( 2.*GAM... 1) / (2.*(GAM•-1) ) / 
(0*(1....(GAM+1•) * UP * • 5) ) 
DUP = DR*D0 
COR = U(NP•1)441* (9.*DUP+19.*DU(NF-1) 	5.*DU(NF-2) 
1 	+DIANP-3))/24•0 
UP = (251.*COR + 19 **FRED) / 270. 
CP m 1.•.(GAM...1.)*UP*41, 5 
R = Q*(CP**(•..1./ (2.*(GAM-1.)))) * (UP**-.25)*4. 
C 
C 	IF R = Is THE NOZZLE ENTRANCE HAS BEEN REACHED 
IF (111•) 62,62,100 
C 
62 	IF (R—R1) 65,70,70 
65 DR = —( ( 2.*HCT*( R—RT) 	R...h7)*(1.0.RT) )**• 6) / ( RT+RCT—R) 
GO TO 85 
70 	IF (R-R2) 75,80.80 
59 
75 	DR = -TAN(T) 
GO TO 85 
80 	PR = ((2.*RCC*(1.-R) - (1.-R)*(1.-R))**.5) / (1.-R-RCC) 
85 DO - ..(UF**.7 5) * (CP**( 2**GlIti:•• 1 / (2.*(GAM". 1 ) ) / 
1 	(0*(1.-(CAM+1.) * UP * .5)) 
IF (NP .6T. 1000) GO TO 87 
C 
C 	STORE STEADY STATE QUANTITIES AT STATION NF IN RESPECTIVE ARRAYS. 
DU(NP)=DR=DO 
U(NP) = OF 
C(NP) = CF 
RUMP) = R 
C 
87 	GO TO 10 
100 NFLAST= NP-1 
RETURN 
CND 
SUBROUTINE COEFFS (U,DU.C.B4CC) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES 'THE COEFFICIENTS. 
C U0DU,CeR ARE THE STEADY—STATE QUANTITIES AT THE AXIAL LOCATION, 
C 	WHERE THE COEFFICIENTS ARE REQUIRED. 
C CC ARE THE COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS. 
C 	SUBROUTINE INIGRL PROVIDES ALPHA & BETA. THE VALUES OF TRANSVERSE 
C INTEGRALS THROUGH COMMON FLOCK 
C 
COMMON /X3/ WC,SVN,IP,MODE,NUDKP(3) 




GMiN1 = GAM ■ 
M = MODE 
A4B6 = ALPHA (4,M) * BETA (6,M) 
RSQR = R * R 
C 
C********** LINEAR COEFFICIENTS *********************************** 
C 
CCR = U * (C—U) 
CC(1) = CMPLX(CCR,0.0) 
CCR = ■ U*DU / C 
CC(2) = CMPLX(CCR,000) 
CCR = C * (BETA (8,M) ■ BETA (7,M)) / (RSQR * BETA (6,M)) 
CC(3) ¢ CMPLX(CCR,0.0) 
CCR = 2. * C * BETA (7,M) 	(RSQR * BETA (6,M)) 
CC(4) = CMPLX(CCR.0.0) 
C 
CCR = C * ALPHA (5,M) * BETA (9,M) / (RSQR * A4B6) 
CC(5) = CMPLX(CCR.0.0) 
CCR = 0.0 
CCI = ■ 	 * WC * U * KP(M) 
CC(6) r CMPLX (CCR,PCCI) 
CCR = 0.0 
CCI = ■ GMIN1 * WC * KP(M) * U * DU / (2. * C) 
CC(7) = CMPLX (CCR,CCI) 
CCR = (WC * KP(M)) **2 
CCI = 0.0 
CC(8) = CMPLX (CCR,CCI) 
IF (IP .NE. 3) GO TO 110 
C 
C********** NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS ********************************** 
C 
Al = ALPHA (1,M) 
A2 = ALPHA (E,M) 
A3 = ALPHA (3,M) 
B1 = BETA (1,M) 
B2 = BETA (2,M) 
B3 = BETA (3,M) 
B4 it BETA (4.M) 
B5 = BETA (5,M) 
CCR u 	.5 * Al*B1 * WC*U / A4B6 
CCI = CCR 
CC(9) = CMPLX (CCRoCCI) 
61 
CC? = • .5 * Al * B3 * WC / (1150R * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(I0) = CMPLX (CCR.CCI) 
CCR = 	.5 * A2*B2 * WC / CESAR * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(11) = CMPLX (CCR.CCI) 
CCR = • ((GAM-0.1.) * U*U * Al*B1) / (4.*3.1415927*A4B6) 
CCI = - CCR 
CC(12) = CMFLX (CCR,CCI) 
CCR = 	(U * Al * B3) / (4. * R5GR * A4B6) 
CCI = - CCR 
CC(13) = CMFLX (CCR,CCI) 
CC? = 	(U * A2 * B2) / (4. * RS1911 * A4B6) 
CCI = - CC? 
CC(14) = CMFLX (CCR,CCI) 
CCR = 	3.*U * (1. + •5*GMINI * U*DU/C) * Al*BI / (8.*A4B6) 
CCI = • CCR 
CC(15) = CMFLX (CCR,CCI) 
CCR = 	DU * (1. 	(2.-GAM) * U/C) * Al * P3 / (16 * R50R * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(16) = CMFLX (CCR,CCI) 
CCR = 	DU * ( 1. 	(2.-GAM) * U/C) * A2 * B2 / (16 * ?SC'? * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(17) = CMPLX (CCR,CCI) 
CCR = - (GMIN1 * WC * Al * B1) / ( 4. * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(18) = CMFLX (CCR.CCI) 
CCR = - (CMIN1 * WC * U * DU * Al * B1) / (4. * C * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(19) = CMPLX (CCR,CCI) 
CCR = - GMIN1 * WC * Al * (B4 - B5) / 	* ?SOP * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(20) = CMFLX (CCR.CCI) 
CC? = - GMIN1 * Al * B5 / (2. * RSGR * A4B6) 
CCI = CC? 
CC(21) = CMPLX (CCR,CCI) 
CC? = - GMIN1 * A3 * B2 / (4. * PSOR * A4B6) 
CCI = CCR 
CC(22) = CMPLX (CCR.CCI) 
CCR = - GMIN1 * U*A1 * (B4 - B5) / (4. * RSOR * A4B6) 
CCI = 	CCR 
CC(23) = CMPLX (CCR.CCI) 
CCR = 	GMIN1 * U * Al * B5 / (2.*RSQR * A4B6) - 
CCI = - CC? 
CC(24) = CMPLX (CCRACCI) 
CCR = - GMIN1 * U * A3 * B2 / (4.*RSO? * A4B6) 
CCI = 	CCR 




SUBROUTINE IN TGRI. 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE DIFFERENT TRANSVERSE INTEGRALS. 
C 
COMMON/X7/ ALPHA( 5, 3). BETA(9, 3) 
SI = 1.84118 
S2 = 3.05424 
S3 = 3.83171 
PI I. 3.1415927 
C 
C 	**************TANGENTIAL INTEGRALS******************************* 
C 
DO 20 NOPT = 1,3 
20 ALPHA (NOPTol) =0• 
ALPHA (4,1) = 1.0 
ALPHA (5,1) = -1.0 
ALPHA (2,2) = 0.5 
- ALPHA (2,2) = -0.5 
ALPHA (3,2) m 
ALPHA (4,2) = 1.0 
ALPHA (5.2) 414, () 
ALPHA (1.3) = 1.0 
ALPHA (2.3) = 1.0 
ALPHA (3.3) = •4.0 
ALPHA (4,3) = 2.0 
ALPHA (5,3) = 0.0 
DO 30 I = 1,5 
DO 30 J = 1.3 
30 	ALPRA(I,J) = PI*ALPRA(I,J) 
C 
C 	*************RADI AE INTEGRAL 5************************************* 
C 
130 40 MODE = 1. 3 
GO TO ( 110.120, 130). MODE 
110 	M=1 
S- S1 
GO TO 140 
120 M=2 
5= S2 
GO TO 140 
130 M=0 
S= S3 
140 	CO!' TI NUE 
BETA ( I,MODE) = RAD2 (1,1, I,M, 51, 51.S) 
BETA ( 2,MODE) = RAD2 (2.1, LM, 51,51. 5) 
BETA ( 3,MODE) = RAD2 (7, 1: 1,1'1,, 51, 51,S) 
BETA ( 4, MO DE) = RAD2 (8, I, 1,M, 51, 51, 5) 
BETA ( 5,MODE) = RAD2 5, 1, 1,M, SI* 51, 5) 
BETA ( 6,MODE) = RAD1 ( 1,M, 5) 
BETA (7, MODE) = RAD1 ( 4,M, 5) 
BETA (8,MODE) 	RADI (S,M, 5) 
BETA (9,MODE) = RAD1 (2,M, 5) 




FUNCTION RAD1 (NOPTAM,B) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL OVER THE INTERVAL 
C (0.1) OF THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS OF TWO BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
C 
C 	NOPT = 1 JM(B*R) * JM(B*R) * R 
C 
C 	NOPT = 2 JM(B*R) * jM(B*R)/B 
C 
C 	NOPT = 3 JFM(B*R) * JM(B*R) 	p 
C 
C 	NOPT = 4 JPM(B*R) * JM(B*R) 
C 	NOPT = 5 JPFM(B*R) * JM(B*R) * R 
C 
C 	JM IS THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF FIRST KIND OF ORDER M 
C JPM IS THE DERIVATIVE OF JM WITH RESPECT TO R 
C 	JPPM IS THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF JM WITH RESPECT TO R 
C M IS A NON-NEGATIVE INTEGER 




DOUBLE PRECISION DN, DH, DSTEP, DR, ARG, BES1, BES2, BESH, 
BM. PROD. FUNCT, SI, S2, S3 
C 
NN = 100 
DN = NN 
DH = 1.0/DN 
NP1 = NN + 1 
C 
C 	************* CALCULATION OF INTEGRANDS ************************** 
C 
DO 160 I = 1. NP1 
DSTEP = I • 1 
DR = DH * DSTEP 
AEG = B * DR 
CALCULATE BESSEL FUNCTIONS. 
CALL JBES(M,ARG,BES2,$500) 
BES1 = BES2 
IF (NOPT .LT. 3) GO TO 130 
C 
C 	CALCULATE FIRST DERIVATIVES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS. 
CALL JBES(M+1,ARG,BESH,$500) 
IF (NOFT .EQ. 5) GO TO 120 
IF (I .EC. 1) GO TO 115 
RM = M 
BESL = B * (RM*BES1/ARG • BESH) 
GO TO 130 
115 IF (M *EQ. 0) GO TO 117 
CALL JBES(M-IrARG,BESL,13500) 
BES1 = B * (BESL • BESH)/2.0 
GO TO 130 
117 CALL JBES(1,ARG,BES10$500) 
BES1 = -BES1 * B 
64 
GO TO 130 
C 
C 	CALCULATE SECOND DERIVATIVES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS. 
120 IF (I .E00 1) GO TO 122 
RM = 
F = RM * (EN • 1.0)/(ARG * ARC) 
BES1 = ((F • 1.0) * 13E51 + BESH/ARG) * B * B 
GO TO 130 
122 CALL JBES(M+2pARGrBESH,S500) 
IF (M .EQ. 0) BESI = 0.5 * B * B * (BESH • BES1) 
IF (M .EO. I) BES1 = 0.25 * B * B *CHUM • 3.0*BES1) 
IF (M .LT. 2) GO TO 130 
CALL JBES(M•29ARG.BESL.S500) 
BESI = 0.25 * B * B * (BESL - 2.0*BES1 + BESH) 
C 
130 PROD = BES1 * BES2 
C 
C 	CALCULATE WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS AND LIMITS FOR R = 0. 
IF (NOPT .E0. 2) GO TO 140 
IF (NOPT .E0. 4) GO TO 150 
FUNCT(1) = PROD * DR 
GO TO 160 
140 IF (I .EA. 1) GO TO 145 
FUNCT(I) = PROD/DR 
GO TO 160 
145 FUNCT(I) = 0.0 
GO TO 160 







************** SIMPSONS RULE INTEGRATION ************************* 
NMI = NN - 1 
SI = FUNCT(1) + FUNCT(NPI) 
S2 = 0.0 
S3 = 0.0 
DO 20 I = 2. NN, 2 
S2 = S2 + FUNCT(I) 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 I = 3, NMI. 2 
S3 = S3 + FUNCT(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
RESULT = DH * (SI + 4.0*S2 + 2.0*S3)/3.0 
RAD1 = RESULT 
GO TO 501 
500 WRITE (6, 6000) 





FUNCTION RAD2 (NOPT0L,MsNsAsBAC) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL OVER THE INTERVAL. 
C (0,1) OF THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS OF THREE BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
C 
C 	NOPT = 1 JL(A*R) * JM(B*R) * JN(C*R) * - E 
C 
C 	NOPT = 2 JL(A*R) * JM(B*R) * JN(C*R)/R 
C 
C 	NOPT = 3 L(A*R) * JM(B*E) * JN(C*R)/(h*R) 
C 
C 	NOPT = 4 JPL(A*R) * jM(B*R) * JN(C*B) * R 
C 
C 	NOPT = 5 JPL(A*10 * jM(B*R) * JN(O*B) 
C 
C 	NOPT = 6 JPL(A*R) * JM(B*E) * JN(C*R)/R 
C 
C 	NOPT = 7 JPL(A*R) * JPM(B*E) * JN(C*R) * h 
C 
C 	NOPT = 8 JPPL(A*R) * JM(B*R) * JN(C*R) * R 
C 
C 	NOPT = 9 JPPL(A*R) * JPM(B*R) * JN(C*R) * E 
C 
C 	JL IS THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF FIRST KIND OF ORDER L 
C JFL IS THE DERIVATIVE OF JL WITH RESPECT TO R 
C 	JPFL IS THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF JL WITH RESPECT TO R . 
C L, M, N AHE NON-NEGATIVE INTEGERS 




DOUBLE PRECISION DN, DH, DSTEP, DR, ARG1, ARG2, AhG3, 
1 	 BES1, BES2, BES3, BESH, BESL, PROD, 
2 FUNCTs BESLIMs Si, S2, S3 
C 
NN = 100 
DN = NN 
Dx = 1.0/ DN 
NP1 = NN + 1 
C 
C 	************* CALCULATION OF INTEGRANDS ************************** 
C 
DO 160 I = 1, NP1 
DSTEP = I - 1 
DR = DH * DSTEP 
ARG 1 22 A * DR 
ARG2 = B * DR 
ARG 3 22 C * DR 
C 
C 	CALCULATE BE:55EL FUNCTIONS. 
CALL JBES(N,ARG3,BE53.$500) 
CALL JBES(L,ARG1,BES1,5500) 
CALL JBES(M,ARG2,BES2,5, 500) 
IF ((NOPT en. 7) .OR. (NOFT .E(). 9)) GO TO 105 
GO TO 110 
C 
66 
C 	CALCULATE FIRST DERIVATIVES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS. 
105 CALL JAES(M+1,ARG2,PESH,S500) 
IF (I .EQ. 1) GO TO 107 
AM = M 
BES2 = B * (RM*BES2/ARG2 	BESH) 
GO TO 110 
107 IF (M .EO. 0) GO TO 109 
CALL OBES(Ma-1oARG2ABESL,S500) 
BES2 = B * (BESL — BESH)/2.0 
GO TO 110 
109 CALL OBES(IsARG2PAES2At500) 
BES2 = -BES2 * B 
110 IF (NUT .LT. 4) GO TO 130 
CALL JBES(L+1,ARG1,BESH,1500) 
IF (NOPT .GT. 7) 'GO TO 120 
IF (I .EQ. 1) GO TO 115 
AL = L 
BES1 = A * (AL*BESI/ARG1 • BESH) 
GO TO 130 
115 IF CL .EC. 0) GO TO 117 
CALL JAES(L•1sAA01,BESL,2500) 
BES1 = A * (BESL • BESH)/200 
GO TO 130 
117 CALL JAES(1,ARGI,BESIAS500) 
BES1 = •BE51 * A 
GO TO 130 
C 
C 	CALCULATE SECOND DERIVATIVES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS. 
120 IF (I .EC. 1) GO TO 122 
RL = L 
F = RL * (AL 	1.0)/(ARG1 * ARG1) 
BES1 = (CF 1.0) * BES1 + BESH/ARG1) * A * A 
GO TO 130 
122 CALL JAES(L+2,AAGlaBESHAS500) 
IF (L .E0. 0) BES1 = 0.5 * A * A * (BESH • BES1) 
IF (L .E0. 1) BES1 = 0.25 * A * A *(BESH 	3.0*BES1) 
IF (L .LT. 2) GO TO 130 
CALL JAES(L°2,AFiG1iPBESLo$500) 
BESL = 0.25 * A * A * (BESL • 2.0*BES1 + BESH) 
C 
130 PROD = BES1 * BES2 * BES3 
C 
C 	CALCULATE WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ANL LIMITS FOR R = O. 
IF ((NOFT .EQ. 2) .OE. (NOPT .E0. 6)) GO TO 133 
IF (NOFT 0E0. 3) GO TO 136 
IF (NOFT .E0. 5) GO TO 140 
FUNCT(I) = PROD * DR 
GO TO 160 
133 IF (I .E0. 1) GO TO 134 
FUNCT(I) = PROD/DA 
GO TO 160 
134 BESLIM = 0.0 
IF (NOFT 	6) GO TO 135 
IF ((L.E0.1) .AND. (M.EQ.0) •AND. (N.EQ.0)) BESLIM = A/2.0 
IF ((L.ED.0 .AND. (M.EO.1) •AND. (N.EQ.0)) BESLIM = B/2.0 
IF ((L.E0.0) .AND. (M.E0.0) 	(N.EQ.1)) BESLIM = C/2.0 
GO 1 155 
135 IF ((L.E0.0) .AND. (M0E0.0) .AND. (N.E000)Y BESLIM = ■.A*A/2.0 
IF ( (L•EQ• 1) .AND. (M.EQ.1) .ANt• (N. EQ•0)) BESLIM = A*B/4..0 
IF ((L.EQ.1) .AND. (M.E000) •AND. (N.E6.1)) BESLIM = A*C/4.0 
IF ((L.EQ.2) .AND. (M.EQ.0) •AND. (N.EQ.0)) BESLIM = A*Al4.0 
GO TO 155 
136 IF (I .E0. 1) GO TO 138 
FUNCT(I) = PROD/(DR*DR) 
GO TO 160 
138 BESLIM = 0.0 
IF ((L.EQ.2) •AND. (M.EQ.0) .AND. (N.EQ.0)) BESLIM = A*A.T.P 
IF ((L.E0.0) •AND. (M.EQ.2) .AND. (N.EQ.0)) BESLIM = B*B/8.0 
IF ((L•E0.0) .AND. (M.EQ.0) .AND. (N.EQ.2)) BESLIM = C*C/8.0 
IF ((L.EQ.1) .AND. (M.EQ.1) •AND. (N.EQ.0)) BESLIM = A*13/4.0 
IF ((L.EQ.1) .AND. (M.E0.0) .AND. (N.EQ.1)) BESLIM = A*C/4.0 
IF ((L.E0.0) .AND. (M0 E0.1) .AND. (N.E0.1)) BESLIM = P*10/4.0 
GO TO 155 
140 FUNCT(I) = PROD 
GO TO 160 





C 	************** SIMFSONS RILE INTEGRATION ************************* 
C 
NM) = NN 	1 
SI = FUNCT(1) + FUNCT(NF1) 
S2 = 0.0 
S3 = 0.0 
DO 20 I = 2, NN, 2 
S2 = S2 + FUNCT(I) 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 I = 3. NMI. 2 
53 = S3 + FUNCT(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
RESULT = DH * (Si + 4.0*S2 + 2.0*S3)/3.0 
RAD2 = RESULT 
GO TO 501 
500 WRITE (6. 6000) 





SUBROUTINE RKTZ CH, Tl, G, DUM, I RK ) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A FOURTH ORDER RUNGE..KUTTA INTEGRATION  
C TO OBTAIN THE INITIAL VALUES FOR THE PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD. 
C 
C 	NU IS THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED. 
C IF IF = I, INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR ZETA ONLY (NU = 2) • 
C 	IF IP = 2, INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR ZETA AND AH (NU = 4) . 
C IF IP = 3, INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR ZETA AND GAMMA (NU = 4) . 
C 	IP IS PASSED TO THIS SUBROUTINE THROUGH BLOCK COMMON X3. 
C 
C 	H IS THE STEP-SIZE; INPUT. 
TiC 	I S THE CURRENT VALUE OF STEADY STATE FOTENTI AL; INPUT.. 
C 	G ARE THE VALUES OF THE FUNCTIONS AT THE NEXT STEP; OUTPUT. 
C DUM ARE THE VALUES OF THE DERIVATIVES OF THE FUNCTIONS 
C 	AT THE NEXT STEP; OUTPUT. 
C DUM ARE OBTAINED BY CALLING SUBROUTINE RIME • 
C 
C 
COMMON /X3/ 1.C. SUN, I F'..MODEPINU.KP( 3) 







IF (IP•EQ•1) NU=2 
DO 10 J=1,NU 
10 	GZCJ)=G(J) 
IK= 1 
CALL PK DI F C TZ GZ DIE, I K, I RK ) 
DO 25 J=1,NU 
25 	FZ(1,J)=DUM(J) 
DO 30 IK=2, 4 
TZ=T1+A(IK)*H 
DO 35 J=1,NU 
35 	GiCJ)=GCJ)4ACIK)*H*EZCIK-.1,J) 
CALL RKDIF( TZ•GZ.LUV, IK, RK ) 
DO 50 J=1,NU 
50 	FZ(IK,J)=DUM(J) 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 55 J=1,NU 
55 	G(J)=GCJ)+H*CFZ( 1,J)+24.*(FZ( 2,J)+FZ( 3,1-1))+FZ( 4,J))/6• 
IK= 4 














THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE DIFFERENTI 
RUNGE—KUTTA INTEGRATION SCHEME. 
P 15 THE CURRENT VALUE OF STEADY—STATE PO 
G ARE THE VALUES OF THE. FUNCTIONS AT P.; 
GF ARE THE DERIVATIVES OF FUNCTIONS AT P1 




COMMON /X1/ CM.ANGLE.FCC,IXT,GAM.Q.ETADP 
COMMON /X2/ TiRI,H2sNPLAST,NEND,IEXTN 
COMMON /X3/ VC,SVN,IF,MODE,NUNKP(3) 
COMMON /X4/ HU(7),RDU(7),ZTHRI,GTHR1 






ZR = G(1) 
ZI = G(2) 
ZETA = CMFLX (ZR,ZI) 
GO TO (110..120,130),IF 
120 	AHR = G(3) 
AHI = G(4) 
AH = CMPLX CAHR,AHI) 
GO TO 110 
130 	CONTINUE 
GAMR = G(3) 
GAMI = G(4) 
CGAM = CMFLX (GAMR,GAMI) 
110 	CONTINUE 
IF (F) 15,10,15 
10 	GP(1) = REALCZTHRI) 
GP(2) = AIMAG(ZTHR1) 
GO TO (140,150,160), IF 
150 AH1 = AH * ZETA 
GP(3) = REAL (AH1) 
GP(4) = AIMAG (AH1) 
GO TO 140 
160 	CONTINUE 
GP(3) = REAL (GTHR1) 
GP(4) = AIMAG (GTHR1) 
140 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
15 	ICL = 2*IRK • 2 
IF (IK .EQ. 1) ICL = 2*IRK • 3 




R=0*((C)**0-1/(2*(GAM•1.))))*(U** -. •25)*4. 
CALL COEFFS (U,DU,C,R,CC) 
CFH a CCC1) 
CFM = CC(2) + CC(6) 
CFN = CC(3) + CC(4) + CC(5) + CC(7) + CC(8). 
70 
ZETA1 = ( -CFM * ZETA .• CFN) 	CFH .• ZETA * ZETA 
GP(1) = REAL (ZETA1) 
GP(2) = AIMAG (ZETA1) 
GO TO ( 170, 180.190), 	IP 
180 AH1 = AH * ZETA 
GP(3) = REAL (AH1) 
GP(4) = AIMAG (AH1) 
GO TO 170 
190 CONTINUE 
GO TO C 30, 40, 40, 50), 1K 
30 AP = AFN (IRK-.1) 
API = AFN1 	(IRK-1) 
AP2 = AFN2 (IRK•.1) 
GO TO 60 
40 AP = .5 * (AFN (IRK-1) + AFN (IRK)) 
API = 	.5 * 	(AFN1 	(IRK-1) + AFNI 	(IRK)) 
AP2 = 	.5 * (AFN2 (IRK-1) + AFN2 (IRK)) 
GO TO 60 
50 AP = AFN (IRK) 
API = AFNI 	(IRK) 
AP2 = AFN2 (IRK) . 
60 CONTINUE 
INHMG = 	CC(18) * AP * AP2 • CC(12) * API * AP2 	(CC(9) 
1 	+ CC(15)) * API * API 	(CCC13) + CC(14) + 	CC(19) 
2 + CC(23) + CC(24) + CC(25)) * AFI * AP 	(CC(I0) + CC(11) 
3 	+ CC(17) + CC(20) + 	CC(21) + CC(22)) * AP * AP 
CGAM1 = ( • ZETA + 	(611A-1.) * DU/C - CFM/CFH) * CGAM 
1 	 - INHMG / (C * CFH) 
GP(3) = REAL (CGAM1) 





SUBROUTINE ZADAMS (H,X,Y,DY, I TORZ) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CARRIES OUT A MODIFIED ADAMS PREDICTOR—CORRECTOR 
C INTEGRATION SCHEME TO SOLVE THE: VARIOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS 
C 	DESCRIBED BELOW 
C IF IP = 1, INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR ZETA ONLY 
C 	IF IP = 2, INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR ZETA AND AH; 
C I F IP = 3, INTEGRATION I S CARRIED OUT FOR ZETA AND GAMMA. 
C 	IP IS PASSED TO THE SUBROUTINE THROUGH COMMON BLOCK X3. 
C 
C 	H IS THE STEP-'SIZE; INPUT. 
C X IS THE VALUE OF STEADY—STATE POTENTIAL AT THE STATION • 
C 	blHERE THE PREDICTOR—CORRECTOR INTEGRATION STARTS; INPUT. 
C DURING THE PROGRAM, X IS CHANGED TO VALUE AT CURRENT STATION. 
C 	Y ARE THE VALUES AT X OF THE FUNCTIONS, WHOSE EQUATIONS ARE 
C BEING SOLVED; INPUT AND OUTPUT. 
C 	LY ARE THE DERIVATIVES OF Y; INPUT AND OUTPUT• 
C 
C 	ITORZ PASSES TO MAIN PROGRAM THE INFORMATION AS TO WHICH VARIABLE 
TAU OR Z ETA) HAS BEEN INTEGRATED. 
C 	ITORZ = 1 z INTEGRATION OF EQUATION FOR TAU. 
C I TORZ = 2 9 INTEGRATION OF EQUATION FOR ZETA. 
C 
C 
COMMON /X1/ CM, ANGLE, FICCs RCT,GAM• Qs RT 
COMMON /X2/ T, Filo F12. NPLAST,NENr, I EXTN 
COMMON /X3/ WC, SVN, I F•MODE, N U,KP( 3) 
COMMON /X5/ 1..)( 1000), DIA 1000). CC 1000)0 Fi4i( 1000) 
COMMON /X6/ AFN, AFN1, AF N2 
COMMON /X8/ ZETA, TAU, CCEXT 
COMPLEX ZETA( 1000), TAU( 1000), CCEX T( 25) 
COMPLEX AFNC 1000)s AFN1( 1000), AFN2( 1000) 
COMPLEX CC( 25), CFH.CFM. CFN/ INHMO,Z ETAI,,AH,AH I. AH2, AP, API, AF-2, 
CGAM CGAM 1 
DIMENSION YC 4), rick. 4oiLF(4).F.RED(4),colic4) 
C 
NP=4 
ITORZ = 2 
IF (IEXTN .NE. 1) GO TO 10 
C 
C 	DEFINE STEADY STATE QUANTI TI ES IN THE EXTENSION FIEGI ON. 
C 
UEXT = U(NEND) 
CEXT = CCNEND) 
HFXT = R1VMEND) 
DUEXT = DU(NEND) 
CALL CO EFFS (UEXT.DUEXT,CLXT,REXT,CCEXT) 
C 
C 	NU I S THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO HE SOLVED. 
C 
10 	CONTINUE 
DO 15 J=1. NU 
FREDCJ)=Y(J)+H*( 55.*DY(J, 4)...59**DY (Jo 3)+37•*rYCJ, 2) 






ZETA(NP) = CMFLX (ZhiPZI) 
GO TO (110.120,130), IP 
120 AHR PRED(3) 
AHI = PRED(4) 
AH CMPLX (AHR,AHI) 
GO TO 110 
130 CONTINUE 
CGAM = CMPLX (PNED(3),PRED(4)) 
110 	CONTINUE 
IF (NP .LE. NPLAST) GO TO 20 
DO 25 I = 1, 25 
25 	CC(I) = CCEXT(I) 






CALL COEFFS (UP.DUF,CP,R,CC) 
30 	CONTINUE 
CFH = CC(1) 
CEM = CC(2) + CC(6) 
CFN = CC(3) + CC( 4) + CC(5) + CC(7) + CC(S) 
ZETA1 = ( -.. CFM * ZETA(NP) 	CFN) / CFH - ZETA(NP) **2 
DP(1) c REAL (ZETA1) 
DP(2) c AIMAG (ZETA') 
GO TO (140' 150, 160), I P 
150 AH1 c AH * ZETA(NF) 
DP(3) c REAL (AH1) 
DP(4) c AIMAG (AH1) 
GO TO 140 
160 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	AF,AP1 AND AP2 ARE THE VALUES OF THE AMPLITUDE FUNCTION AND 
C THEIR DERIVATIVES AT THE CURRENT STATION. 
AP c AFN(NP) 
API c AFN1(NP) 
AP2 AFN2(NP) 
C 
INHMG 	CC(18) * AP * AP2 - CC(12) * API * AP2 	(CC(9) 
1 	+ CMS)) * API * API 	(CC(13) + CC(44) + CC( 19) 
2 + CC(23) + CC(24) + CC(25)) * API * AP 	(CC(10) + CC(11) 
3 	+ CC(17) + CC(20) + CCC21) + CC(22)) * AP * AP 
CGAM1 = (- ZETA(NP) + . 5* (GAM-1.) * DUP/CP 	CFM/CFH) * CGAM 
INHMG / (CP * CFH) 
DP(3) c REAL (CGAM1) 
DF(4) c AIMAG (CGAM1) 
140 	CONTINUE 
DO 45 ...12.1,NU 
COR(J)= Y(J) + H*(DY(J,2)•5.*DY(Js3)+19.*LY(J.4) 
1 	 +9.*DP(J))/24.0 
45 	Y(J)c (251.*COR(J)+19.*PREE(J))/270• 
73 
DO 55 I=1DNU 
DO 55 J=1.3 
55 	DY(I,J) = DY(I.J41) 
ZR=Y(I) 
ZI=Y(2) 
ZETA(NF) = CMFLX (ZRDZI) 
ZETA1 a C • CFM * ZETACNF) • CFN) 	CFH • ZEIA(NI-) *42 
DY C1,4) = REAL (ZETA!) 
DY (2,4) = AIMAG (ZETA1) 
GO TO (170,180.190). IF 
180 
	
	AH = CMFLX CY(3),Y(4)) 
AHI = AN * ZETA(NF) 
DY(3,4) = REAL (AH1) 
DY(4.4) = AIMAG (AHI) 
IF (MODE•NE.1) GO TO 182 
AH2 = AH1 * ZETA(NF) 	AH 	ZETA1 
AFNCNP) = AH 
AFNICNF) = AHI 
AFN2CNF) a AH2 
182 	GO TO 170 
190 CONTINUE 
CGAM = CMFLX (YC3).Y(4)) 
CGAM1 = C— ZETA(NF) + .5* (GAMI.) * •UF/CF • CFM/CFH) 	CGAM 
1 	 INHVG / (CF * CFH) 
DY(3/4) = REAL (CGAMI) 
DY C4.4) = AIMAG (CGAM1) 
170 	CONTINUE 
IF ME .EQ. NEND) GO 10 100 
C 
C 	DECIDE UHICH EQUATION 15 10 BE INTEGRATED s TAU OR ZETA . 
C 
IF (CABS (ZETACNF)) .LT. 10) GO TO 10 
ITOFZ = 1 
C 
C 	CALCULATE VALUE OF TAU AND ITS DERIVATIVE AT LAST FOUR STATIONS. 
DO 410 I = 1,4 
410 	TAU (NF-4+I) = 1./ZETACNF•-4.4.1) 
Y(1) = PEAL (TAUCNF)) 
Y(2) = AIMAG (TAUCNF)) 
DO 420 I = 
TSAR = REAL (TAUCNF-4+I) * TAU(NF-44.I)) 
TSGI = AIMAG CTAU(NF*44.1.) * TAUCNF•.4+1)) 
ZPR = DY(I/I) 
ZFI 	DY(2sI) 
DYCL.I) = 	TSCR*ZPR 	TSGI*ZEI 
DY(2,I) = — TSGR*ZEI TSGI*ZER 
420 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL TADAMS (H,NFAX,YoDY,IGAITORZ) 




SUBROUTINE TADAMS H• NE. X• Y. Ms I Q. I TORZ) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CARRIES OUT A MODIFIED ADAMS PRED1CTOR•CORRECIOR 
C INTEGRATION SCHEME TO SOLVE THE VARIOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS . AS 
C 	DESCRIBED BELOW 
C IF IP = 1. INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR TAU ONLY 
C 	IF IF = 2. INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR TAU AND Ni; 
C IF IF = 3. INTEGRATION IS CARRIED OUT FOR TAU AND GAMMA. 
C 	IP IS PASSED TO THE SUBROUTINE THROUGH COMMON BLOCK X3• 
C 
C 	H IS THE STEP—SIZE; INPUT. 
C X IS.THE VALUE OF STEADY —STATE POTENTIAL AT THE STATION • 
C 	WHERE THE PREDICTOR—CORRECTOR INTEGRATION STARTS; INPUT. 
C DURING THE PROGRAM. X IS CHANGED TO THE VALUE AT CURRENT STATION. 
C 	Y ARE THE VALUES AT X s OF THE FUNCTIONS. WHOSE EQUATIONS ARE 
C BEING SOLVED; INPUT AND OUTPUT. 
C 	DY ARE THE DERIVATIVES OF Y; INPUT AND OUTPUT. 
C IQ INDICATES WHETHER INTEGRATION IS COMPLETE; OUTPUT. 
C 	IQ = 1 : 	INTEGRATION IS TO BE. CONTINUED BY SUBROUTINE ZADAMS• 
C IQ in 2 t INTEGRATION IS COMPLETE- 
C ITORZ INDICATES WHICH EQUATION SHOULD PE INTEGRATED : 
C 	ITORZ = 1 t 	INTEGRATION OF EQUATION FOR ZETA. 
C ITORZ = 2 t INTEGRATION OF EQUATION FOR TAU. 
C 
C 
COMMON /X1/ CM, ANGLE. BCC, EXT. GAM. Qs FIT 
COMMON 1)(2/ Ts Rls h2. NPLAST, NEM), I EX TN 
COMMON /X3/ WC. SVN, I PaMODE, NU, KF 3) 
COMMON /X5/ U( 1 000 ) DU( 1000) CC 1000)• MI( 1000) 
COMMON /X6/ AFN, AFN1, AFN2 
COMMON /X8/ Z ETA, TAU* CC EXT 
COMPLEX AFN( 1000 ) • AFN1( 1000) AF1v2C 1000) 
COMPLEX CC( 25) CFR* CFM, CFN, 1 NHMG. AH•AH 1 AP. AP 1 , AF 2. CLAM, C6/4141 
COMPLEX Z ETA( 1000), TAU( 1000)s TAU!, CCEX IC 25) 
DIMENSION Y 4), DY C 4, 4)• DP( 4)• FRED( 4). CON( 4) 
C 
10 	CONTINUE 
C NU I S THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED. 
DO 15 J = lablU 
PRED(J)=Y(J)+H*(55.*DY(J.4)•59.*DY(4.3)+37.*IN(j.2) 
1 	...9.*DY(a). 1) )/24. 
15 	CONTINUE 
X = X+H 
NP = NP + I 
TR 112 FRED C1) 
TI = FRED (2) 
TAU (NP) = CMPLX ( TR. TI ) 
ZETA (NP) = 1./ TAU( NP) 
GO TO ( 110. 120. 130). I P 
120 	AHR 81 PEED( 3) 
PHI = FRED 4) 
AH = CMPLX C AMR, AHI ) 
GO TO 110 
130 	CONTINUE 
CGAM 	CMPLX FRED( 3) ?RED( 4) ) 
75 
110 	CONTINUE 
IF (NP .LE. NPLAST) GO TO 20 
C 
C 	OBTAIN COEFFICIENTS IN THE EXTENSION SECTION. 
DO 25 I = 1,25 
25 	CC(I) = CCEXT(I) 
C 
GO TO 30 
20 	CONTINUE 
DUF = DU(NF) 
UP = U(NF) 
CF = C(NP) 
R = R14 (NP) 
CALL COEFFS (UPAPTUF,CF,R,CC) 
30 	CONTINUE 
CFH =CC(.1) 
CFN = CC(2) + CC(6) 
CFN = CC(3) + CC(4) + CC(5) + CC(7) • CC(8) 	. 
TAUI = I. + (CFM + CFN * TAU(NF)) * TAU(NP) / CFH 
LF(1) = REAL (TAUI) 
DF(2) = AIVAC (TAU1) 
GC TO (140,150,160). IF 
150 	AH1 = AH / TAU(NE) 
DP(?) = REAL (AHI) 
DF(4) = AIMAG (AH1) 
GO TO 140 
160 	CONTINUE 
C 
C 	AF,AP1 AND AP2 APE THE VALUES OF THE AMPLITUDE. FUNCTION AND 
C THEIR DERIVATIVES AT THE CURRENT STATION. 
AF = AFN(NP) 
API = AFN1(NF) 
AP2 = AFN2(N•) 
C 
INHMG = 	CCC18) * AP * AP2 	CC(12) * All * AF? - (CC(9) 
1 	 + CC(I5)) * AFI * API - (CC(13) + CC(14) 	CC(19) 
2 + CC(23) + CC( 24) + CC(25)) * API * AP - (CC(I0) + CC(11) 
3 	+ CC(I7) + CC(20) + CC(21) + CC(22)) * AF * AF 
CGAMI = C - ZETA(NF)k+ .5 * (GAN 	I. ) -* DUF/CF - CFM/CFR) * CGAM 
1 	 INHMG / (CF * CFH) 
DP(3) = REAL (CGAM1) 
DP(4) = AIMAG (CCAMI) 
140 	CONTINUE 
DO 45 d=1,NU 
COF(J)= Y(J) + H*(DY(J,2)-5.*DY(Js3)+19.*DY(J,4) 
1 	 +9.*DF(J))/24.0 
45 	Y(J)= (251.*COE(J)+19.*FEED(J))/270 , 
DO 55 I=I,NU 
DO 55 J=1,3 
55 	DY(I,J) = DY(Iod+1) 
TR'= Y(I) 
TI = Y(2) 
T2 = TF*TR + TI*TI 
TAU (NF) = CMELX (Mall) 
ZETA (NP) = 1./ TAU(NF) 
76 
TAU' = 1 • + ( CETI + CFN * TAU(NF) ) * TAMP) / CFH 
DY (1,4) IT REAL ( TAU1) 
L.? (2,4) = AIMAG ( TAU1) 
GO TO ( 170, 180, 190) I 
180 	AHR = Y ( 3) 
Ati1 = Y(4) 
Ali = CMFLX ( AHR, AH I 
AH / TAU( NE) 
DY (3,4) = REAL ( AH1 ) 
DY ( 4,4) = AIMAG ( 481) 
IF (MODE •NE. 1) GO TO 182 
AFN(NF ) = AM 
AFN1(NF ) 	4111 
AFN2 (NF) = C TAU( NF) * AFN1(NF ) 	TAU1 * AFN(NE ) ) / 
1 	 ( TAME )*TAU(NF) ) 
1E2 	GO TO 170 
190 CONTINUE 
CLAM = CMFLX (Y ( 3),Y( 4) ) 
CGAM1 	C 	ZETA( NP) + . :5 * (GPM 	1. ) * LUP/CF 	CFM/CFH) * CGAM 
1 	 — 1N/IMG / ( CF * CFH) 
DY ( 3, 4) = HEAL ( CGAM 1 ) 
DY ( 4, 4) = AIMAG ( CGAM 1) 
170 	CONTINUE 
IF (NP • EQ. NENE) GO TO 100 
C 
C 	DECIDE VHICH EQUATION IS TO PE INTEGRATED s TAU OR ZETA 
IF
C 
 (CARS( TAU( NE) ) *LT • 10) GO TO 10 
ITORZ = 2 
Y(1) = REAL ( ZETA(NF) ) 
Y(2) = AIMAG ( ZETA(NF) ) 
CALCULATE DERIVATIVES OF ZETA AT THE LAST FOUR POINTS. 
DO 420 I = 1, 4 
ZSGR = REAL C Z ETA( NF— 4+ ) * Z ETA(NE:-. 4+ I ) ) 
ZSQ1 = A1MAG ( ZETA(NF••4+I ) * ZETA(NF•4+I ) ) 
TPR = DY( lo I ) 
TPI = DY ( 2,1 ) 
DT( 1,I ) = — ZSGR*TFR + ZSGI*TFI 
DY ( 2, ) 	Z SQR*IFI 	ZSQI*TFR 
420 CONTINUE 
C 







PROGRAM COEFFS3D: A USER'S MANUAL.  
Program COEFFS3D calculates the coefficients of both the linear and 
nonlinear terms that appear in Eq., (20). These coefficients are required as 
input for Program LCYC3D (see Appendix C) which numerically integrates this 
system of equations. Program COEFFS3D is a slightly modified version of the 
program described in detail in Appendix C of Ref. 11. The modification lies in 
the evaluation of one more coefficient, C)(j, p) defined by 
	
C (j ,p) = 171. E2 F Z*.(z ) 	8 	6 )3. R R.rdr.' eepje Jo flop j, 
This coefficient represents the effect of nozzle nonlinearities. Except 
for this additional coefficient, the two programs are very similar in the 
structure of their numerical calculations and their output. Hence in this 
user's manual, only the listing of the entire program together with a precise 
description of the necessary input is given. For details of the program, 
one is referred to Appendix C of Ref. 11. 
In the following description of the input, the location number refers 
to columns of the card. Three formats are used for input: "A" indicates 
alphanumeric characters, "I" indicates integers and "F" indicates real 
numbers with a decimal point. For the "I" and "F" formats the values are 
placed in fields of five and ten locations respectively (right justified). 
No. of 
Cards Location Ina Input Item Comments 
1 1-72 A Title Title of the case 







Steady-state Mach number 
at nozzle entrance , 
Length-to-diameter ratio 




Cards  Location 201e1 Input Item 
41-45 I NDROPS 
46-50 I NOZZLE 
1-5 I NIMAX 
6-10 I NONLIN 
11-15 I NEGL 
16-20 I NOUT 
21-25 I NOZNL1 
26-30 I NZDATA 
Comments 
If 0: droplet momentum 
source neglected 
If 1: droplet momentum 
source included 
If 0: quasi-steady nozzle 
If 1: conventional nozzle 
Number of series terms 
(complex) 
If 0: linear terms only 
If 1: both linear and 
nonlinear terms 
If 0: all non-zero coeffi-
cients calculated 
If 1: small coefficients 
neglected 
If 0: printed output only 
If 1: printed and written 
into file 
If 2: written into file only 
If 3: card output only 
If 0: nozzle nonlinearities 
neglected 
If 1: nozzle nonlinearities 
included 
If 0: nozzle admittance values 
input through cards 
If 1: nozzle admittance 
values input through file 
If NZDATA is 1, NOUT in 
program NOZADM should be 1 
The next card is necessary only if NEGL = 1. 
79 
No. of 
Cards 	Location 	Type 	Input Item 	Comments 
1 	 1-10 	F 	SM1 	 Linear coefficients with 
abSolute Value - less than_ 
SM1 neglected 
	
11-20 	F 	SM2 	 Nonlinear coefficients 
with absolute value less 
than SM2 neglected 
The next NJMAX cards are necessary only if NOZZTE = 1 and NZDATA = 0* 
NJMAX 	1-5 	I 	J 
6-15 	F 	AMPL( J) 
16-25 	F 	 PHASE(J)  
Integer which identifies 
the series term 
Amplitude of the linear 
nozzle admittance 
Phase of the linear nozzle 
admittance 
The next NJMAX cards are necessary only if NZDATA = 0 and NOZNL1 = 1. 
NJMAX 1-5 	I 	J 	 Integer which identifies 
the series term 
6-15 	F 	GNOZ(J) 	Real part of the nonlinear 
nozzle admittance 
16-25 	F 	GNOZ(J) 	Imaginary part of the 
nonlinear nozzle admittance 
NJMAX 1-5 	I 	J 	 Integer which identifies 
series term 
6-10 	I 	L(J) 	 Axial mode number, - 
11-15 	I 	M(J) 	 Tangential mcde number, m 
16-20 	I 	N(J) 	 Radial mode number, n 
21-25 	I 	NS(J) 	NS(J) = 1: 0. = sin (m8) 
NS(J) = 2: 0° = cos 
J 	
(m9) 
26-30 	A 	NAME(J) 	Four character name 
8o 
FORTRAN Listing  
C 
C 
C *********************** PROGRAM COEFFS3D ************************* 
C 
C 	 THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS WHICH APPEAR 
C IN THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WHICH GOVERN THE MODE-AMPLITUDE 
C 	FUNCTIONS. 	THESE COEFFICIENTS ARE PUNCHED ONTO CARDS FOR 
C INPUT INTO PROGRAM LIMCYC. 
C 
C 	THE FOLLOWING INPUTS ARE REQUIRED: 
C THE TITLE OF THE CASE. 
C 	GAMMA IS THE SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO. 
C UE IS THE STEADY STATE MACH NUMBER AT THE NOZZLE ENTRANCE. 
C 	RLD IS THE LENGTH-TO-DIAMETER RATIO. 
C ZCCMB IS THE LENGTH OF THE REGION OF UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED 
C 	CONBUSTION,EXPFESSEL AS A FhACTIGN OF THE CHAMBER LENGTH. 
C NDROFS DETERMINES THE PRESENCE OF DROPLET MOMENTUM SOURCES: 
C 	 NLROFS = 0 DROPLET MONENTLiv , SOURCE NEGLECTED. 
C NLROPS = I DROPLET MOMENTUM SOURCE INCLUDED. 
C 	NOZZLE SPECIFIES THE TYPE OF NOZZLE USED: 
C NOZZLE = 0 	QUASI-STEADY 
C 	 NOZZLE = 1 CONVENTIONAL NOZZLE. 
C -FOR CONVENTIONAL NOZZLE 
C 	AVM IS THE NOZZLE AMFLITULE RATIO. 
C PHASE IS THE NOZZLE PHASE. SHIFT. 
C 	NOZNLI DETERMINES THE PRESENCE OF NOZZLE NONLINEARITIES 
C NOZNLI = 0 	NOZZLE NGNLINEARITIES NEGLECTED. 
C 	 NOZNLI = 1 NOZZLE NONLINEARITIES INCLUDED. 
C NZDATA DETERMINES HOW THE NOZZLE DATA IS SUPPLIED 
C 	NZDATA = 0 	FROM CARDS. 
C NZDATA = 1 FROM A FASTRAND FILE. 
C 	NJMAX IS THE NUMBER OF MOLE-AMPLITUDE FCVCTIONS IN THE ASSUMED 
C SERIES SOLUTION. NJMAX MUST NOT EXCEED MX. 
C 	THE COEFFICIENTS CONFUTED ARE DETERMINED BY NONLIN AS FOLLOWS 
C NONLIN = 0 LINEAR COEFFICIENTS ONLY 
C 	 NONLIN = 1 	BOTH LINEAR AND NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS 
C COEFFICIENTS TO BE NEGLECTED ARE DETERMINED EY NEGL 
C 	AS FOLLOWS: 
C NEGL = 0 TERMS SMALLER THAN 0.00001 ARE NEGLECTED. 
C 	 NEGL = 1 LINEAR TERMS SMALLER THAN SMI AND NONLINEAR 
C TERMS SMALLER THAN SM2 APE NEGLECTED. 
C 	THE OUTPUT IS DETERMINED BY NOUT AS FOLLOWS 
C NOUT = 0 FEINTED OUTPUT ONLY 
C 	NOUT = 1 PRINTED AND WRITTEN ON FASTRAND FILE. 
C NOUT = 2 FASTRANL FILE. ONLY. 
C 	NOUT = 3 CARD OUTPUT ONLY. 
C EACH MODE-AMPLITUDE IS ASSIGNED AN INTEGER J. 
C 	THE MODE IS SPECIFIED BY THE INDICES L(J), M(J), AND N(J). 
C L(J) IS THE AXIAL NODE NUMBER ANL MUST NOT EXCEED 5. 
C 	M(J) IS THE AZIMUTHAL MODE NUMBER AND MUST NOT EXCEED 8. 
C N(J) IS THE RADIAL MODE NCEBER AND MUST NOT EXCEED 5. 
C 	THE INTEGER NS(J) IS ASSIGNED AS FOLLOWS: 
NS = 1 	A-FUNCTION 	SIN(M*THETA) * COSH(I*B*Z) 
C 	 NS = 2 B-FUNCTION COS(M*THETA) * COSH(I*B*Z) 





PARAMETER 	MX= 5, MX2=10, MX4=20 
DIMENSION L(MX ), N(MX ), NAME(MX ), 5(MX), SJ(MX), TI TLE18 0/s 
RJROOT( 10, 5), RJVAL ( 10, 5), C 1 (MX2,MX2), C( 4,101X2,MX2)s 
	
2 	 D(MX2,MX2,MX2), AMFL (MX ), PHASE( MX ), AZI ( 2), 
3 BES1(9,9,9 ), BE52( 9,9, 9 ), BES3(9, 9,9 ), 
4 	 V( 2), JC(MX2), TS( 4,MX2), TSO(MX2), KMAX( 5) 
COM FL EX 	CRSL T, CI, Z EJ, Z EF1, Z EF 2, CZ E, CAZ, CF(AU, 
1 	 61, DCOEF, CGAM, CAX, B(MX), BC(MX), YNOZ (MX ), 
2 CNORM(MX), CSSO(MX), TANINT( 2), RADINT( 3), 
3 	 AXI NT( 4, 3), CC( 5,MX,MX ), CD1(MX,MX,MX), 
4 CD2(MX,MX, MX ), AX ( 4), T1, 12, DI D2, D3, D4, 
5 	 CD3(MX.MX, MX ), CD4(MX,MX,MX), GNOZ (MX) 
COMMON 	B 	/BLK2/ MCMX), NSCMX) 
C 
C 	DATA INFUT• 
C 
F1 = 3.1415927 
SM1 = 0.00001 
SM2 = 0.00001 
5M3 = 0.00001 









INPUT ROOTS AND VALUES OF EESSEL 
DATA ( (RJROOT( I sJ), 	J = 	1, 5), 	I 
3.83171, 	7 • 01559, 	10. 17347. 
1084118, 5.33144, 8 • 53632, 
3.05424, 	6.70613, 	9 .969 47, 
4.20119, 	8• 01524, 	11• 3459 2, 
5.317 55, 9 .28240, 	12.68191, 




11. 70600, 	14.86359. 
13617037, 	16. 34752, 
14• 58 58 5, 	17.7667 5, 
15.96411, 	19 • 19 603, 
17• 31284, 	20.. 57551, 
7 7 • 50127, 	11 •7349 4, 1 5. 26818, 18..63744, 21.9 3172, 
8 8• 57784, 	12.93239. 16. 52937. 19.94185, 23•26805, 
9 9 .64742, 	14011552, 17.77401, 21.22906, 24• 58 720/ 
DATA l(RJVAL(I,J), 	.3 = 1, 5), 	I 	= 1,9)/ 
1 '.0.40276, 	0.30012, 0.24970. 0621836, -0.19647, 
2 0.58187, 	-0.34613, 0.27330, -0.23330, 0.20701. 
3 O. 48650, 	-'0.31353, 0025474, -0.22088, 0.19794, 
4 0043439, 	-0.29116, 0.24074, 0021097, 0019 042, 
5 0.39965, 	-0.27438, 0.229 59, -0.20276, 0.18 403, 
6 0.37409, -0.26109. 0.22039, -0.19  58 0. 0.178 49, 
7 0.35414, 	-0025017, 0.21261, -.0018978, 0.17363, 
8 0• 3379 3, -0.24096, O• 20588, -0018449, 0. 169 29, 
9 0032438. -0.23303. 0.19998, - 0.17979, 0.16539/ 
C 
C 	INPUT PARAMETERS. 
4 BEAD ( 5, 5000, END = 600) ( TI TLE( I ) 	= 1, 7 2) 
READ ( 5. 5001) GAMMA, UE, RLD, ZCOMB, NDROPS, NOZZLE 
IF ( GAMMA) 600, 600, 8 
8 BEAD ( 5, 5004) NJMAX, NONL IN, NEGL, NOUT, NOZNL 1, NZ DA TA 
I F (NEGL .E06 1) READ ( 5.5005) SM 1, SM2 
IF (NOZZLE 0E0. 1) GO TO 5 
C 	COMPUTE ADMITTANCE FOR QUASI STEADY NOZZLE. 
82 
Y = (GAMMA ". 1.0) * UE/(2.0 * GAMMA) 
DO 3 J = Is NJMAX 
AMPL(J) = Y 
PHASE(J) = 0.0 
3 CONTINUE 
GO TO 7 
5 CONTINUE 
IF (NZDATA .EG. 0) NZDATA = 5 
IF (NZDATA .EG. 1) NZDATA = 7 
DO 6 I = 1, NJMAX 
READ (NZDATA,5003) J, AMPL(J), FHASE(J) 
6 CONTINUE 
IF (NOZNL1 .NE. I) GO TO 7 
DO 710 I = 1,NJMAX 
READ (NZDATA,5003) J, GNOZ(J) 
710 CONTINUE 
7 DO 10 I = 1, NJMAX 
READ (5,5002) Jr L(J), N(J), N(J), NS(J), NAME(J) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 12 J = 1, NJMAX 
THETA = FHASE(J) * RI/180.0 
YR = AMFL(J) * COS(THETA) 
Yl = AMPL(J) * SIN( THETA) 
YNOZ(J) = CMPLX(YR,YI) 
12 CONTINUE 
ZE = 2.0 * RLD 
CZE = CMFLX(ZE,0.0) 
CGAM = CMFLX(GAMMA,0.0) 
CAX = CGAM 




C 	ASSIGN ARRAYS FOR ROOTS OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS. 
DO 20 J = 1, NJMAX 
IF ((M(J) .EQ. 0) .AND. (N(J) .EQ. 0)) GO TO 15 
MM = M(J) + 1 
NN = N(J) 
5(J) = RJFOOT(MM,NN) 
SJ(J) = RJVAL(MM,NN) 
GO TO 25 
15 S(J) = 0.0 
SJ(J) = 1.0 
25 SSG = S(J) * S(J) 





C 	CALCULATE AXIAL ACOUSTIC EIGENVALUFS. 
C 
C 	FIND MAXIMUM VALUES OF L(J), M(J), AND N(J). 
KN = 0 
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LMAX = 0 
MMAX = 0 
NMAX = 0 
DO 30 J = 1, NJMAX 
IF (L(J) .GT. LMAX) LMAX s L(J) 
IF (M(J) .GT. MMAX) MMAX = M(J) 
IF (N(J) *GT. NMAX) NMAX = N(J) 
IF (N(J) .NE. N(1)) KN = 1 
30 CONTINUE 
LMAX = LMAX.+ 1 
MMAX = MMAX + 1 
C 
C 	COMPUTE EIGENVALUES. 
DO 40 0 = 1, NJMAX 
LL = L(J) 
SMN = S(J) 
YAMPL = AMPL(J) 
YPHASE = PHASEXJ) 
CALL EIGVAL(LL,SMN,GAMMA,ZE,YAMPL,YRRASE,CRSLT) 
B(J) = CESLT 





C CALCULATE LINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
C 
C 	CALCULATE THE NUMFER OF LINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
*****************************************************************# 
C 
NCOEFF = 4 
IF (NOZNL1 .E0. 1) NCOEFF = 5 
NCFM1 = NCOEFF- 1 
C 
DO 100 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
D() 100 NE = 1, NJMAX 
C 
C 	ZERO COEFFICIENT ARRAYS. 
DO 105 KC = 1, NCOEFF 




IF ( NS(NP) 
IF (MCNP) • 
IF (M(NJ) • 
AZ = PI 
GO TO 120 
112 IF ( NS(NJ) 
AZ = 2.0 * 
TY PROPERTY OF TANGENTIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS. 
.NE'. NS(NJ) ) GO TO 100 
NE. M(NJ)) GO TO 100 
EC. 0) GO TO 112 




120 IF (N(NP) • 
IF (S(NP)) 
125 SOM = M(NJ) 
SSO = S(NP) 
TY FEOPEETY OF RADIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS. 
NE. N(NJ)) GO TO 100 




SJSO = SJ(NJ) * SJ(NJ) 
RAD = (SSO ° SCM) * SJSO/(2.0 * SSC) 
GO TO 127 
122 RAD = 0.5 
C 
C 	CALCULATE AXIAL INTEGRALS. 
127 DO 130 NOFT = 1. 4 
CALL AX I AL I ( NOP Ts NV. NJ, UE, ZE, Z COMP) CRSL T)  
AX(NOFT) = CRSLT 
130 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	EVALUATE FUNCTIONS AT NOZZLE END. 
ZEJ = CCOSH(CI*13C(NJ)*CZE) 
ZEF1 = CCOSH(CI*B(NP)*CZE) 
ZEF2 = CI * B(NF) * CSINH(CI*B(NF)*CZE) 
C 
CAZ = CMPLX(AZ*0.0) 
CRAD = CMFLX( RAD, 0.0) 
C 
C 	COEFFICIENT OF THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF ACP). 
CC( 1, NJ• NP) 	AX( 	* CAZ * CRAD 
C 
C 	COEFFICIENT OF ACP). 
CC(2,NJoNF) = (CSSO(NF)*AX(1) 	AX(2) + ZEP2*ZEJ) * CAZ * CRAD 
C 
C 	COEFFICIENT OF THE FIRST  DERIVATIVE OF A(?). 
CC( 3,NJ,NP) = ( CAX*AX( 3) + (2.0,0.0)*AX( 4)  
1 	 + CGAM*YNOZ(NF)*ZEFI*ZEJ) * CAZ * GRAD 
C 
C 	COEFFI CI ENT OF THE RETARDED DERIVATIVE OF ;A(P) . 
cc( 4, NJ, NP) = CG AM * AX ( 3) * CAZ * CFAI 
C 
IF (NOZNL I •NE. 1) GO TO 100 
C 
C 	COEFFI CI ENT DUE TO NOZZLE NONLINEARI TI ES. 
CESO = 1° ( GAMMA° 1 ) * UE/2. 




C 	NORMALIZE LINEAR COEFFI CI ENTS. 
DO 140 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
CNORM(NJ) = CC( 1 sNJANJ) 
DO 140 NP = 14, NJMAX 
DO 140 KC = 1, NCOEFF 





C 	COMPUTE NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
C 
IF (NONLIN .E00 0) GO TO 402 
G1 = (CGAM 	(1.0,0.0)) * ( 0.5.0.0) 
C 
85 
C 	COMFUTATIONS OF RESSEL INTEGRALS WHEN ALL SERIES TERMS HAVE THE 
C SAME RADIAL MOLE NUMBER N(J). 
IF (1.(N .E0. 1) GO TO 170 
DO 150 ME = 1, MMAX 
VO 150 MO = 1, MMAX 
DO 150 MJ = 1. MMAX 
DESI(MP,MOPMJ) = 0.0 
BES2(MP.MO,MJ) = 0.0 
BES3(MP.MO.MJ) = 0.0 
LI = MP • I 
L2 = MO • 1 
L3 = MJ • 1 
LM = LI + L2 
LN = LI + L3 
MN = L2 + L3 
IF ((L3.EQ.LN) .OR. (L2.EQ.LN) .0R. (LI.EO.MN)) GO TO 160 
GO TO 150 
160 IF (NMAX .EQ. 0) GO TO 165 
AI = RJROOT(MPoNMAX) 
A2 = RJEOOT(M0,NMAX) 
A3 = RJROOT(MJ,NMAX) 
GO TO 167 
165 Al = 0.0 
A2 =:0.0 
A3 = 0.0 
167 CALL RADIAL(1,L1,L2sL3,A1,A2,A3,RESULT) 
EES1(MF,MG,MJ) = RESULT 
CALL RADIAL(2,L1,L2,L3,A1,A2,A3,RESULT) 
BE52(MR,MG.MJ) = RESULT 
CALL RALIAL(3,LI,L2,L3,A1,A2,A3,RESLLT) 
RES3(MF,MO,MJ) = RESULT 
150 CONTINUE 
C 
170 DO 200 NJ = I. NJMAX 
DO 200 NF = 1, NJMAX 
LO 200 NO = 1. NJMAX 
C 
CD1(NJ,NP,N0) = (0.0,0.0) 
CD2(NJ,NR,NO) = (0.0,0.0) 
CD3(NJ,NE,NC) = (0.0.0.0) 
CD4(NJ.NF,NO) = (0.0,0.0) 
DO 210 J = 1. 2 
CALL AZIMTL(J,NR,NO,NJ,RESULT) 
AZI(J) = RESULT 
TANINT(J) = CMFLX(RESULT,0.0) 
210 CONTINUE. 
IF (AZI(1)) 220, 225, 220 
225 IF (AZI(2)) 220. 200, 220 
C 
220 IF (MN .EQ. 
LI = N(NP) 
L2 = M(NQ) 
L3 = M(NJ) 
0) GO TO 222 
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Al 22 SCI.P) 
A2 = SCNO) 
A3 = S(NW) 
GO TO 244 
C 
222 MP 32 M(NP) + 1 
MQ = M(NO) + 1 
MJ 	M(NJ) + 1 
RADINT( 1) = CMPLX( BES1(MF,MQ,MJ), 0.0) 
RADINT( 2) = CMPLX(RES2(MF,MQ,MJ), 0.30) 
RADINT( 3) g2 CMPLX(BES3(MP,MQ.MJ), 0.0) 
C 
244 DO 240 J = 1. 3 
F (MN • EQ• 0) GO TO 242 
CALL RADIAL (J•L I .L2,1.3. A la A2,43, RESULT) 
RADINT(J) = CMFLX( RESULT. 0.0) 
242 DO 240 NC = 1.4 
CALL NCI AL2 (JiNC,NP,NO,NJ,Z Es CRSLT) 




DO 250 J = 1.4 
T1 = GI * CSSQ(NP) * AXINT(J, I) 
T2 = GI * AXINT(J• 3) 
DI g= AXINT(J. I) * TANIN I) * RALINT( 3) 
D2 = AXINT(J• 1) * TANINT( 2) * RAD' NT( 2) 
1D3 = AXINT(J• 2) * TANINT( I) * RADINT( 1) 
( T2 — T1) * TANINT( 1 ) * HADINT( 1) 
DCOEF 	(0.5.0.0) * ( LI + D2 + D3 + D4) /CNORM(NJ) 
IF (J .E0. 1) CD1(NJ,NF,N0) 	(1.0*-1• 0) * DCOEF 
IF (J •EQ• 2) CD2(NJ,NFPNG) = (1•0, 1.0) * DCOEF 
IF CJ • EQ• 3) CD3(NJ,NF,N0) = ( 1• 1• 0) * DCOEF 






C 	CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUIVALENT REAL SYSTEM. 
C 
402 DO 350 NJ = 1. NJMAX 
NEWJ = ( 2 * NJ) 	1 
NEWJI = NEWJ + 1 
DO 350 NP 	1, NJM AX  
NEWP = ( 2 * NF) — 1 
NEUF I = NEUF. + 1 
COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR TERM S• 
CCI = REAL( CC( 1 NJ, NP) ) 
CCI 	AIE'/AG( CC( 1, NJ,NP) ) 
C I (NEW, NEWF ) = CCR 
C1(NEVJaNEWP1) = 
Cl(NEWJI.NEWP) = CCI 
C 1(NEWJI,NEWP I ) 	CCR 
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DO 360 KC = 1, NCFM1 
CCR = REAL(CMC+1,NJoNF)) 
CCI = AIMAG(CC(KC+1,19J,NF)) 
C(KC,NEWJ,NEWF) = CCE 
CCKCJNEWJ,NEUP1) = 
CCKC,NEWJ1PNEWF) = CCI 
CCKC,NEWJ1,NEWF1) = CC? 
360 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	COEFFICIENTS OF NONLINEAR TERMS. 
IF CNONLIN .EQ. 0) GC TO 350 
DO 370 NO = 1, NJMAX 
NEWQ = (2 * NC) — 1 
NEW01 = NEWQ + I 
CDIR = REAL(CD1CNJ,NF,NO)) 
CL1I = AIMAG(CDI(NJ,NF/NO)) 
CL2F = FEAL(Cl2CNJ$N•oN0)) 
cr21 = AIMAGCCD2CNJ,NE.NO)) 
CD3R = FEAL(CD3CNJ,NR,NO)) 
CL3I = AIMAGCCD3(NJ,NF,NO)) 
CL4F = FEALCCD4(NJ,NR,NO)) 
CL4I = AIMAGCCE4CNJrNE,NO)) 
D(NEWJ,NEWFPNEWO) = CLIF + CD2F + CD3? + CL4R 
D(NEWJ,NEWFPNEW01) = 	+ CL2I 	CL31 + CL4I 
DCNEWsisNEVEL.NEWO) = —CDII — CL2I + CD3I + CD4I 
D(NEUJ,NEUFL.NEWGI) = —CLI? + CL2F + CL3E 	CL4h 
DCNEVjl,NEWF,NEWG) = CL1I + CL2I + C13I + CL4I 
DCNEWJ1PNEWE.NEW01) = CD1h — CL2B + CD3R 	CIA? 
LCNEWJ1,NEWFI,NEWQ) = CLIP + CL2P — CL3F CDAF 






C 	COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE EQUATIONS WHICH ARE DECOL+LEL 
C IN THE SECOND DERIVATIVES. 
C 
DO 405 KC = 1, NCOEFF 
KMAXCKC) = 0 
405 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	CALCULATE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX C1(I,J). 
JMAX = NJMAX 
NJMAX = 2 * NJMAX 
C 
VC1) = 1 
CALL GJFCCI,MX2PMX2sNJMAXP0P$500,JC,V) 
C 
C 	USE INVERSE TO CALCULATE DECOUFLED COEFFICIENTS. 
C 
DO 410 NF = lo NJMAX 
C 
C 	LINEAR COEFEICIENTS. 
DO 420 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
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DO 420 KC = 1. NCFM1 
TS(KCsNJ) se 0.0 
DO 420 K = I. NJMAX 
TS(KCoNJ) = TS(KC.NJ) + Cl(NJ,K) * C(KCDK,NP) 
420 CONTINUE 
DO 430 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
DO 425 KC = 1. 3 
C(KCsNJ.NF) = TS(KC,NJ) 
ABSVAL = ABS(C(KCoNJ.NP)) 
IF (ABSVAL .GE. SMI) KMAX(KC) = KMAX(KC) + 1 
425 CONTINUE 
IF (NOZNL1 .NE. 1) GO TO 430 
C(4144JoNP) = TS(4.NJ) 
ABSVAL = ABS(C(4,NJoNP)) 
IF (ABSVAL .GE. SM3) KMAX(4) = KMAX(4) + 1 
430 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
IF (NONLIN .EQ. 0) GO TO 410 
DO 415 NO = lo NJMAX 
DO 440 NJ = I. NJMAX 
TSO(NJ) 12 0.0 
DO 440 K = 1, NJMAX 
TSQ(NJ) = TSQ(NJ) + CI(NJ.K) * L(K.NP,NO) 
440 CONTINUE 
DO 445 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
D(NcioNP,NO) = TSO(NJ) 
ABSVAL = ADS(D(NJ,NP.NO)) 









IF (NOUT *GE. 2) GO TO 455 
C 
C 	PRINTED OUTPUT 
WRITE (6.6001) 
WRITE (6.6002) 
(TITLE(I). 	I 	= 	1. 	72) 
GAMMA.UE.RLD,ZCOMB 
IF (NLEOPS .EQ. 0) WRITE (606020) 
IF (NDROTS •EQ. 1) UNITE (6.6021) 
IF (NOZZLE .E0. 0) WRITE (6.6012) 
IF (NOZNLI .E0. 1) GO TO 760 
WRITE (6.6022) 
kRITE (6,6004) 
DO 310 J = 1. JMAX 
WRITE (6,45003) NAME(J). J. LW), M(J), N(J), NS(J)a 
1 	 S(J), SJ(J), B(J), YNOZ(J) 
310 CONTINUE 





LO 770 J = 1, JMAX 
WRITE (6,6026) NAME(J), J, L(J), M(J), N(J), NS(J), 
1 	 S(J), SJ(J), 	YNOZ(J), GNOZ(J) 
770 CONTINUE 
765 CONTINUE 
IF (NONLIN .EQ. 0) WRITE (6,6013) 
C 
C 	OUTPUT OF LINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
DO 320 KC = 1, NCFM1 
IF (KC .EQ. 1) WRITE (6,6005) 
IF (KC .EC. 2) WRITE (6,6006) 
IF (KC .EQ. 3) WRITE (606007) 
IF (KC .E0. 4) WRITE (6.6024) 
WRITE (6,6008) (Jo J = 1, NJMAX) 
WRITE (6,6014) 
DO 320 NJ = 10 NJMAX 
WRITE (6,6009) NJ, (C(KC,NJ,NP), NE = 1. NJMAX) 
320 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	OUTPUT OF NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
IF (NONLIN .EC. 0) GO TO 452 
DO 400 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
WRITE (6,6010) NJ 
WRITE (6,6011) (Jo J = 1, NJMAX) 
WRITE (606015) 
DO 400 NP = 1, NJMAX 
WRITE (6,6009) NE, (D(NO,NE,N(D), NO = 1. NJMAX) 
400 CONTINUE 
452 IF (NOUT .E0. 0) GO TO 4 
C 
455 IF (NOUT .E0. 3) GO TO 480 
C 
C 	WRITE COEFFICIENTS ON FASTRAND 
C 
WRITE (9.7001) GAMMA, UE, 1E. ZCOMB, NLROES, NJMAX, NOZNL1 
C 
DO 450 J = 1, JMAX 
WFITE (9,7002) Jo L(J), M(J), N(J), N5(J), 5(J). 5J(J), 
1 	 NAME(J) 
450 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 457 J = 1, JMAX. 
WRITE (9,7006) OP YNOZ(J), R(J) 
457 CONTINUE 
IF (NOZNL1 .NE. 1) CO TO 720 
LO 730 J = 1, ...WAX 




DO 460 KC = 10 3 
UNITE .(9,7003) KMAX(HC) 
1)0 460 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
LO 460 NE = 1, NJMAX 
90 
ABSVAL = ABS( C(IIC,NJoNP) ) 
IF ( ABSVAL .GE. Sr 1 ) 1wRITE (9,7004) NJ, NP. COI C,NJ*NP) 
C 460 CONTINUE 
IF (NOZ/■iL 1 .NE. 1 ) GO TO 464 
WRITE (9.7003) KMAX( 4) 
DO 462 NJ = 1. NJMAX 
DO 462 NP = 1. NJMAX 
ABSVAL = ABS( 4,NJ•NP) ) 




WRITE (9.7003) KMAXCNCOEFF) 
IF (NONLIN •EO• 0) GO TO 4 
DO 470 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
DO 470 NP = 1, NJMAX 
DO 470 NO = 1, NJMAX 
ABSVAL = ABS( DC NJ* NP, NO) ) 
IF ABSVAL .GE. SM2) WRITE (9. 7005)N.J. NF. NO. 	NJ• N F. N ID) 
470 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
C 
C 	PUNCHED CARD OUTPUT. 
C 
480 PUNCH 7001 GAMMA, UE, Z E, Z COMP* NDROFS, NJMAX, NOZNL 1 
C 
DO 482 J = 1 JMAX 
PUNCH 7002 Jo L(J)* P(J), NCJ), NS(J), 5(J), 5J(J), 
1 	 NAME( J) 
482 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 484 J = la JMAX 
PUNCH 7006 J. YNOZ (J)• BC J ) 
484 CONTINUE 
I F. ( NOZ NL 1 •NE• 1 ) GO TO 740 
LO 750 J = 1, JMAX 




DO 486 KC = 1.• 3 
PUNCH 7003 KMAXCKC) 
LO 486 NJ = I, NJMAX 
LO 486 NP = 1, NJMAX 
ABS./AL = ABS( COS Cs NJ. NP) ) 






IF (NOMA. 1 .NE. 1 ) GO TO 490 
PUNCH 7003 KMAX( 4) 
DO 492 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
LO 49 2 NP = 1, NJMAX 
ABSVAL = ABSC 4.NJ,NP) ) 





PUNCH 7003 KMAX CNCOEFF) 
IF (NONLIN .E9. 0) GO TO 4 
DO 488 NJ = 1, NJM AX 
DO 488 NF = 1, NJNAX 
DO 488 NO = 1, NJMAX 
ABSVAL = ABS( DC NJ,NF, NC ) ) 
IF ( ABSVAL .GE. SM 2) PUNCH 7005 NJ, NF, NQ , DC NJ, NPJ NO) 
488 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
C 
C 	ERROR EXIT 
500 IF (JC( 1) ) 510, 510, 520 
510 JCC I ) = ABS(JCC 1) ) 
WRITE: ( 6, 6017) JC( 1) 
GO TO 4 
520 VRI TE ( 6, 6018) JC( 1) 
GO TO 4 
600 CONTINUE 




C 	FORMAT SPECIFICATION. 
5000 FORMAT ( 72A1 ). 
5001 FORMAT ( 4F- 10. 0, 21 5) 
5002 FORMAT ( 51 5, IX, A4) 
5003 FORMAT (I 5, 2F10•0 ) 
5004 FORMAT (6I 5) 
5005 FORMAT ( 2F10. 0) 
6001 FORMAT ( 1H1, 1X, 72A1//) 
6002 FOPIv:AT ( 2X, 8HGAMMA = • F 5.2, 5X, 5HUE = F5.2, 5X, 6HL D 	F8 • 5, 
1 	 5X,8HZ COME' = ,• F5.2/ ) 
6003 FORMAT C 2X, A4, 51 5, 41;10. 5, 2F 11. 5/ ) 
6004 FORMAT 2X/ // /2X, 29HNAME 	J 	L 	M 	N 	N S, 7X, 3EISMN, 3X, 
Thal( SPIN). 7X, 3H EFS, 7X, 3HETA.8X, 2HYF,EIX, 2HY I / / ) 
6005 FORMAT (1H1,45H DECOUFLEL COEFFICIENT OF El(F), 	C(1,..),F)///) 
6006 FORMAT ( 1111,44H DECOLTLED COEFFI CI ENT OF THE rERI ViATI VI- OF, 
1 	 6H BC P):, SX•SHC( 2,J, F)///) 
6007 FORMAT ( 1H1, 39H DECOCT-LEL COEFFI CI ENT OF THE RETAELED, 
1 	 20H LEHI VAT' VE 	P)TIP 5.X0f3HC( 3,J., F) /// ) 
6008 FORMAT ( 7X, 1HF, I 8 s 91 12) 
6009 FORMAT ( 2X//2X, I 3, 3X, 10F 12.6 ) 
6010 FORMAT (1H1,42H LECOUPLEL COEFFICIENT OF E(F) * DE(Q)/DT, 
1 	19H . IN EQUATION FOE B(,I'k,IE)/(/). 
6011 FORMAT (7X, 1HG,I8,9112) 
6012 FORMAT ( 2X, 19HOUASI -STEALY NOZZLE/) 
6013 FOEMAT 2X// PX, 2/41-^.L. I NEAH COEFFICIENTS ONLY) 
6014 FORMAT 	1HJ ) 
6015 FORMAT ( 4X, 
6017 FORMAT  ( nil, 31H OVEFFLOIA DETECT 1.4 LAST E. 04, = , F5) 
6018 1. ORM A I ( 1H 1.34H SI NCi OLAHI TY LET ECTED, LAST ) Olo, = .1 5) 




















( 2X, "VROFL ET MOMENTUM SOURCE I NCLULED"/ ) 
( 2X, "NOZZLE -NONLINEAR' TI ES NEGLECTED",) 
( 2X, "NOZZLE NONLINEARI TI ES I NCLUrt L"/ ) 
( 1H1, " DECOUFLEL COEFFI CI ENT DUE TO NOZZLE". 
" NONLINEAR' T1E51", 5X, 81<( 4,J, F)////) 
( 2X////2X, 29HNAME 	J 	L 	M 	N 	NS/ 7X, 3H SMNs 3X, 
7HJM( SMN), 7X, 3H EFS. 7X, 3H ETA, 8X, 2HY Ea 8X, 2HY L. 
8X, 2HGE, 8X, 2E0I // ) 
( 2X, A4, 51 5, 4F10. 5, 4F 11. 5/ ) 
( 1E1) 
( 4F1005, 31 5) 
( 51 5, 2F10. 5, 1X, A4) 
(1 5) 
( 21 5, F15.6) 
31 5, F15.6) 
(I 5, 4F10.5) 
( I 5, 2F10. 5) 
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SUBROUTINE EI GVAL(L, SPIN, GAMMA•Z Eo YAMFL• Y FHA:. E. RESUL 1) 
C 
COMPLEX RESULT T 




C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COMPLEX AXIAL ACOUSTIC EIGENVALUES 
C FOR A CYLINDRICAL CHAMBER WITH A NOZZLE AND STORES THEM IN 
C 	RESULT. 
C THE EIGENVALUES ARE COMPUTED BY MEANS OF NEWTONS METHOD. 
C 
C 	THE: INPUT PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
C L IS THE AXIAL MODE NUMBER. 
C 	SMN IS THE DIMENSIONLESS ACOUSTIC FRECUENCY•, 
C GAMMA IS THE SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO. 
C 	ZE IS THE LENGTH-TO—RADIUS RATIO. 
C YAMFL IS THE NOZZLE AMPLITUDE. FACTOR. 




PI = 3.1415927 
ERR = 0.0000001 
IF
C 
 (YAMPL) 5,60.5 
C 	CALCULATE CONSTANTS. 
5 PHASE = YFHASE * FI /180.0 
ALPHA = YAMFL * CO S( FHASE) 
BETA = YAMPL * SI N( FHASE) 
050 = GAMMA * GAMMA 
ABSO 	( ALPHA * ALPHA) — (BETA * BETA) 
ALBET ALPHA * BETA 
SM NSO = SMN * SMN 
C 
C 	ASSIGN I NI TI AL GUESS FOR EI GENVAL UE• 
F (L .EC. 0) GO TO 45 
RL = L 
PHI = PI /2.0 + PHASE 
XM = RL * FI E 
A = YAMPL/ZE 
X0 = XM + A*COS( PHI ) 
YO = A*SIN( FHI ) 
GO TO 47 
45 CONTINUE 
YPHI = YPHASE 
(YFHASE •GT• 180) YFHI = YFHASE — 180. 
IF (YPHASE •L 	0) YFHI = YPHASE + 180• 
I F (YAMPL .LT• 0.1) GO TO 110 
IF (YAMPL .LT • 0.4) GO 10 120 
I F- (YAMPL .LT. 0.8) GO TO 150 
IF (YAMPL •LT• 1.2) GO TO 160 
X 0 = 1.0 * YAMFL 
GO TO 170 
160 X0 = 1.25 * YAMPL 
94 
170 IF (YFHI .LE. 30.) TANFSI = •0.4 
IF (YPHI.GT.30. .AND. YFHI.LE.60.) TANPSI = -0.2 
IF (YFHI.GT.60. .AND.APHI.LE.120.) TANPSI = 0.0 
IF (YPHI.GT.120. .AND• YPHI.LE•150.) TANPSI = 0.2 
IF (YPHI *GT. 150.) TANPSI = 0.4 
GO TO 140 
150 XO = 2.0 * YAMPL 
IF (YFHI .LE. 30.) TANPSI = -0.6 
IF (YPHI.GT•30. •AND• YFHI.LE.60.) TANPSI = - 0.3 
IF (YFHI.GT.60. .AND. YPHI.LE0120.) TANFSI = 0.0 
IF (YPHI.GT.120. •AND. YFHI.LE.150•) TANPSI = 0.3 
IF (YFHI .GT• 150.) TANPSI = 0.6 
GO TO 140 
110 XO = 5. * YAMPL 
GO TO 130 
120 X0 = 3. * YAMPL 
130 CONTINUE 
IF (YPHI .LE. 30.) TANPSI = -0.75 
IF (YFHI.GT.30. .AND. YPHI.LE.60•) TANFSI = •0.4 
IF (YFHI.GT.60• •AND• YPHI.LE•120.) TANFSI = 0.0 
IF (YPHI.GT.120. .AND. YPHI.LE.I50•) TANPSI = 0.4 
IF (YPHI .GT• 150.) TANPSI = 0.75 
140 CONTINUE 
YO = X0 * TANPSI 
C 
C 	ITERATION USING NEWTONS METHOD FOR A SYSTEM OF TWO EQUATIONS 
C IN TWO UNKNOWNS. 
47 LI = 0 
X = XO 
Y = YO 
40 CALL FCNS(X0Y,ZE,FpG,F),FY,GX,GY) 
IF (LI .E0. 40) GO TO 50 
RJFG = (FX * GY) • (GX * FY) 
IF (RJFG) 20, 30, 20 
20 DFLTAX = (-F * GY + G * FY)/RJFG 
DELTAY = ( d-G * FX + F * GX)/RJFG 
LI = LI + 1 
X = X + DEL TAX 
Y = Y + DELTAY 
C 
C 	TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
IF (ABS(DELTAX) .GE. ERR .0R. ABS(DELTAY) .GE. ERR) GO TO 40 
GO TO 10 
C 
C 	WARNING MESSAGES 
30 WRITE (6,6005) 
GO TO 10 
50 WRITE (6,6006) 
GO TO 10 
C 
C 	CASE OF HARD WALL (YAMFL = 0). 
60 RL = L 
95 
X = EL * PI/ZE 
Y r 0.0 
10 RESULT = CMPLX(X,Y) 
C 
C 	FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS. 
6005 FORMAT (2X//2X,16hJACOPIAN IS ZER0//) 






C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE FUNCTIONS F(X,Y) AND G(X,Y) 
C AND THEIR PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO X AND Y. 
C 
COMMON /ELK1/ GSQ, ABSQ, ALBET, SMNSQ 
C 
C 	COMPUTE THE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS. THE HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 
C AND THEIR SQUARES. 
C 
I = 1 
ARGX = ZE * X 
ARGY = ZE * Y 
10 SX = SIN(ARGX) 
CX = COSCARGX) 
SHY = SINH(ARGY) 
CHY = COSH(ARGY) 
IF (I .EQ. 2) GO TO 20 
SXSQ = SX * SX 
CXSQ = CX * CX 
SHYSQ = SHY * SHY 
CHYSQ = CHY * CHY 
ARGX = 2.0 * ARGX 
ARGY = 2.0 * ARGY 
I = 2 
GO TO 10 
C 
C 	COMPUTE TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES 
C 
20 FF = (SXSQ * CHYSQ) 	(CXSQ * SHYSQ) 
GG = (CXSQ * CHYSQ) (SXSQ * SHYSQ) 
HH = 0.25 * SX * SHY 
FFX = ZE * SX * CHY 
GGY = ZE * CX * SHY 
FFY = —GGY 
GGX = 
HHX = 0.5 * GGY 
HHY = 0.5 * FFX 
C 
C 	COMPUTE FACTORS 
XYSQ = (X * X) — (Y * Y) 
XY = X * Y 
SMNXY = SMNSQ + XYSQ 
Fl = (ABSQ * SMNXY) — (4.0 * ALBET * XY) 
F2 = (ALBET * SMNXY) + (ABSQ * XY) 
G1 = (ABSQ * SMNXY) + (4.0 * ALBET * XY) 
FX1 = (2.0 * X * ABSQ) — (4.0 * ALBET * Y) 
li 
	
FX2 = (2.0 * X * ALBET) + (ABSQ * Y) 
FY1 = (-2.0 * Y * ABSO) — (4.0 * ALBET * X) 





GXt = C2.0 * X * ABSQ) + (4.0 * ALBET * Y) 
GY1 = 	(-2.0 * Y * ABSQ) +- (4.0 *HALBET * X) 
COMPUTE F(XsY) AND GCX,Y) 
F = (XYSQ * FF) — (4.0 * XY * HH) ' 
1 + GSQ * (CFI 	* GG) + 	(4.0 * F2 * HH)) 
G = (XYSQ * HH) + (XY * FF) 
1 + GSQ * 	((F2 * GG) 	— 	(01 * HH)) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF F AND G 
C 
FX = (2.0 * X * FF) + (XYSQ * FFX) 
1 —4.0 * (CY * HH) + CXY * HHX)) 
2 + GSQ * C(FXI * GG) 	+ 	(FI * GGX) 
3 + 	(-4.0 * FX2 * HH) + (4.0 * F2 * HHX)) 
FY = (-2.0 * Y * FF) + CXYSQ * FFY) 
1 —4.0 * ((X * HH) + (XY * HHY)) 
2 + GSQ * 	((FYI * GG) + 	(F1 * GGY) 
3 + 	(4.0 * FY2 * HH) + (4.0 * F2 * HHY)) 
GX = 	(2.0 * X * HH) + (XYSQ * HHX) 
I + (Y * FF) + CXY * FFX) 
2 + GSQ * C(FX2 * GO) + 	(F2 * GGX) 
3 —(GX1 * HH) — 	(G1 * HHX)) 
GY = 	(-2.0 * Y * HH) + (XYSQ * HHY) 
1 CX * FF) + (XY * FFY) 
2 + GSQ * ((FY2 * GG) + (F2 * GOY) 




SUBROUTINE AXIALI (NOPT,NF,NJ,UE,ZE,ZCOMB.RESULT) 
C 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL OVER THE INTERVAL 
C CO,ZE) OF THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ACCORDING TO THE VALUE 
C 	OF NOPT 
C 
C 	NOPT a I 	Z(NF) * ZC(NJ) 
C NOFT = 2 ZPF(NP) * ZC(NJ) 
C 	NOPT = 3 	OF * Z(NP) * ZC(NJ) 
C NOPT = 4 U * ZP(NP) * ZC(NJ) 
C 
C 	IN THE ABOVE EQUATIONS: 
C Z(NP) IS THE AXIAL ACOUSTIC EIGENFUNCTION OF INDEX NF. 
C 	Z(NJ) IS THE AXIAL ACOUSTIC EIGENFUNCTION OF INDEX NJ. 
C ZC IS THE COMPLEX CONJUGATE OF THE AXIAL FIGENFUNCTION. 
C 	ZP AND ZFP ARE THE FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES OF THE 
C AXIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS RESPECTIVELY. 
C 	U IS THE STEADY STATE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AND OF IS ITS 
C AXIAL DERIVATIVE. 
C 	THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IS COMPUTED BY THE SUBROUTINE UBAR. 
C 
C 
PARAMETER MX = 5 
REAL 	MAG 
COMPLEX CI, CZE, BP, BJ, T1, T2o CH, Fl, F2, F3, CZ, ARG, 
SI, 52, S3, RESULT, FUNCT(500),B(MX) 
COMMON B 
C 
CI = (0.0,1.0) 
CZE = CMPLXCZE,0.0) 
BP = BCNP) 
BJ = CONJG(B(NJ)) 
C 
IF (NOPT .GT. 2) GO TO 50 
C 	CALCULATE INTEGRALS BY MEANS OF ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR 
C NOPT = 1 AND NOFT = 2. 
ARG = (BF + BJ) * CI 
MAG = CABS(ARG) 
IF (MAG) 20, 25, 20 
20 TI = CSINH(ARC*CZE)/ARG 
GO TO 30 
25 T1 = CZE 
30 ARG = CRP — BJ) * CI 
MAG = CABSCARG) 
IF (MAG) 35, 40, 35 
35 T2 = CSINH(ARG*CZE)/ARG 
• GO TO 45 
40 T2 = CZE 
45 RESULT = (Ti + T2) * (0.5,0.0) 
IF CNOPT .F0. 2) RESULT = +B(NP) * BINF) * RESULT  
GO TO 100 
C 
99 
C 	NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS FOR NOPT =.3 AND NOPT = 4. 
C 
C 	COMPUTE STEP SIZE FOR SIMPSON INTEGRATION. 
50 N = 50 
RN = N 
RESULT = (0.0.0.0) 
IC = ZCOMB 
IC = 2 — IC 
C 
DO 90 J = 1, IC 
IF CJ .EQ. 1) H = ZCOMB * ZE/RN 
IF CJ .EQ. 2) H = (1.0 — ZCOMB) * ZE/RN 
IF (J ..EQ.. 1) ZO = 0.0 
IF 	.EQ. 2) 0 ZCOMB ZE 
NP1 = N + 1 
CH = CMPLXCHs0.0) 
COMPUTE INTEGRANDS. 
DO 60 I = 1s NP1 
STEP = I — 1 
Z = (STEP * H) + ZO 
IF CCI.E0.1) .AND. (J.E0.2)) Z = Z + H/100.0 
IF CNOPT •EQ. 3) CALL UBAR(2sUE,ZEsZCOMB.Z.F) 
IF CNOPT .EQ. 4) CALL UBAR(1,UE.ZEsZCOMB.Z..F) 
F1 = CMPLXCF..000) 
CZ = CMPLX(Z.0.0) 
ARG = CI * BP 
IF CNOPT •EQ. 3) F2 = CCOSHCARG*CZ) 
IF CNOPT .EQ. 4) F2 = ARG * CSINHCARG*CZ) 
ARG = CI * BJ 
F3 = CCOSH(ARG*CZ) 
FUNCT(I) = Fl * F2 * F3 
60 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	PERFORM SIMPSON INTEGRATION. 
NM1 = N — 1 
SI = FUNCT(1) + FUNCT(NP1) 
52 = (0.0.0.0) 
53 = (0.0.0.0) 
DO 70 I = 2. Ns 2 
S2 = S2 + FUNCT(I) 
70 CONTINUE 
DO 80 I = 3, NMI. 2 
S3 = S3 + FUNCT(I) 
80 CONTINUE 
RESULT = RESULT + 










C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL OVER THE INTERVAL. 
C 	OsZE) OF THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ACCORDING TO THE VALUES 
C OF NOFT AND NCCNJ 
C 
C 	FOR NCONJ = 1 AND 
C NOPT = I 	Z(NF ) * Z(NQ) * ZCCNJ) 
C 	NOPT it 2 ZP(NP) * Z PCNQ ) * ZCCNJ) 
C NOFT a 3 	ZFP( NP ) * Z(NQ) * ZCCNJ)  
C 
C 	FOR NCONJ = 2 AND 
C NOPT = 1 	Z(NF) * ZCCNG) * ZCCNJ) 
C 	NOPT a 2 ZPCNP) * ZFCCNQ) * ZCCNJ) 
C NOPT a 3 	ZPPCNP) * ZCCNC) * ZCCNJ) 
C 
C 	FOR NCONJ = 3 AND 
C NOPT = 1 	ZCCNP) * Z C NG) * ZCCNJ) 
C 	NOPT a 2 ZPC(NP) * ZFCNQ) * ZCCNJ) 
C NOPT = 3 	ZPPCCNP) * ZCNG) * ZCCNJ) 
C 
C 	FOR NCONJ a 4 AND 
C NOPT = I 	ZCCNP) * Z NG ) * ZCC NJ) 
C 	NOPT = 2 ZPC(NP) * Z FCC NQ) * ZCCNJ) 
C NOPT = 3 	ZPFC( NP ) * ZCC NG) * ZCCNJ)  
IN
C 
C 	THE ABOVE EQUATIONS: 
C 	ZCNP)• Z NG), AND Z( NJ) ARE THE AXIAL ACOUSTIC El GENF UNCTI ON 
C AND NP, NO, AND NJ ARE THEIR INDICES. 
C 	ZP I5 THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE AXIAL EI GENFUNCTI ON S• 
C ZPP IS THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE AXIAL EI GENFUNCTI ONS• 
C 	ZC AND ZPC ARE COMPLEX CONJUGATES OF Z AND ZP RESPECTIVELY. 
C 
C 
PARAMETER MX = 5 
REAL 	MAG 
COMPLEX CI CF, CZ F. BP, BOJO BJ, SUM, RESULT, 
ARC( 4), FUNC7C 4), E(MX) 
COMMON B 
CALCULATE INTEGRALS BY MEANS OF ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS. 
CI = (0.0.1.0) 
CF = (0.25.0.0) 
CZE = CMPLXCZEJ0.0) 
BP = BCNP) 
BQ = HMO) 
BJ = CONJGCB(NJ)) 
IF ((NCONJ.EQ.2) .0B• (NCONJ.EO.4)) BO = CONJG(BQ) 
IF (NCONJ .GT. 2) BP = CONJG(BF) 
ARG(1) = (BP + BO + BJ) * CI 
101 
ARG(2) .17: (BP + BQ 	BJ) * CI 
ARGC3) = CBP - BO + BJ) * CI 
ARGC4) = (BP - BQ - BJ) * CI 
DO 10 J = 1,4 
MAG = CABSCARG(J)) 
IF (MAG) 12, 15, 12 
12 FUNCT(J) = CSINHCARG(J)*CZE)/ARG(J) 
GO TO 10 
15 FUNCT(J) = CZE 
10 CONTINUE 
IF (NOPT .EQ. 2) GO TO 30 
SUM = FUNCTC1) + FUNCT(2) + FUNCT(3) + FUNCTC4) 
RESULT = CF * SUM 
IF (NOPT .EQ. 3) RESULT = -BP * BP * RESULT 
GO TO 50 
30 SUM = FUNCTC1) + FUNCT(2) - FUNCTC3) - FUNCTC4) 







PARAMETER MX = 5 
DIMENSION 	NFCN(3), SG(2) 




C 	THIS. SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL OVER THE INTERVAL 
C (0, 2*PI) OF THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ACCORDING TO THE VALUE 
C 	OF NOPT 
C 
C 	NOPT = 1 	TH(NP) * TH(NC) * TH(NJ) 
C 
C 	NOPT = 2 	THP(NP) * THP(NO) * TH(NJ) 
C 
C 	IN THE ABOVE EQUATIONS: 
C TH(NP), TH(NQ)s AND TH(NJ) ARE THE TANGENTIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS 
C 	AND NP, NO, AND NJ ARE THEIR INDICES. 
C THP IS THE DERIVATIVE OF THE TANGENTIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS. 
C 
C 	IF N5 a 1 TH = SIN(M*1HETA) 




RESULT = 0.0 
FACTOR = 1.0 
PI = 3.1415927 
C 
C 	DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SINES AND COSINES. 
DO 10 K1 = lo 3 
NFCN(K1) = 1 
10 CONTINUE 
IF (NS(NJ).EG.2) NECN(3) e 2 
IF (NOPT *EQ. 2) GO TO 20 
IF (NS(NP).EC.2) NFCN(1) = 2 
IF (NS(N0).E0.2) NFCN(2) = 2 
GO TO 30 
20 IF (NS(NP).EQ.1) NFCN(1) 	2 
IF (NS(NO).EQ.1) NFCN(2) = 2 
DO 40 K1 = 1,2 
SG(K1) = 1.0 
IF (NECN(KI) .FC. I) SG(K1) = -1.0 
40 CONTINUE 
FACTOR = SG(1) * SG(2) * MN?) * M(NO) 
30 N SUM = 0 
DO 50 KI = 1, 3 




IF ((NSUM .E0. 3) .0R. (NSUM .EO. 5)) GO TO 60 
IF (NSUM .EO. 4) GO TO 70 
IF CNSUM .E0. 6) GO TO 80 
C 
70 KOPT = 2 
IF (NFCN(1) ..EQ. 2) GO TO 72 
GO TO 74 
72 LL = MCVP) 
MM 111(NO) 
NN = M(NJ) 
GO TO 90 
74 IF (NFCN(2) .EQ. 2) GO TO 76 
GO TO 78 
76 LL = WNW 
MM = M(NP) 
NN = MCNJ) 
GO'TO 90' 
78 LL = M(NJ) 
MM = M(NP) 
NN = M(N9) 
GO TO 90 
C 
80 KOPT = 1 
LL = MCNP) 
MM = MCNO) 
NN = M(NJ) 
C 
C 	COMPUTE VALUES OF THE INTEGRALS. 
C 
90 IF (CLL•NE.0) .AND. (MM•NE.0) .AND. CNN.NE.0)) GO TO 101 
GO TO 103 
101 LM = LL + MM 
LN = LL + NN 
MN = MM + NN 
IF (CNN.EQ.LM) .0R. (MM.E0eLN)) 	RESULT= PI/2.0 
IF (LL .EQ. MN) GO TO 102 
GO TO 104 
102 IF (KOPT .EO. 1) RESULT = PI/200 
IF CKOPT .E0. 2) RESULT = 
GO TO 104 
103 IF ((LL.EQ.0) .AND• (MM.EQ.0) .AND. (NN.E0.0)) GO TO 105 
IF C(KOPT.EQ•1) .AND. CNN•E000) .AND. (LL.E0*MM)) RESULT =. PI 
IF ((KOPT•EQ.1) .AND. CMM.EQ.0) .AND. (LL.EO.NN)) RESULT = PI 
IF ((LL .EQ. 0) .AND. CMM .EQ. NN)) RESULT = PI 
GO TO 104 
105 IF CROFT .EQ. 1) RESULT = 2.0 * PI 
104 CONTINUE 







C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL OVER THE INTERVAL 
C CO31) OF THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS OF THREE BESSEL FUNCTIONS: 
C 
C 	NOPT = 1 JLCA*R) * JM(B*R) * JNCC*R) * R 
C 
C 	NOPT = 2 JLCA*R) * JM(B*R) * JNCC*R)/R 
C 
C 	NOPT = 3 JPLCA*R) * JPMCB*R) * JN(C*R) * R 
C 
C 	JL IS THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF FIRST KIND OF ORDER L 
C JPL IS THE DERIVATIVE OF JL WITH RESPECT TO R 
C 	Lo Mr N ARE NON—NEGATIVE INTEGERS 
C As B, C ARE REAL NUMBERS 
C 
DIMENSION FUNOTC200) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DN, DH, DSTEP, DR, ARGIo ARG2, ARG3, 
1 	 BEST, BES2, BES3, BESHo BESLo PROD, 
2 FUNCTo BESLIM, SI, S2o S3 
NN = 100 
DN = NN 
DH = 1.0/DN 
NP1 = NN + 1 
DO 10 I = 1, NP1 
DSTEP = I 	1 
DR = DH * DSTEP 
ARG1 = A * DR 
ARG2 = B * DR 
ARG3 = C * DR 
CALL JBESCNoARG3oBES3o$500) 
IF CNOPT .E0. 3) GO TO 101 
CALL JBESCLoARGloBES1s$500) 
CALL JBESCM,ARG2oBES2o$500) 
GO TO 102 
101 IF CI, .EQ. 0) GO TO 103 
CALL JBESCL+IPARG1oBESHo$500) 
CALL JBESCL-1oARGloBESLo$500) 
BES1 = A * CBESL — DESH)/2.0 
GO TO 104 
103 CALL JBESCloARGloBES1oS500) 
BES1 = —BES1 * A 
104 IF CM .E0. 0) GO TO 105 
CALL JBESCM+1,ARG2oBESIL.$500) 
CALL JBESCM-1o64RG2oBESLo$500) 
BES2 = B * CBESL — BESH)12.0 





105 CALL JBES(1oARG2.BES2p$500) 
BES2 = —BES2 * B 
102 PROD = BES1 * BES2 * BES3 
C 
IF-CNOPT 	.EQ._ -2) 	GO TO 	110 
FUNCTCI) = PROD * DR 
GO TO 10 
110 IF 	CI 	.EQ. 	1) 	GO 	TO 	111 
FUNCTCI) = PROD/DR 
GO TO 	10 
111 BESLIM = 0.0 
IF C(L.EQ.1) 	•AND.. 	CM.EA.0) .AND. 	(N.EQ.0)) BESLIM = A/2.0 
IF CCL.E2.0Y .AND. 	CM.EQ.1) .AND. 	CN.E0.0)) . BESLIM = B/2.0 
IF CCL.E0.0) 	(M.EQ.0) .AND. 	(N.E0.1)) BESLIM = C/2.0 
FUNCT(I) = BESLIM 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
NMI = NN — 1 
51 = FUNCT(1) + FUNCTCNP1) 
52 = 0.0 
S3 = 0.0 
DO 20 I = 2, NN, 2 
52 = S2 + FUNCTCI) 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 I = 3, NMI., 	2 
S3 = S3 + FUNCT(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
RESULT = DH * CS1 + 4.0*S2 + 2.0*53)/3.0 
GO TO 501 
500 WRITE 05, 6000) 





SUBROUTINE UBARC NOPT. UE. ZE. ZCOMBa Zs RESULT) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STEADY STATE VELOCITY 
C DISTRIBUTION FOR UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED COMBUSTION COMPLETED AT 
C 	Z = ZCOMB * ZE WHERE: 
C UE IS THE EXIT MACH NUMBER. 
C 	ZE IS THE DIMENSIONLESS. LENGTH. 
C Z IS THE AXIAL COORDINATE. 
C 
C 	IF NOPT = 1 THE DISTRIBUTION IS CALCULATED. 
C IF NOPT = 2 THE DERIVATIVE IS CALCULATED. 
C 	IF NOPT = 3 THE SECOND DERIVATIVE IS CALCULATED. 
C 
C 
ECZ = ZCOMB * ZE 
GO TO (10,20,30), NOPT 
10 IF CZ .LE. ECZ) RESULT = UE * Z/ECZ 
IF CZ .GT. ECZ) RESULT = UE 
GO TO 40 
20 IF (Z .LE. ECZ) RESULT = UE/ECZ 
IF (Z .GT. ECZ) RESULT = 0.0 
GO TO 40 






PROGRAM LCYC3D: A USER'S MANUAL 
Program LCYC3D calculates the nonlinear stability characteristics 
of the combustion chamber described in Fig. 3 by numerically integrating the 
system of differential equations given by Eq. (20). Except for the term 
\ ik wt C
4'
p) e p. , this equation is the same as Eq. (12) of Ref. 11, whose 
solution is carried out by the program LCYC3D described in detail in Appendix 
of Ref. 11. The present computer program is very similar to Program LCYC3D 
of Ref. 11 in its general structure, input and output. Hence in this user's 
manual, only the complete listing of the present program, along with a precise 
description of the necessary input,,is given; for details about the program 
(including input) one is referred to Appendix D of Ref. 11. 
No.of 
Cards 	Location 	1E121 	Input Item 	Comments  
1 	 1-5 	I 	NOUTCF 	If 0: coefficients are not 
printed out 
If 1: only the linear coeff 
cients are printed out 
If 2: all the coefficients 




NOZNI2 	If 0: nozzle nonlinearities 
not included 
If 1: nozzle nonlinearities 
included 




1-10 	F 	EN 	 Interaction index, n 
11-20 	F 	TAU 	 Time lag, T 
21-30 	F 	H 	 Time increment for numerical 
integration 




Cards 	Location 	M22 	Input Item 	Comments 
41-50 	F 	TQUIT 	Time at which output of 
solution ends 
1 1-5 	I 	NTEST 	If 0: compute transient 
behavior 
If 1: compute limit-cycle 
behavior 
6-10 I MODE 
11-15 I NLOC 
16-20 I NTERMS 
21-25 I NPZ 
26-30 I NOUT 
31-35 I ICTYPE 
Identifies the amplitude 
function used to test for 
limit-cycles 
Determines location for wall 
pressure maxima and minima 
If 1: z = 0, 9 = 0° 
If 2: z = 0, 0 = 45° 
If 3: z =0, e =90° 
Number of amplitude 
functions given initial 
values 
Determines how secondary 
instability zones are 
handled 
If 0: all instability zones 
included 
if 1: secondary zones 
eliminated 
Determines output 
If 0: printed output 
only 
If 1 S NOUT 5 6: both 
printed and plotted output; 
NOUT being the number of 
the last plot produced 
If 1: amplitudes selected 
to satisfy the nozzle 
boundary condition 
If 2: amplitudes selected 
to eliminate the extraneous 
solution 
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The next three cards are necessary only if 1 s NOUT 
No. of 
6. 
Cards Location Input Item Comments 
1 1-10 F YHI(1) Maximum ordinate for 
pressure plots 
11-20 F YHI(5) Maximum ordinate for 
velocity plots 
21-30 YLAB(1) Interval for ordinate 
labeling of pressure plots 
31-40 F YLAB(5) Interval for ordinate 
labeling of velocity plots 
1 1-5 I ITICY(1) Number of ordinate tic 
marks for pressure plots 
6-10 I ITICY(5) Number of ordinate tic 
marks for velocity plots 
11-15 I NFIRST Gives the number of the 
first plot produced 
16-20 NOMIT If 0: time-history plot 
produced 




1-5 	 I 	 MDPIOT(1) 	If 0: plot of the first 
mode amplitude not 
produced 
If 1: plot of the first 
mode amplitude is produced 
	
6-10 	I 	 MEIPLOT(2) 	If 0: plot of the second 
mode amplitude not produced 
If 1: plot of the second 
mode amplitude is produced 
11-15 	I 	MDFIOT(3) 	If 0: plot of the third 
mode amplitude not produced 
If 1: plot of the third 
mode amplitude is produced 
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No. of 
Cards Location 	 Input Item 	Comments  
16-20 	I 	MDPLOT(4) 	If 0: plot of the pressure 
amplitude of the first 
mode not produced 
If 1: plot of the pressure 
amplitude of the first mode 
is produced 
The next card is necessary only if plot of any mode-amplitude is desired. 
1 
	
1-10 	F 	YHIMD 	Maximum ordinate for mode- 
amplitude plots 
	
11-20 	F 	YLABMD 	Interval for ordinate 
labeling of mode-amplitude 
plots 
NTERMS 
21-25 	I 	ITICMD 	Number of ordinate tic 




Identifies complex amplitude 
function 
6-15 	F 	AST 	 Amplitude of sin(wt) terms 
in initial conditions 
16-25 	F 	ACT 	 Amplitude of cos(wt) terms 
in initial conditions 
The next card is necessary only if ICTYPE = 2. 
1 	 1-10 	F 	DAMP Damping factor in initial 
condition, obtained from 
linear stability analysis 
(Appendix E of Ref. 11) 
11-20 	F 	FREQ 	 Corresponding frequency 
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FORTRAN Listing  
C 	*************** PROGRAM LCYC3D ******************************* 
C 
C 	THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR OF 
C TRANSVERSE, AXIAL, OR COMBINED LONbITUDINPL - ThANBVERSE 
C 	INSTABILITIES IN A CYLINDRICAL COMBUSTION CHAMBER WITH 
C UNIFORM PROPELLANT INJECTION, DISIRIBUTED COMBUSTION 
C 	PROCESS, AND A CONVENTIONAL NOZZLE. THE COMBUSTION PROCESS 
C IS DESCRIBED BY CEOCCOnS TIME-LAG MODEL. BOTH TRANSIENT 
C 	AND LIMIT-CYCLE SOLUTIONS ARE CALCULATED. 
C 
C 	THE FOLLOWING INPUTS ARE REQUIRED 
C 
C 	(1) THE CONTROL NUMBERS, NOUTCF AND NOZNL2. 
C (2) THE COEFFICIENTS FROM PROGRAM COEFFS3D. 
C 	(3) THE DATA DECK. 
C 
C 	NOUTCF DETERMINES PRINTOUT OF COEFFICIENTS. 
C IF NOUTCF = 0 COEFFICIENTS ARE NOT FEINTED OUT. 
C 	 IF NOUTCF = 1 LINEAR COEFFICIENTS ONLY ARE FEINTED OUT. 
C IF NOUTCF = 2 ALL COEFFICIENTS PEE FEINTED OUT. 
C 	NOZNL2 DETERMINES IF THE NOZZLE NONLINEAFITIES ARE: TO BE INCLUDED. 
C IF NOZNL2 = 0 NOZZLE NONLINEAEITIES NOT INCLUDED. 
C 	 IF NOZNL2 = I NOZZLE NONLINEARITIES INCLUDED. 
C 
C 	THE DATA DECK CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
C 
C 	TITLE OF THE RUN. 
C 
C 	EN IS THE INTERACTION INDEX. 
C TAU IS THE TIME LAG. 
C 	H IS THE INTEGRATION STEP SIZE. 
C TSTART IS THE TINE AT WHICH OUTPUT STARTS. 
C 	*MIT IS THE TIME AT UNICE COMI-UlATIONS ARE TERMINATED. 
C 
C 	NTEST IS TASK CONTROL NLVBEF: 
C IF NTEST = 0 	COMPUTE TRANSI ENI BEHAVIOR. 
C 	IF NTEST = 1 COMPUTE THE. LIMIT- CYCLE; BEHAVIOR. 
C JMODE IS THE MODE-AMPLIIUDE USED TO TEST FOR LIMIT-CYCLES. 
C 	NLCC DETERMINES IHE LOCATION OF THE. WALL. PRESSURE MAXIMA 
C AND MINIMA: 
C 	 IF NLCC = 1 	LOCATION IS Z = 0, THE1A = 0 DEGREES. 
C IF NLOC = 2 LOCATION IS Z = 0, THETA = 45 DEGREES. 
C 	 IF NLOC = 3 	LOCATION IS Z = Op THETA = 90 DEGREES. 
C NTERMS IS THE NU"BEE OF TERMS GIVEN INITIAL VALUES. 
C 	NEZ DETERMINES HOW SECONDARY STABILITY ZONES (PHANTOM 
C ZONES) ARE HANDLED. 
C 	IF NPZ = 0 PHANTOM ZONES ARE. RETAINED. 
C IF NPZ = 1 PHANTOM ZONES ARE. ELIMINATED. 
C 	NOUT IS THE OUTPUT CONTROL NUMBER. 
C IF NOUT = 0 	FEINTED OUTPUT ONLY. 
C 	 IF TOUT > 0 BOTH FEINTED AND PLOTTED OUTPUT, NOUT 
C DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF THE LAST I-LOT 
C 	 PRODUCED. 
C ICTYPE IS THE INITIAL CONDITION CONTROL NUMBER: 
C 	 IF ICTYPE = 1 	AMPLITUDES SELECTED TO SATISFY 
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C 	 THE NOZZLE BOUNDARY CONDITION. 
C IF ICTYFE = 2 	AMPLITUDES SELECTED TO ELIMINATE THE 
C 	 EXTRANEOUS SOLUTION. 
C 
C 	DATA FOR SETTING UP PLOTS 
C 
C 	YHI ( 1) I S THE MAXIMUM ORDINATE FOR PRESSURE PLOTS. 
C YHI ( 5) I S THE MAXIMUM ORDINATE FOR VELOCITY PLOTS. 
C 	NOTEt THE ORDINATE SCALES FOR PRESSURE AND VELOCITY PLOTS 
C ARE SYMMETRIC ABOUT ZERO. 
C 	YLAB IS THE INTERVAL FOR ORDINATE LABELING FOR ABOVE PLOTS. 
C I TI CY IS THE NUMBER OF ORDINATE TIC MARKS FOR ABOVE PLOTS. 
C 	NOTE: I TI CY SHOULD BE NEGATIVE FOR PRESSURE AND VELOCITY PLOTS 
C TO OBTAIN CENTERLINE. 
C 	NE I BST I5 THE NUMBER OF THE FIRST PLOT PRODUCED• 
C NOMI T DETERMINES 14.'HETHER AMPLI TUDE PLOT I S PRODUCED 
C 	 IF NOMI T = 0 AMPLITUDE PLOT IS PRODUCED• 
C IF NOMI T= 1 AMPLITUDE PLOT I S OMI TTED• 
C 
C 	MDFLOT DETERMINES IF THE PLOT OF THE MODE-AMPLY TUDE I S REQUI HED• 
C IF MDPLOT a 0 PLOT NOT REQUIRED. 
C 	 IF MDPLOT = 1 FLOT REQUIRED• 
C 
C 	YHIML IS THE MAXIMUM ORDINATE FOR AMPLITUDE PLOTS• 
C YLABMD I S THE INTERVAL FOR ORDINATE LABELING OF AMFLI TULE PLOTS. 
C I TI Clvit IS THE NUMBER OF ORDINATE TIC MARKS. 
C 	NOTE: I TI CMD SHOULD BE NEGATIVE TO OBTAIN THE CENTERLINE. 
C 
C 	INITIAL AMPLITUDES OF F••FUNCTIONS (REMAINING CARDS) 
C 
C 	AS(J) I S THE AMPLI TUDE OF THE SINE TERM. 
C AC(J) IS THE AMPLITUDE OF THE COSINE TEM. 
C 
C 	DAMP AND FREQ ARE THE DAMPING COEFFICIENT AND THE FREQUENCY FROM 




PARAMETER 	MX= 5.• MX2= 10, MX4=20, MX 2SQ= 100 
COMPLEX YNOZ(MX)• B(MX), Cie C2, C3, CFHI T(MX), CSM, A 
COMPLEX 	GNOZ (MX), CAXI CI 
DIMENSION L(MX), N(MX), S(MX), NAME(MX).• AS(MX2), AC(MX2), 
1 	 U( 250,69(4), Y(MX4), FZ ( 4,MX4), YE(MX 4) • UZ(MX LI) 
2 CP( 4,MX2DMX2), FRO1(MX2), DMP-1(MX2), UMAX( 500), 
3 	 Z(6), ANGLE.(6), IHETA(6), CFT(6,MX2), YI (MX2), 
4 CETH(68MX2), CFZ(6,MX2).• PRESS( 6), AXVF.L( 3), YR(MX2).• 
5 	 TFLOT( 500), YPLOT( 6, 500)• DUMMY T( 500) DUMMYY( 500), 
6 'HUE( 3000)* I TT(4), I TY 1(7), I TY2(7), I 11'3( 7), 
7 	 I TYLI( 7), 111(5( 6), TAUCUT(MX2), I TY 6( 8 ), UAW( I00) 
8 I TP( 3), TI ILE( 12), FIRS( 500), TI ( 500), MAX( 500)* 
9 	 TIMAX( 500), YLO(6), YHI(6), MASCO* I TI CY( 6), 
KFREC(MX ), 10KPCIa >a AA( 4), UFLOT(MX, 500)• HUT( 500)s 
2 	 III/PLOT(11), Mil it 1(0, MU IL2( 	MTI TL3( 4), 
3 MTI TL( 	PRTI TL( 5) 
C 
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COMMON 	RV(MX2,4), C(4,MX2,VX2), D(MX2sMX2SG), 
KPMAX(4,MX2), IC(4,MX2DMX2), KFCMAX(MX2), 
2 	 IDP(MX2,MX2SQ), IDO(MX2,MX2SQ) 
COMMON 	/BLK2/ 	M(MX), N$(1.1)01, SO(MX), B 
COMMON /BLK3/ NJMAX, NLMAX, GAMMA. COEF(3,MX2) 
COMMON 	/NLTERM/ NOZNL2, EXTIIA(MX2s4) 
C 
DATA 	ITT/"DIMENSIONLESS TIME, T"/, 
1 	 ITY1/"INJECTOR PRESSURE PERTURBATION, THETA = 0"/, 
2 ITY2/"INJECTOR PRESSURE PERTURBATION, THETA lc 45"/* 
3 	ITY3/"INJECTOR PRESSURE PERTURBATION, THETA = 90"/, 
4 ITY4/"NOZZLE PRESSURE PERTURBATION, THETA = 0"/, 
5 	ITY5/"NOZZLE AXIAL VELOCITY. THETA = 0"/, 
6 ITY6/"NOZZLE B.C. (RE(—GAMMA*Y*PHIT)) AT THETA = 0"/. 
ITP/"PRESSURE PEAKS"/ 
8 	MTITL1/"AMPLITUDE OF 11 MODE", 
9 MTITL2/"AMPLITUDE OF 21 MODE"/ 
1 	MTITL3/"AMPLITULIE OF lk MODE"/ 
2 PRTITL/"PRESSURE AMPLITUDE OF 11 MODE"/ 
C 
LAST = 250 
ERR = 0.001 
TDEL = 10.0 
NPT = 0 
AA(1) = 0.0 
AA(2) m 0.5 
AA(3) = 0.5 
AA(4) = 1.0 
PI = 3.1415927 
READ (5,5003) NOUTCF, NOZNL2 
C 
C 	*******M*** COEFFICIENT INPUT SECTION ************************** 
C 
C 	THIS VERSION OF LCYC3D READS THE COEFFICIENT DATA FROM 
C A FASTRAND FILE GENERATED BY PROGRAM COEFFS3L. TO READ 
C 	THIS DATA FROM CARDS, USE READ (5,XXXX) INSTEAD OF 
C READ (9,XXXX) IN THIS SECTION. 
C 
C 	INPUT OF MOTOR PARAMETERS AND NUMBER OF TERMS. 
READ (9,5001) GAMMA, UE, Z E, ZCOMB..NDROPS, NJMAX, NOZNL1 
WRITE (6,6001) GAMMA, UE, ZED ZCOMB, NJMAX 
IF (NDROFS .E.O. 0) WHITE (6,6030) 
IF (NDROP5 .50. 1) WRITE (6,6031) 
IF (NOZNL2 .E0. 0) WRITE (6,6032) 
IF (NOZNL2 .50. 1) WRITE (6,6033) 
NU = 2 * NJMAX 
JMX = NJMAX/2 
RLD = 0.5 ZE 
C 
WRITE (6,6002) 
INPUT OF DESCRIPTION OF SERIES EXPANSION. 
DO 10 K = 1, JMX 
READ (9.5002) NJ. L(NJ), M(NJ), N(NJ), NS(NJ), S(NJ), SJ(NJ), 
" 	 NAME(NJ) 





DO 15 K = 1, JMX 
READ (9.5010) J. YNOZ(J), B(J) 
WRITE (6.6015) Jo YNOZ(J), P(J) 
NJ = (2 * J) - 1 
YR(NJ) = REAL(YNOZCJ)) 
YI(NJ) = AIMAG(YNOZ(J)) 
YR(NJ+1) = YR(NJ) 
YI(NJ+1) = YI(NJ) 
15 CONTINUE 
IF (NOZNLI .NE. 1) GO TO 815 
WRITE (6,6034) 
DO 820 K = 1, JMX 
READ (9,5011) Jo GNOZ(J) 




C 	CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF TYPES OF LINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
NCOEFF = 4 
IF (NOZNLI .FO. 1) NCOEFF c 5 
NCFM1 = NCOEFF —1 
ZERO LINEAR COEFFICIENT ARRAYS. 
DO 20 KC = 1, NCFM1 
DO 20 NJ = 1, MX2 
DO 20 NP = 1, MX2 
C(KC,NJ,NP) = 0.0 
CP(KC.NJ.NP) = 0.0 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	ZERO NONLINEAR COEFFICIENT ARRAY. 
DO 30 NJ = 1, MX2 
DO 30 NPQ = 1, MX2S0 
D(NJ,NP0) se 0.0 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	INPUT OF LINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
DO 40 KC = 1, NCFM1 
READ (9,5003) KMAX 
IF (NOUTCF .GT. 0) WRITE (6,6004) KC, KMAX 
IF (KMAX .E0. 0) GO TO 40 
DO 45 K = 1, KMAX 
READ (9,5004) NJ, NP, CP(KC,NJ,NP) 





C INPUT OF NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS. 
READ (9,5003) NLMAX 
IF (NOUTCF 	2) WRITE (6,6006) NLMAX 
IF (NLMAX .EQ. 0) GO TO 50 
DO 52 NJ = 1, MX2 
KPOMAX(NJ) =4'0 
52 CONTINUE 
DO 55 K = 1, NLMAX 
READ (9,5005) NJ, NF, NO, DT 
IF (NOUTCF .E0. 2) WRITE (6.6007) NJo NR, NO, DT 
KPQt'AX(NJ) = KPOMAX(Nj) 	1 
KPQ = KFOMAX(NJ) 
IDP(NJ,KPO) = NF 
IDO(NJ,KPO) = NO 




C 	************* PRESSURE COEFFICIENT SECTION *********************** 
C 
C 	CALCULATE SPATIAL COORDINATES FOR PRESSURE. COMPUTATION. 
DO 51 NPRES = 1. 3 
Z(NFRES) = 0.0 
?THETA = NPRES .• 1 
ANGLE(NPRES) = RTHETA * 45.0 
THETA(NPRES) = ?THETA * PI/4.0 
UNPRES + 3) = ZE 
ANGLE(NPRES + 3) = ANGLE(NPRES) 
THETA(NPRES + 3) = THETA(NPRES) 
51 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR PRESSURE TIME HISTORIES. 
DO 53 NPRES = 1. 6 
DO 53 J = 1, JMX 
NP = (2 * J) — 1 
Z1 = Z(NPRES) 
ANG = THETA(NPRES) 
CALL PHICFS(J,ZI,PNG,C1,C2,C3) 
IF (NPRES .EQ. 4) CPHIT(J) = Cl 
CFT(NPFES,NP) = REAL(C1) 
CFT(NFRES,NF+1) = •-AIMAG(C1) 
CF1H(NFRES,NF) = REAL(C2) 
CFTH(NFFES,NF+1) = •-AIMAG(C2) 
CEZ(NFEES,NF) = REAL(C3) 
CFZ(NFRES,NF+1) = —AIMAG(C3) 
53 CONTINUE 
C 
CI = (0.0,1.0) 
CAXI = GAMMA * CCOSH(CI * 13(1) 	ZE) - 
CAXIE = hEAL(CAXI) 
CAXII = AIMAG(CAXI) 
C 
C 	OUTPUT OF COEFFICIENTS FOR PRESSURE. TIME HISTORIES. 
WRITE (6,6020) 
DO 56 NFRES = 1, 6 
WRITE (6,6014) 
DO 56 J = 1, NJMAX 
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WRITE (606021) 	 J. Z(NPRES), ANGLE(NFRES), 
1 	 CFT(NPRES,J), CFTH(NPRES,J), CFZ(NPRES,J) 
56 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	************* DATA INPUT SECTION ********************************* 
C 
READ (5.5000) TITLE 
C 
C 	ZERO INITIAL VALUE AND FREQUENCY ARRAYS. 
5 DO 57 K m la WM: AX 
AS(K) = 0.0 
AC(K) = 0.0 




C READ COMBUSTION ANL CONTROL PARAMETERS.. 
READ (5.5006, END = 300) EN, TAU. H, ?START, TQUIT 
C 
C 	READ CONTROL NUMBERS. 
READ (5.5008) NTEET, JMODE. MOD. NTERMEr NM, NOUT. IC7YFE 
JMODE a (2 * JMODE) 	1 
JFMODE = JMODE NJMAX 
IF (NOZNL2 .NE.' 1) GO TO 825 
FRE() = 5(1) 
KFREQ(I) = 1 
KFRE0(2) = 2 
KFREQ(3) = 2 
DO 830 K = 1, JMX 




IF (NOUT .GT. 0) NFT a 1 
IF (NOUT 'EQ. 0) GO TO 9 
C 	READ DATA FOR SETTING UP PLOTS. 
READ (5.5009) YHI(I), YHI(5). YLAB(1).. YLAB(5) 
READ (5,5008) ITICY(1), ITICY(5), NFIRST, NOMIT 
READ (5,5014) MEIPLOT 
MDFLTL = 0 
DO 320 K = 1, JMX 
MDPLTL = MDFLTL MDFLOT(K) 
320 CONTINUE 
IF (MEPLTL .EQ. 0) GO TO 9 
READ (5.5015) YHIMD, YLABMD, ITICMD 
YLOMD = YHIMD 
C 
C 	************ INITIAL AMPLITUDES SECTION ************************** 
C 
9 DO 58 H = 1, N TEEM 5 
C 
C 	INPUT INITIAL AMPLITUDES FOR F-FUNCTIONS. 
READ (505007) J. AST, ACT 
NJ = (2 	J) 	1 
AS(NJ) = AST 
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AC(NJ) = ACT 
C 
C 	CALCULATE FREQUENCY AND VAMPING. 
IF (ICTYPE .E0. 2) GO TO 584 
EL = L(J) 
AX = FL * PI/ZE 
AXSO = AX * AX 
SSQ = S(J) * 5(J) 
FRQ1(NJ) = SORT(SSQ + AXSQ) 
rtlF1(NJ) = 0.0 
GO TO 586 
584 LONG = L(J) 
SMN = S(J) 
READ (5,5099) DAMP,FREO 
DMP1(NJ) = DAMP 
FR01(NJ) = FRIO 
586 CONTINUE 
FRO1(NJ+1) = FROI(NJ) 
DMP1(NJ+1) = DMPI(NJ) 
C 
IF (ICTYPE .EQ. 2) GO TO 582 
C 	CALCULATE INITIAL AMPLITUDES FOR 6-FUNCTIONS. 
C 
IF (FRO1(NJ)) 58, 58, 581 
581 GYRU = GAMMA*YR(NJ)*UE 
GYIF = GAMMA*YI(NJ)*FRQ1(NJ) 
GYRE = GAMMA*YR(NJ)*FRQ1(NJ) 
6YIU = GAMMA*YI(NJ)*UE 
C 
NFRES = 4 
IF (NS(J) .EQ. 1) 	NFRES = 6 
C 
Al = (1.0 + GYRU)*CFZ(NFRES,NJ+1) 
1 	- GYIF*CFT(NFRES,NJ+1) 
A2 = GYPF*CFT(NFRES,NJ+1) + GYIU*CFZ(NPFES,NJ+1) 
A3 = -(1.0 + GYEU)*CFZ(NPRES,NJ) + 0Y1F300FI(NFRE5,N %j) 
A4 = GYFF*CFT(NFRES,NJ) + GYIU*CFZ(NFRES,NJ) 
C 
DET = Al*A1 + A2*A2 
IF (DET .LT. 0.0000001) GO TO 583 
R1 = A3*AC(NJ) - A4*AS(NJ) 
R2 = -AA*AC(NJ) - A3*AS(NJ) 
C 
AC(NJ+1) = (R1*A1 + R2*P2)/DET 
AS(NJ+1) = +(F2*A1 - Rl*A2)/DET 
GO TO 58 
583 AC(NJ+1) = -AS(NJ) 
AS(NJ+1) = AC(NJ) 
GO TO 58 
C 
582 ARG - = FF01(NJ) * TAU 
FSIN = SIN(ARG) 
FCOS = 1. - COS(ARG) 
FSO = FROI(NJ) * FLC1(NJ) 
DSO = DMP1(NJ) * It✓ R1(Nj) 
Al = DSQ - ESC + DIMP1(NJ) * (CP(2,NJ,NJ) 
1 	- EN * CP(3,NJ,NJ) * FC0S) 
2 + EN * CPC3,NJ,NJ) * -FRC1(NJ) * FSIN 




A3 = CP(2,NJ,NJ+1) * EMP1(NJ) + CF(1,NJoNJ+1) 
A4 = CF(2,NJ,NJ+1) * FRC1(NJ) 
DEN = A3*A3 + A4*A4 
IF (DEN .LT. 0.0000001) GO TO 585 
R1 = Al*A3 +A2*A4 
R2 = Al*A4 • A2*A3 
AC(NJ+1) = (•Rl*AC(NJ) + R2*AS(NJ))/DEN 
AS(NJ+I) = -(E2*AC(NJ) + RI*AS(NJ))/EEN 
GO TO 58 
585 AC(NJ+I) = -AS(NJ) 




C 	OUTPUT OF INITIAL AMPLITUDES. 
WRITE (6.6016) 
DO 590 J = 1, NJMAX 
IF (AS(J)) 591, 592, 591 
592 IF (AC(J)) 591, 590, 591 
591 WRITE (6,6017) J, DMP1(J), FRC1(J), AC(4), AS(J) 
590 CONTINUE 
IF (NTEST .EQ. 0) WRITE (6.6025) 
IF (NTEST .EC. 1) WRITE (6,6026) 
IF (NPZ .EQ. 1) WRITE (6,6028) 
IF (NOUT .GE. 1) WRITE (6,6027) 
C 	************* LINEAR COEFFICIENTS SECTION ************************ 
C 
DO 59 KC = 1, NCFMI 
DO 59 NJ = 1, MX2 
KPMAX(KC,NJ) = 0 
59 CONTINUE ., 
C 
IF (NPZ .EQ. 0) GO TO 605 
DO 602 J = 1, JMX 
NJ = (2 * J) -.1 
RL = L(J) 
AX = RL * PI/ZE 
AXSC = AX * AX 
SSC = S(J) * S(J) 
OMEGA = SORT(SSO + AXSQ) 
TAUCUT(NJ) = 2.0 * PI/OMEGA 
TAUCUT(NJ+1) = TAUCUT(NJ) 
602 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 604 NJ = 1, NJMAX 
DO 604 NP = 1, NJMAX 
= (2.0 * DMF1(NJ) 	+ CP(2,NJ,NJ) 
• EN * CP(3,0NJ,NJ) * FCOS) * FROI(Nd) 
• EN * CF(3,NJ,NJ) * DMPICNJ) * FSIN 
IF ( TAU .GT. TAUCUT(NP) ) CF( 3, NJ,NF ) = 0.0 
604 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	COMPUTE LINEAR CGEFFI CI ENTS FOR GI VEN VALUES OF EN AND TAU. 
605 DO 60 NJ = 1, NJ11. AX 
DO 60 NP = 1, NJMAX 
CT = CP( 1,NJ,NF) 
IF (CT) 61, 62, 61 
61 KPMAX(1,NJ) = KPMAX( 1,NJ) + 1 
KP = KFMAX( 1• NJ) 
I C(1..NJ,KF) = NF 
C(1,NJ,KP) = CT 
62 CT = CP( 2, NJ,NP ) — EN*C,F( 3, NJ,NP) 
I ( CT) 63, 64, 63 
63 KPMAX( 2, NJ) = KPMAX( 2,NJ) + 1 
KP = KFtolAX( 2,NJ ) 
I C( 2,NJ,KF) = NF 
C( 2, b./J.0KP) = CT 
64 CT = EN * CF( NJ,NF) 
F ( CT) 65, 66, 65 
65 KFMAX ( 3,NJ ) = KFMAX( 3, NJ) + 1 
KP = KPMAX( 3,NJ) 
I C( 3, NJ,KP) = NP 
C( 3, NJ•KP) = CT 
66 IF (NOZNL 2 .NE. 1) GO TO 60 
CT = CF( NJ,NF ) 
IF (CT) 67, 60,67 
67 KPMAX( 4,NJ) = KFMAX( 4,NJ) + 1 
KP = KFMAX(4,NJ) 
I C(4,NJ,KP) = NP 
C( 4, NJ,KP) = CT 
60 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	************* STEP—SIZE COMPUTATION ****************************** 
C 
NDIV = 1.0 + TAU/H 
RN = NDIV 
H = TAU/RN 




************* INITIAL  VALUES SECTION ***************************** 
C 
URI TE (6, 6008 ) EN, TAU, GAMMA, UE, RLD 
WRITE ( 6, 6009 ) 
WRITE (6,6022) (ANGLE(J), J = 1,6), (ANGLE(J), J = 1,3) 
WRI TE ( 6, 6012) 
NF1 = NDIV + 1 
DO 70 I = 1, NF1 
NSTEP = I — NF1 
RSTEP = NSTEP 
TIME = RSTEP * H 
TI (I) = TIME 
DO 75 J = 1, NJMAX 
JP = J + NJMAX 
IF (AC(J)) 751, 753, 751 
120 
753 IF (AS(J)) 751, 752, 751 
752 U(I,J) = 0.0 
U(IsJP) a 0.0 
GO TO 75 
751 ARG = FROCJ) * TIME 
FSIN = SINCARG) 
FCOS = COS(ARG) 
FEXP = EXP(DMPI(J)*TIME) 
UCI,J) = (ASCJ)*FSIN + ACCJ)*FC0S) * FEXP 
U(I,JP) = (CAS(J) * FCOS) 	CAC(J) * FSIN)) * FROI(J) * FEXP 
1 	 + DMF1(J) * UCI,J) 
75 CONTINUE 
C 	CALCULATE INITIAL VALUES OF PRESSURE AND VELOCITY. 
DO 704 NFEES = 1, 6 
DO 702 J = 1, NJMAX 
COEFC1,J) = CFT(NPRES,J) 
COEF(2,J) = CFTHCNPRES,J) 
COEF(3,J) a CFZCNPRES,J) 
702 CONTINUE 
DO 703 J = 1, NU 
YCJ) = UCI,J) 
703 CONTINUE 
UBAR = 0.0 
IF CNPRES •GT-. 3) UBAR = UE 
VMS = 0.0 
IF C(NDROPS.E0.1) .AND. CNPRES.LT.4)) VMS = UE/(ZE*ZCOME) 
CALL FRSVELCUBARPUMS,Y,P,VTHsVZ) 
FRESSCNPRES) = P 
IF(NPRES *GT. 3) AXVELCNFRES — 3) a VZ 
704 CONTINUE 
PRSCI) = PRESSCNLOC) 
C 
C 	CALCULATE INITIAL VALUES OF NOZZLE B.C. 
CSUM = (0.0,0.0) 
DO 710 J = 1, JMX 
JP = NJMAX + C2 * J) — 1 
FT = YCJP) 
GT = YCJP+1) 
A = CMPLX(FT,GT) 
CSUM = CSUM + YNOZCJ) * CPHITCJ) * A 
710 CONTINUE 
SUM = REALCCSUM) 
YFHI = —GAMMA * SUM 
WRITE (6,6011) NSTEF, TIME, (PRESS(J), J = 1,6), 
1 	 (AXVEL(J), J = 1,3). YPHI 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
WRITE (6.6008) EN, TAU. GAMMA, UE, RLD 
WRITE (6,6022) CANGLECJ), J = 1,61, CANULE(J), J = 1,3) 
C 
C 	************* INITIALIZE CONTROL NUMBERS ************************* 
C 
LINE = 8 
K = 0 
MAXNO = 0 
MAXP = 
IF (NOUT .EQ. 0) GO TO 100 
JFLOT = 0 
TMIN = TSTART 
TMAX = TSTART TDEL 
YLO(r) = —YHICI) 
DO 90 J = 2Pb 
YHI(J) = YHI(1) 
YLOCJ) = YLO(1) 
YLAB(J) = YLAB(1) 
ITICY(J) = ITILY(1) 
90 CONTINUE 
YLO(5) = —YHI(5) 
YHI(6) = YhI(5) 
YLO(6) = YLO(5) 
YLAP(6) = YLAI3(5) 
ITICY(6) = ITICY(5) 
C 
C 	************* NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS SECTION ********************* 
C 
100 I = NP1 
C 
C 	RUNGE••KUTTA INTEGRATION SCHEEE. 
105 NSTEP = ( I 	NF1 + (LAST 	N1-1) * K) 
HSTEF = NSTEP 
TIME = PSTEF * H 
TI (I) = TIME 
DO 110 J = 1, NJMAX 
JP = J + NJMAX 
RV,(J• 1) = U( 	JF ) 
RV(J• 4) = U( I —NIA V+ lsJF) 
liki( Jo 2) = OP 375*Pig Jo 1) + 0•75*PV<J, 4) 	0 , 125*U( I —NDI U+2,JF) 
Rig Jo 3) = RV(J, 2) 
110 CONTINUE 
IF (NOZNL2 *NE • 1) 60 1'O 835 
DO 840 II = 1,4 
TZ = TINE + AA( I I )*H 
DO 840 J = la JMX 
JO DD = 2**) •• 1 
JEVE,N = 2*,) 
EXTFIA(JODD,II) = COS(VKF(J)*TZ) 
EXTRA(JEVEN, II) = SIN( VKF(J)*TZ ) 
840 CONTINUE 
835 CONTINUE 
DO 120 J = 1, NU 
Y(J) = 	I,J) 
120 CONTINUE 
CALL RHS(NU, 1,Y,YP) 
DO 130 J = 1, NV 
FZ(1,J) = YP(J) 
130 CONTINUE 
DO 140 II = 2, 4 
DO 144 J = 1, NU 




DO 148 J = 1. NU 
FZ(II,J) = YF(J) 
148 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
DO 150 J = 1, NU 
U(I+1,J) = 'I(J) + (FZ(1,J)+2.0*(FZ(8,J)+FZ(3,J)) + FZ(4.0) * H6 
150 CONTINUE 
C 
CALCULATE PRESSURE TIME HISTORIES. 
DO 154 NFRES = 1. 6 
DO 152 J = 1, NJMAX 
COEF(1,J) = CFT(NPRES,J) 
COEF(2,J) = CFTHCNPRES,J) 
COEF(3,J) = CFZ(NFRES,J) 
152 CONTINUE 
UBAR = 0.0 
IF (NFRES .GT. 3) UBAR = UE 
UMS = 0.0 
IF ((NLROPS.EQ.1) .AND. (NPRES.LT.4)) UMS = CE/(ZE*ZOOME) 
CALL FRSVEL(UBARJUMS,Y,F,VTH,VZ) 
PRESS(NFRES) = F 
IF (NFRES *GT. 3) AXVEL(NFRES 	3) = VZ 
154 CONTINUE 
PRS(I) = PRESS(NLOC) 
C 
C 	CALCULATE VALUES OF NOZZLE B.C. 
CSUM = (0.0.0.0) 
DO 650 J = 1. JMX 
JF = NUMAX + (2 * 	— 1 
FT = Y(JP) 
GT = Y(JP+1) 
A = CMPLX(FT,GT) 
CSUM = CSUM + YNOZ(J) * CPHIT(J) * A 
650 CONTINUE 
SUM = REAL(CSUM) 
YPHI = —GAMMA * SUN 
C 
C 
DETERMINE MAXIMA AND MINIMA OF PRINCIPAL MODE-AMPLITUDE 
C 	FUNCTION FOR USE IN DETERMINING LIMIT.-CYCLE BEHAVIOR. 
IF (U(1,JFMODE) * U(I+1,JFMODE)) 170. 170. 160 
170 PDEN = U(I,JPMODE) 	OC1+1,.MIOLF) 
IF (?DEN) 171. 160. 171 
171 FP = U(I,JPMODE)/FDEN 
PA = (PP 	1.0) * PP * 0.5 
PB = 1.0 (PP * PP) 
PC = (FP + 1.0) * FP * 0.5 
MAXNO = MAXNO + 1 
UMAX(MAXN0) = FA*U(I.-1..JMODF) + PB*U(IsJMODE) + PC*U(I+1:JMOLE) 
IF (MAXNO .GE. 500) GO TO 250 
160 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	DETERMINE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM PRESSURE AT LOCATION SPECIFIED 
C BY NLOC. 
123 
DFL = PRS(I) 	PRS(I-1) 
us = FhS(I-1) - FRS(I-2) 
IF (DPL*DPS) 173, 173, 175 
173 FNUM = FRS(I-2) - FRS(I) 
EDEN = 2.0 * (FRS(I-2) + FRS(I) - 2.0*FRS(I°1)) 
IF (PDEN) 174, 175. 174 
174 PP = FNUM/FDEN 
FA = (FF - 1.0) * PP * 0.5 
ED = 1.0 	(FF * FF) 
FC = (FP + 1.0) * FF * 0.5 
MAXP = MAXP + 1 
FMAX(MAXF) = FA*PRS(I•2) + PB*FES(I°1) + FC*PRS(I) 
TIMAX(MAXP) = TI(I-1) + FF*H 
IF (MAXP .GE. 500) GO TO 250 
175 CONTINUE 
C 
IF (NTEST .EQ. 1) GO TO 155 
IF (TIME .LT. TSTART) GO TO 155 
IF ((NOUT .EQ. 0) •0R. (NOUT .GT. 6)) GO TO 156 
C 
C 	************* TIME HISTORY PLOTTING S ECTION ********************** 
C 
IF (TN AX .6T. TQUIT) GO TO 156 
IF ((TIME .GT. 11PX) .0h. (JELOT .GE. 500)) GO TO 1000 
C 
JFLOT = JFLOT + 1 
C 
C 	FILL TIME ARRAY FOR PLOTTING. 
TFLOT(JFLOT) = TIME 
C 
C 	FILL INJECTOR PRESSURE ARRAYS FOh PLOTTING (THETA = 0, 45, 90) 
DO 1001 J = 1,3 
YFLOT(J,JFLOT) = PRESS(J) 
1001 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	FILL NOZZLE PRESSURE ARRAY FOR PLOTTING (THETA = 0) 




	FILL NOZZLE AXIAL VELOCITY ARRAY FOR PLOTTING (THETA = 0) 
YFLOT(5,JPLOT) = AXVEL(1) 
C 
C 	FILL NOZZLE B.C. ARRAY FOR PLOTTING (THETA = 0). 
YPL01(6,JPLOT) = YFEI 
C 
IF (MDFLTL .EQ. 0) GO TO 156 
C 
C 	FILL MODE AMPLITUDE ARRAYS FOR PLOTTING. 
DO 322 J = 1, JMX 
IF (MDFLOT(J) .EQ. 0) GO TO 322 
J12 = 2*J 	1 
UFLOT(J,JPLOT) = U(I,J12) 
322 CONTINUE 
C 
JIT1 = NJMAX + 1 
J1T2 = NJMAX + 2 
12 4 
PR1T(JFLOT) 	CAXIE*U(I,J1T1) •• CAXII*U(I,J1T2) 
C 
GO 70 156 
C 
1000 NUM = JFLOT 
C 
C 	PLOT TIME HISTORIES. 
C 
DO 1020 NPLOT 	NFI RST, NOUT 
C 
JFLOT = 0 
C 
C 	ASSIGN PLOTTING PARAMETERS. 
YVIN = YLO(NFLOT) 
YMAX = YHI(NFLOT) 
NTICY = ITICY(NFLOT) 
RELY = YLAB(NFLOT) 
C 
C 	ELIMINATE POINTS THAT ARE OUT OF THE. ORLI NA7E RANGE • 
I43 1010 J = 1, NUM 
IF ((YFLOT(NFLOT,J) .LT• YMIN) •OR. (YFLOT(NFLOT,J) .6T. 'MAX) 
1 	GO TO 1010 
%/PLOT = JFLOT + 1 
DUMMY T( JPLOT) = TPLOT(J ) 
DUMMYY ( JFLOT) = YFLOT( NFLOT, J) 
1010 CONTINUE 
C 
IF (JPLOT .E.O. 0) GO TO 1020 
GO TO ( 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016), NFLOT 
C 
C 	PLOT INJECTOR PRESSURE AT THETA = 0 DEGREES. 
1011 CALL GRAF'HS( I BUF• 3000, 4,JFLOI, 51,NTI CY, TMAX,YMAX• TMIN,YVIN, 
1 	 I TT, I TY], 21, 41, DUMMY T, DUMMYY• 2.0, RELY, TI ILE) 
GO TO 1020 
C 
C 	FLO7 INJECTOR PRESSURE AT THETA = 45 LEGREES• 
1012 IF (M(JMODE) .E0. 0) GO TO 1020 
CALL GRAPHS( I BUF, 3000. 4, JFLOT, 51,NTI CY, TM AX,1 MAX, TM I N,YMI N, 
1 	 I TT, I 7Y 2, 21, 42, LUMMY T, DUMMYY, 2. 0, DEL?, T I TLE) 
C GO TO 1020 
C 	PLOT INJECTOR PRESSURE AT THETA = 90 DEGREE S• 
1013 IF (M(JMOLE) • EC.. 0) GO TO 1020 " 
CALL GRAPHS( I BliF 13000* 4..JPLOT, 51, N TI CY, IMAX,YMAX, TMIN,YMI N, 
1 	 ITT, I Ty 3, 21, 42, DLWMYT, UUMMYY;2. 0, DELY, TI ILE) 
GO TO 1020 
C 
C 	PLOT NOZZLE PRESSURE AT THETA = 0 DEGREES• 
1014 CALL GRAPHS( I BUF, 3000, 4, JFLOT, 51, N TI CY, TMAX,YMAX, TM1N, YMIN• 
1 	 I TT, I TY 4, 21139, EMMY To LUMMYY, 2.0, LEL?, TI TL E.) 
GO TO 1020 
C 
C 	PLOT NOZZLE AXIAL VELOCITY AT THETA = 0 DEGREES• 
1015 CALL GRAPHS(1 RUE, 3000, 4, JF-1, OT, 51,NTI CY, TMAX,YMAX, TM I N, YMI N, 
1 	 I TT, I lY 5, 21. 32, DUMMY T, LUMMYY, 2.0. DELY TI TLE) 
125 
GO TO 1020 
C 
C 	PLOT NOZZLE B• C• AT THETA = 0 LEGFEES• 
1016 CALL GHAT-HS( 1 BUF• 3000, 4,•.)FLOT, 51,NTI CY, TMAX,Y MAX. IMIN,YMIRI• 




IF 	EMIL .EC. 0) GO TO 330 
E0 324 NFLOT 	1, ..MX 
(MDFLOT(NFLOT) • EQ. 0) GO TO 324 
JFLOT = 0 
DO 328 J123 = 1, 4 
IF (NFLOT .E(It• 1) MTITL(J123) = MTITL 1(J123) 
IF (NFLOT .EO. 2) MTITL(J123) = MTITL2(J123) 
IF (NFLOT .EO• 3) MTITL(J123) = MTITL3(J123) 
328 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 326 J = 1, NUM 
IF ((UFLOT(NFLOT,J) .LT. YLOMD) .08. CUPLOUNFLOT,J) 
1 	.GT. YHIME)) GO TO 326 
JFLOT = JFLOT + 1 
DUMMYT(JPLOT) = TFLOT(J) 
LUMMYY(JPL01) = UPLOT(NFLOT,J) 
326 CONTINUE. 
IF (JFLOT •E0. 0) GO TO 324 
C 
C 	PLOT AMPLITUDES OF EI FFEF?ENT MODES• 
CALL GPAPHS( I EUF 3000, 4, J,FLO TS 51, I TI CM D, TM AX, YHI 	TMI N, 
1 	 YLOMD, I TT, M TI IL, 21, 20, LUMMY 7, EUMMYY, 2.0, YLPEN.L, 11 
324 CONTINUE 
C 
I F 	EFLOT( 4) • FO• 0) GO TO 330 
JFLOT = 0 
DO 332 J = 1, NUM 
IF (CFRIT(J) .LT. YLOMP) .OR. (PHIT(J) .GT. YHIMD)) GO 10 332 
JFLOT = JFLOT + 1 
DUMMY T( JPLOT) = TFLOT(J) 
DUMMYY (JPLOT) = PhIT(J) 
332 CONTINUE 
I F (JFLOT . EC!. 0) GO TO 33C 
C 
C 	PLOT PRESSURE AMFLI TUVE OF 1T MO DE• 
CALL GHAFHS( !HUE. , 3000, JFLOT, 51, I TI MD, IMAX, YHIMU, 
1 	?LOME, I TT, FETI IL, 21129, EUMMY To LUMMYY • 2 • 0, YLAFMI), TI TL E) 
330 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	REASSIGN PLOTTING PARAMETERS FOH NEXT EFT OF PLOTS. 
JFLOT = 0 
= TM AX 
TMAX = TMAX + TLEL 
C 
C 	************* TIME HISTORY FFINTED OUTPUT SECTION **t************* 
C 
156 IgH1 IF ( 6, 6011) N STEP, TIME, ( FPFES(J), J 	6), 
126 
1 	 (AXVEL(J). J = 12- 3), YPHI 
LINE = LINE + 1 
157 IF ( TIME •GT• TQUIT) :GO TO 250 
IF (LINE .LT. 52) GO TO 155 
WRITE ( 626013) 
WRITE (6,6022) (ANGLE(J), J = 126). (ANGLE(J). J = 1,3) 
LINE = di 
C 
155 I = I + 1 
I F ( I .LT. LAST) GO TO 105 
C 
C 	***Mama** LIMIT-CYCLE SECTION ******************************** 
C 
C 	TEST FOR LIMIT CYCLE• 
K = K + 1 
I F ( (NTEST • EQ • 0) .OR. (MAXNO .I.T• 80) ) GO TO 190 
UTOT = 0.0 
DO 180 J = 02 3 
JMAX 12 MAXNO ° J 
UTOT = UTOT + ABS(UMAX(JMAX)) 
180 CONTINUE 
UAVG(K) = UTOT/4.0 
IF (K .EQ. 1) GO TO 190 
CHANGE = UAVG(K) 	UAVG(K°1) 
ABSCHG = ABS(CHANGE/UAVG(K)) 
IF (ABSCHG .GT. ERR) GO TO 190 
TM = TIME/2.O 
ITM a TM 
ITM * 2*ITM + 2 
TM im ITM 
TSTART = TM + TSTART 
TQUIT = TM + TQUIT 
TMIN = TSTART 
TMAX = TSTART + TDEL 
NTEST = 0 
C 
C 	RE-ASSIGN ARRAYS. 
190 DO 200 I = 12 NF1 
ILAST = LAST - NP1 + I 
PBS(I) = PRS(ILAST) 
TIC!) = TICILAST) 
DO 200 J = 1. NU 
U(I2J) = U(ILAST,J) 
200 CONTINUE 
CO TO 100 
C 
C 
C 	************* PRESSURE MAXIMA ANL MINIMA PRINTOUT **************** 
C 
250 WRITE (6,6023) Z ( NLOC )2 ANGLE(NLOC), MAXP 
LINE = 
DO 255 JST = I, MAXPs 8 
JSTART = JST 
JSTOP = JST + 7 
IF (JSTOP •GT• MAXF) JSTOP = MAX? 
127 
WRITE ( 6, 6024) ( FMAX(J), J = JSTAET, JSTOF) 
URI TE ( 6.6024) ( TIMAX(J), J = JSTART, JSTOF) 
WRITE.  ( 6, 6014) 
LINE = LINE + 3 
IF (LINE .LT. 52) GO TO 255 
LINE = 0 
WRITE (6,6013) 
255 CONTINUE 
IF ( (NOUT • EQ• 0) .OR. (NOMI T • EQ• 1)) GO TO 5 
C 
C 	************* PRESSURE MAXIMA PLOTTING SECTION ******************* 
C 
C 	DETEFMINE LARGEST VALUE OF FMAX. 
AMFMAX = 0.0 
DO 260 J = 1, MAXF . 
IF (FMAX(J) .LT. AMFMAX) GO TG 260 
AMFMAX = FMAX(J) 
260 CONTINUE 
C 
C 	RANGE OF PLOT AND COORDINATE LAEEL I NG 
I7M = AM FM AX + 1 • 0 
ANPMAX = ITM 
I TM = 1.0 + TIMAX(MAXF) /50. 0 
Tih AX = I Irv; * so 
rELx = TMAX/10.0 
DELY = AMFMAX/10.0 
C 
C 	ELIMINATE NEGATIVE VALUES. 
JFLOT = 0 
DO 262 J = 1, MAXF 
IF (FMAX(J)) 262, 264, 264 
264 JFLOT = JFLOT + 1 
DUMMYT(JFLOT) = TIMAX(J) 
UWIVYY(JPLCI) = FMAX(J) 
262 CONTINUE. 
C 
C 	PLOT VALUES. 
CALL GRAPHS( 1E10, 3000, 4,JFLOT, 101, 101, MAX, AMWAY, O• 0, 0•0s 
1 	 I IT, I TV 21, 14, LUMMY T, DUMMY Y, LELX, RELY, TI IL E ) 
C 
GO TO 5 
C 
C 	TURN OFF PLOTTING ROUTINE. 
300 IF (NET .EG. 1) CALL SHFAEG 
C 
C 	************* READ FOLNAT SFECIEICATIONE. ************************# 
C 
5000 FORMAT ( 12A6) 
5001 FORMAT ( 4F10., 0, 3I 5) 
5002 EGEMPT ( 51 52 2F10. 5, IX, A4) 
5003 F01-(MAT ( 21 5) 
5004 FOLNAT ( 21 5, FA 5.6) 
5005 FOEMAT ( 31 5, F15.6) 
5006 FOWP I ( 5F10.0) 
5007 FORMAT ( 1 5, 2E10.0) 
128 
5008 FORMAT (7I 5) 
5009 FORMAT ( 7F 10. 0) 
5010 FORMAT (I 4F10. 5) 
5011 FORMAT ( I 5, 2F10. 5) 
5012 FORMAT ( F10.0) 
5014 FORMAT ( 41 5) 
5015 FORMAT ( 2F 10. O. I 5) 
5099 FORMAT ( 2F10. 0) 
C 
C 	************* WEI TE FORMAT SPEC1 F 1 CATI DNS ************************ 
C 
6001 FORMAT (1H1,9H GAMMA = F5.3, 5X, SHUF. 	F5• 3, 
1 	 5Xo 5HZ E = • F8 • 5, 5X, 8HZ COMB = F5.2, 
2 5X, 8HNJMAX 	I 2//) 
6002 FORMAT ( 2X, 29HNAME J 	L 	MN NS, 7X, 3HSMN, 3X, 
1 	 7HJM ( SMN) /) 
6003 FORMAT ( 2X•144, 5I 5, 2F10. 5) 
6004 FORMAT (1H0, 26H NUMBER OF COEFFI CI ENTS C(.• I 1, 10fisNJoNF) 1 So 15/) 
6005 FORMAT ( 2X, 2HC( I lo 	, 12, IH• I 2, 4H) = • F 10.5) 
6006 FORMAT (IHO, 38H NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS D(NJ,NP,NO) I Ss 15/) 
6007 FORMAT ( 2X, 2HD( I 2, 1H, • 2, 1H, , ao 41-1) 	F10.5) 
 
6008 FORMAT( 1Hlo 45H COMBUSTION PARAMETERS* INTERACTION INDEX = F7• 5o 
1 	 12Xs liNTIME-LAG = F7 • 5/2X, 17HMOTOls PARAMETERS:, 19X• 
2 8HGAMMA = • F7 • 5, 23H 	EXIT MACH NUMBER = F7• 5, 
3 	 221-1 	LENGTH/DIAMETER Ir. F7• 5//) 
6009 FORMAT ( 2X, 'SHIN' TI AL CONDI TIONS/I) 
6010 FORMAT (1H0, 5X, 1HJ, 8X, 2HYR, 8X, 2HY I • 7X, MEP'S, 7X, 3HETA//) 
6011 FORMAT (2X, I 5oF 12.5, 10F10. 5) 
6012 FORMAT ( 1H0) 
6013 FORMAT ( 1H1) 
6014 FORMAT C ) 
6015 FORMAT ( 2X, 15, 4F10. 5) 
6016 FORMAT ( 1H1, 36H INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE OF THE FORM: // 
2X, 49HU( I 'A.)) = AC( J )*C0 S( FRE0*T) + AS(J)*SIN(FREO*T) ), 
2 	 14H * EXP( DAMP*T) // /6X, 1HJo 8X, THDAMPI NG, 
3 6X, 9HFREOUENCY, 10X, 5HAC(J)• 10X, 5HAS(J)//) 
6017 FORMAT ( 2X, I 5, 4F15.8/) 
6020 FORMAT ( 1H1, 46H COEFFICIENTS FOR COMPUTATION OF I ► ALL PRESSURE, 
1 	 10H UAVEFORMS///43X, 27HCOEF FL CI ENTS IN SERI ES FOR: // 
2 22X, 5HTHETA, 10X• 4HTIME, 10X, 5H1HETA, 10X• 5HAXI AL/ 
3 	 6X, 11-Wo 9X, 1HZ, 3X,9H( DEGREES) • 5X, 10HDERI VATI VE, 
4 5X, 10HDERI VAT' VE, 5X• 10HDERIVATI VE//) 
6021 FORMAT (2X,15..F10.3..F12.1,3F15.7) 
6022 FORMAT (26X. 17HINJECTOR PRESSURE, 14X, 15HNOZZLE PRESSURE* 
1 	 12X• 2 IHNOZZL E AXIAL VELOCI TY /3X, 4HSTEF,8X• 41-1 TIME, 
2 F5.0, 5H DEG.., F5.0, 5H DEG., F5. Os 5H DEG., 
3 	 F 5•0• 51-1 DEG••F 5. Os 5H LE.G• • F 5.0. 51-1 DEG•• 
4 F5.0, 5H DEG•, F5.0o 5H DEG• • F5. 0, 5H DEG• 6X, 4HYPHI // ) 
6023 FORMAT ( 1HL. 38H PRESSURE MAXIMA AND MINIMA ATi 	Z = ,F 502, 
1 	 11H 	THETA = • I' 4.1/19H VALUES COMPUTED: *I 31.°) 
6024 FORMAT ( 1H ,7X,8F13.6) 
6025 FORMAT ( 2X//2X, 37HTHE TRANSI ENT BEHAVIOR I S CALCULATED. ) 
6026 FORMAT ( 2X//2X, 39HTHELIMIT-CYCLE BEHAVIOR IS CALCULATED. ) 
6027 FORMAT ( 2X//2X, 33HTHI S HUN PRODUCES PLOTTED OUTPUT • ) 
6028 FORMAT ( 2X//2X, "THE PHANTOM ZONES ARE ELIMINATED•") 
6030 FORMAT ( 2){, "DROPLET MOMENTUM SOURCE I S NEGLECTED"/) 
6031 FORMAT ( 2X, "DROPLET MOMENTUM SOURCE IS INCLUDE D"/ ) 
6032 FORMAT ( 2)(s "NOZZLE NONLINEAFel TI ES NEU. ECTED**/ ) 
6033 FORMAT ( 2X, ''NOZZLE NONLINEAM TI ES INCLUDEE"/ 
6034 FORMAT ( 111018X, 1Ht.1, 10)(/ 2HGRP 10X, 21161 // ) 





C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS NEEDED TO 
C CALCULATE THE WALL PRESSURE PEHTURBATION. 
C 
C 	NP IS THE INDEX OF THE COMPLEX' SERIES TERM. 
C Z IS THE AXIAL LOCATION. 
C 	THETA IS THE AZIMUTHAL LOCATION. 
C CT IS THE COEFFICIENT IN THE SERIES FOR THE TIME DERIVATIVE OF 
C 	THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL. 
C CTH IS THE COEFFICIENT IN THE SERIES FOR THE THETA DERIVATIVE 
C 	OF THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL. 
C CZ IS THE COEFFICIENT IN THE SERIES' FOR THE AXIAL'DERIVATIVE 
C 	OF THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL. 
C 
PARAMETER MX = 5 
COMPLEX 	CI, CZ, CAXI, CAXIZ, CHAD, CAZI, CAZITH, 
1 	 B(MX), CT, CTH, CZ 
COMMON 	/BLK2/ M(MX), NS(MX), SJ(MX), 
CI = (0.0,1.0) 
CZ = CMPLX(Z,0.0) 
CAXI = CCOSH(CI * B(NP) * CZ) 
CAXIZ = CI * B(NF) * CSINH(CI * FAN?) * CZ) 
CHAD = CMPLX(SJ(NF),0.0) 
EM = M(NF) 
ARG = EM * THETA 
FSIN = SINCARG) 
FCOS = COS(ARG) 
AZI = FCOS 
IF (NS(NP) .E0. 1) 	AZI = FSIN 
AZITH = EN. * FCOS 
IF (NS(NF) .E0. 2) 	AZITH = -EM * FSIN 
CAZI = CMPLX(AZI4.0.0) 
CAZITH = CMPLX(AZITH,0.0) 
C 
CT = CAZI * CAXI * CHAD 
CTH = CAZITH * CAXI * CHAD 





SUBROUTINE FRSVEL ( UPAE, UMS,Y,P, VTH, VZ ) 
C 
C 	TH1 S SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE WALL PHESSIAE ANL VELOCITY. 
C 
C 	UPAR I S THE LOCAL AXIAL STEADY STATE MACH NUMBEF%• 
C S I S THE DERI VATI VE OF THE MACH NUMBER FOE THE CASE. 
C 	WHEN DROPLET MOMENTUM SOUECES PEE I NCLULED• 
C Y I S THE AHEM CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MOLE- AMPLI TULE 
C 	FUNCTIONS ANL THEIR DEBI VATI VES. 
I S THE. VALUE OF THE WALL PRESSURE_ PERTURBATION. 
C 	VTH I S THE TANGENTIAL CONPONEN.T OF VELOCI TY AT THE WALL 
C VZ IS THE AXIAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY AT THE. WALL. 
C 
PARAMETER 	MX2=10, MX4=20 
DIMENSION Y(MX4), SUM( 4), SUMSQ( 3) 	- 
COMMON 	/BUS 3/ 	NJMAX, NLMAX, GAMMA, COEF ( 3, MX2) 
C 
DO 10 I = 1, 4 
SUM(I) = 0.0 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 20 I = 1, 4 
DO 20 J = 1, NJMAX 
JY = J 
IF ( I .E0. 1) JY = J + NJMAX 
II = I 
IF (I .EQ. 4) II = 1 
SUM(I) = SUM(I) + Y(JY) * COEF(II,J) 
20 CONTI NUE 
C 
FLIN = SUM( 1) + UBAR*SUM( 3) + UMS*SUM( 4) 
PNL = 0.0 
IF (NLMAX .E0. 0) GO TO 40 
DO 30 I = 1, 3 
SUMSO( I ) = SUM(I) I ) * SUM(I)  )
30 CONTINUE 
PNL = 0.5 * ( SUMS0( 2) + SUMSO( 3) - SUM SO( 1) ) 
40 P = -GAMMA * (FLIN  + PNL) 
VTH = SUM( 2) 





SUBROUTINE RHS(NU, I I • U, UP) 
C 
PARAMETER 	MX=5, MX2=10, MX4=20, MX2560100 
DIMENSION U( NU) UF(NU) 
COMMON 	RV( MX2,4), C( 4,MX2,MX2), L(MX2,MX2S0), 
1 	 KFMAX( 4,MX2), I C( 4,MX2a MX2), KPOMAX(MX 2), 
2 I DP(MX 2,MX 250), I LO(MX2,MX25e) 
COMMON 	/ELK3/ 	NJMAX, NLMAX, GAMMA, COEF( 3, MX2) 
COMMON /NLTERM/ NOZNL2, 	TRA(MX2,4) 
C 
DO 10 NJ = I, NJMAX 
NJP = NJ + NJMAX 
UF(NJ) = U( NJF) 
SL1 = 0.0 
SL2 = 0.0 
SL3 = 0.0 
SI. 4 = 0.0 
SNL 	0.0 
MAX = KFt■!AX( 1• NJ) 
I F (MAX • EQ. 0) GO TO 25 
DO 20 KP = 1, MAX 
NP = IC( I,NJ•KP) 
SL1 = SL1 + ( C( 1..NJ,KF) * U(NF)) 
20 CONTINUE 
25 MAX = KFMAX( NJ ) 
I F (MAX .E0. 0) GO TO 35 
DO 30 KF = I. MAX 
NH) = I C( 2, NJ,K F ) + NJMAX 
SL2 	SL2 + ( C( 2, NJ,K F ) * U(NFF) ) 
30 CONTI NUE 
35 MAX = KFMAX(3,NJ) 
I F (MAX • F.Q. 0) GO TO 45 
DO 40 KP = 1, MAX 
NF = I C( 3, NJ,KP ) 
5L3 = SL3 + C( 3, NJ,KF ) * RV(NF, II))  
40 CONTINUE 
45 I F (NOZNL2 .NE. 1) GO TO 65 
MAX = KFMAX ( 4fr NJ) 
IF (MAX EQ. 0) GO TO 65 
DO 60 KP = 1.• MAX 
NP = I C( NJ/KF ) 
5L4 = SL4 + ( C( 4,NJ•KP) * EXTRA(NF, II ) ) 
60 CONTINUE 
65 IF (NLMAX • Ee• 0) GO TO 55 
MAX = KFOMAX(NJ) 
I F (MAX .E0• 0) GO TO 55 
DO 50 MFG/ = I, MAX 
NF = I DP( NJ,KFC) 
NO? = I DO(NJ,KI-0) + NJMAX 
SNL = SNL + ( E(NJ,KF 	* U( ) * U(NeF) ) 
50 CONTI NUE 











C IDENTIFIER 	 MEANING 
C 
C IBUF: 	ADDRESS OF BUFFER AREA FOR PLOT OUTPUT 
C NLOC: NUMBER OF LOCATIONS IN BUFFER AREA C>=2000) 
C LDEV: 	LOGICAL DEVICE. NUMBER FOR PLOT 
C NTOT: NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 
C NTICX: NUMBER OF TIC MARKS ON ABSCISSA (>=2) 
C NTICY: NUMBER OF TIC MARKS ON ORDINATE (>=2) 
C XMAX: 	UPPER LIMIT OF ABSCISSA DOMAIN 
C YMAX: UPPER LIMIT OF ORDINATE RANGE 
C XMIN: 	LOWER LIMIT OF ABSCISSA DOMAIN 
C YMIN: LOWER LIMIT OF ORDINATE RANGE 
C ITITLX: ABSCISSA LABEL 
C ITITLY: ORDINATE LABEL 
C LTITLX: NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN ITITLX 
	
INTEGER 
C LTITLY: NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN ITITLY INTEGER 
C ZARFAY: ABSCISSA POINTS IN TERMS OF XMIN-XMAX COORD'S REAL ARRAY 
C YARRAY: ORDINATE POINTS IN TERMS OF YMIN-YMAX COORD'S REAL ARRAY 
C DELX: INTERVALS OF ABSCISSA TIC MARK LABELING 
C 	 IN TERMS OF XMIN-XMAX COORDINATES 
	
REAL 
C DEL?: 	INTERVALS OF ORDINATE TIC MAW( LABELING 
C 	 IN TERMS OF YMIN-YMAX COORDINATES 
	
REAL 








C 	  
C 
C 	FIXED BASIC PARAMETERS 
C 



































C 	  
C 
C 	19 INITIAL COMPUTATION OF DERIVED PARAMETERS 
C AND INITIAL PLOTS CALL 
C 	20 SKIPS PRELIMINARIES FOR 2ND AND SUBSEQUENT CALLS 
C 
C 	  
GO TO (19.20),J 
19 
	
	YDITC11 = 3./19. 
TICKLE = HEIGHT/2. 
ROTFAC = - 3./14. * HEIGHT - 4./7. * HEIGHT 
STARTL = 6 * HEIGHT + ROTFAC + TICKLE 
SEPLAB = STARTL + 1.5 * HEIGHT 
SYMBLH = 0.070. 
REAL LABSEP 
LABSEP = 4. * HEIGHT 
ASTART = 2. * HEIGHT 
DO 1 I = 2,100 
1 	YDITCI) = YDITCI - 1) + (2 * MODCI,2) + 3)/19. 




CALL SYMBOL CHEIGHT,36 * HEIGHT + 5.5,HEIGHT,TITLE,2700,72) 
CALL PLOT( 1., - .5, - 3) 
3 	DO 2 I = 1,100 
2 CALL PLOTCO.,YDITCI),3 - MODCI,2)1 
DO 33 I = 1,100 
33 	YDITCI) = YDITCI) - ABSCIS 	RYTMAR 
C  
C 
C 	RESET ORIGIN 
C 
C 	  
XPAGE = BOTMAR + ORDINA 
GO TO 2019 
20 	XPAGE = BOTMAR + ORDINA + TOFMAR 
2019 CALL WHERECRXPAGE,RYPAGE,FACT) 
YPAGE = RYPAGE - LEFMAR 
CALL PLOTCXPAGE,YPAGE, - 3) 
CALL FACTORCFACT) 
135 
C 	  
C 
C 	DRAW AXES AND LABELING MAXIS TIMES 
C 
C 	  
DO 100 I = 1,MAXIS 
100 	CALL MYAXIS 
C  
C 
C 	DRAW POINTS, OPTIONAL CENTERLINE,AND PAGE SCI SSORLINE 
C MLINE TIMES 
C 
C 	  
DO 200 I = IsMLINE 
200 CALL MYLINE 
RETURN 
C 	  
C 
C 	ENTRY POINT SHPARG 
C TERMINATE PLOTTING SEQUENCE 
C 





C 	  
C 
C 	SUBROUTINE MYAXIS (INTERNAL) 
C 
C 	  
SUBROUTINE MYAXIS 
STARTL = 6 * HEIGHT + ROTFAC + TICKLE 
IMAX = IFIX(CYMAX - YMIN)/DELY) 
TICSEP = ORDINA/(ABS(NTICY) - 1) 
CALL DENDEC(YMAX,DELY,NDEC) 
K = 1 
N = (ABS(NTICY)/IMAX) - 1 + MOD(ABS(NTICY),2) 
DO 9 I = 0,IMAX 
GO TO (11,12),K 
11 	IF(2 * I.LT•IMAX)G0 TO 12 
CALL AXLAB(0•,ITITLY,LTITLY,HTLAB) 
K = 2 
12 	FPN = YMAX - I * DELY 
IF(ZERO)FPN = O. 
TMID = 1• 
XPAGE = 	I * ORDINA/IMAX 	.5 * HEIGHT 
IF(FPN)113,122,118 
113 	IF(NDEC - 2)115,114,112 
114 YPAGE = STARTL@SCHAR 
136 
GO TO 112 
115 	IFCNDEC - 1)117,116,112 
116 YPAGE = STARTL - HELGHT@4CHAR 
G0 TO 112 
117 	IFCABSCFPN) - 100.0119,116,116 
119 IFCABSCFPN) - 10.0120,121,121 
120 YPAGE = STARTL - 3 * HEIGHT@2CHAR' • GO TO 112 
121 YPAGE = STARTL 2 * HEIGHT@3CHAR 
GO TO 112 
122 YPAGE = STARTL 	4 * HEIGHT@1CHAR 
GO TO 112 
118 	IFCNDEC - 2)123,116,112 
123 IFCNDEC 	1)125,124,112 
124 	IFCFPN - 10.0121.116,116 
125 IFCFPN - 10.)122,120,126 
126 	IFCFPN - 100.0120.121,127 
127 IFCFPN - 1000.)121,116,128 
128 	IFCFPN 	10000.0116,114,114 
112 NNDEC = DNDEC 
CALL NUMBER(XPAGE,YPAGE,HEIGHT.FPN..270 ,...NNDEC) 
XPAGE = 	I * (ORDINA/IMAX) 
DO 10 JJ = 1,N 
YPAGE = TICKLE * TMID 
CALL PLOTCXPAGE,YPAGE,3) 
YPAGE = YPAGE * C - 1 + I/IMAX * •.5) 
CALL PLOTCXPAGE,YPAGE,2) 
IFCl/IMAX)110,110,9 
110 YPAGE = 0 
CALL PLOT(XPAGE,YPAGE,3) 
XPAGE = XPAGE - TICSEP 
CALL PLOT(XPAGE, YPAGE,2) 
TMID = .5 
10 	CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 
K = 1 
IMAX = IFIX(CXMAX - XMIN)/DELX) 
TICSEP = ABSCIS/(NTICX - 1) 
XPAGE = 	ASTART - ORDINA 
CALL DENDEC(XMAX,DELX,NDEC) 
DO 28 I = 0,IMAX 
STARTL = - I * ABSCIS/IMAX 
GO TO C24,25),K 
24 	IF(2 * I.LT.IMAX)G0 TO 25 
CALL AXLABC270.,ITITLX,LTITLX,HTLAB) 
K = 2 
XPAGE = 	ASTART ORDINA 
25 	FPN = XMIN + I * DELX 
IF(ZERO)FPN = 0. 
IFCFPN)813i8221818 
813 	IFCNDEC - 2)815,814,23 
814 YPAGE ='STARTL + 16./7. 	HEIGHT@SCHAR 
GO TO 23 
815 	IFCNDEC - 1)817,816,23 
137 
816 	YPAGE = STARTL + 25./14. * HEIGHT@4CHAR 
GO TO 23 
817 	IF(ABS(FPN) - 100.)819,816,816 
819 IF(ABS(FPN) - 10•820,821,821 
820 	YPAGE = STARTL + 11./14. * HEIGHT@2CHAR 
GO TO 23 
821 	YPAGE = STARTL + 9./7. * HEIGHT@3CHAR 
GO TO 23 
822 YPAGE = STARTL + 2./7. * HEIGHT@ICHAR 
GO TO 23 
818 	IF(NDEC - 2)823,816,23 
823 IF(NDEC - 1)825,824,23 
824 	IF(FPN - 10•621,816,616 
825 IF(FPN - 10•822,820,626 
826 	IF(FPN - 100•820,821,827 
827 IF(FPN - 1000.)821,616,628 
828 	IF(FPN - 100000816,814,814 
23 NNDEC = DNDEC 
28 	CALL NOMBER(XPAGE,YPAGE,HEIGHT,FPN,270.,NNDEC) 
N = (NTICX/IMAX) - 1 + M0D(NTICX,2) 
DO 26 I = IMAX,O, - 1 
TMID = 1. 
YPAGE = - I * ABSCIS/IMAX 
DO 27 JJ = 1,N 
XPAGE = - ORDINA - TICKLE * TMID 
CALL PLOT(XPAGE,YPAGE, 3) 
XPAGE = XPAGE + (TICKLE + FLD(0,36,I.NE.0) * TICKLE) * TMID 
CALL PLOT(XPAGE,YPAGE,2) 
IF(I)111,26,111 
111 	XPAGE = - ORDINA 
CALL PLOT(XPAGE,YPAGE, 3) 
YPAGE = YPAGE + TICSEP 
CALL PLOT(XPAGE,YPAGE,2) 






C SUBROUTINE MYLINE (INTERNAL) 
C 
C 	  
SUBROUTINE MYLINE 
ITOP = IFIX(CABSCIS + RYTMAR + .5)/11. * 99.) 
IBOT = IFIX(RYTMAR/11. * 99.) 
DO 17 I = 1,NTOT 
XPAGE = (YARRAY(I) 	YMAX)/(YMAX - YMIN) * ORDINA 




IF(NTICY.GE.0)GO TO 22 
XPAGE = - OR1;INA/2. 
YPAGE = 	ABSCIS 
CALL PLOT(XPAGE,YPAGE, 3) 
DO 18 I = IBOT,ITOP 
138 
18 	CALL PLOT(XPAGE.YDITCI)P3 — MOD(IP2)) 
22 XPAGE = TOPMAR 
YPAGE = — ABSCIS — RYTMAR — .5 
CALL PLOTCXPAGE,YPAGEs3) 
DO 21 I = 1,100 




C 	SUBROUTINE AXLAB (INTERNAL) 
C 




INTEGER OSQ/' S 6 / 
K = 2 
NCHAR = NCHARX 
S = .FALSE. 
IFCABSCANGLE).GT..1)GO TO 30 
XPAGE = — ORDINA/2. — NCHAR * HEIGHT/2 
YPAGE = SEPLAB 
GO TO 31 
30 	XPAGE = — ORDINA — LABSEP 
YPAGE = 	ABSCIS/2. + NCHAR * HEIGHT/2 
31 	LSTART = 6 * MOD(NCHARs6) — 12 
IF(LSTART.EQ. — 12)LSTART = 24 
LOOK = NCHAR/6 + 1.1 
IF(LSTART.EC. — 6)G0 TO 13 
IF(FLD(Or12P'PS').EG.FLD(LSTART..12,IBCD(LOOK)))G0 TO 15 
GO TO 14 
13 	IF(FLD(0,6,', 1 ).NE.ELD(30,6,IBCD(LOOK — ')))OO TO 14 
IF(FLD(0,6P'S').NE.FLD(0,6sIBCD(LOOK)))60 TO 14 
15 	NCHAR = NCHAR — 1 
S = .TRUE. 
14 	CALL SYMBOL(XPAGEsYPAGE,HEIGHT,IBCD,ANGLE,NCHAR) 
IF(S)CALL SYMBOL(999.,999.,2 * HE;GHT/3.0S0,ANGLE,2) 
RETURN, 
SUBROUTINE DENDEC(0MAX,DELQ,NDEC) 
IF(INT(ABSCOMAX)).GE.10)00 TO 5 
IF(AMOD(ABS(QMAX — DELQ)).1).GE..01)G0 TO 7 
NDEC = 1 
RETURN 
5 	NDEC = — 1 
RETURN 
7 	NDEC = 2' 
RETURN 
END 
C 	  
C 
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